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Bacteria have been evolving and adapting in different hosts and environments for 
millions of years. Most human infections are zoonotic, occurring mainly in animals 
but also being transmissible to humans. Humans and animals have been living 
together for thousands of years and been sharing or retaining their own bacterial 
populations. Bacteria can adapt in new hosts and respond to different selective 
pressures but not all bacterial species are found in all hosts and environments. The 
genetic mechanisms that promote these adaptations are not fully understood. The 
work presented in this thesis investigates the genomic and phenotypic adaptations 
that promote colonization/proliferation of bacteria of the genus Campylobacter and 
explores variation at the species, lineage and gene level. Pangenomic comparative 
analyses revealed core and accessory gene variation highlighting the importance of 
gene gain and loss in the evolution of this species and the use of genomics in 
identifying molecular markers to monitor lineage specific in vivo infection 
experiments. Campylobacter are highly recombinogenic, thus a focus has been 
given on quantifying recombination in the genome. A detailed analysis of 
recombination has shown the proportion of the mobile genetic elements (mobilome) 
in the Campylobacter genus and pinpointed genes associated with host adaptation. 
Additionally, analysis of Campylobacter resistomes between species, lineages, 
hosts and environments revealed multidrug resistant (MDR) genomic islands (GIs) 
and the involvement of plasmids in horizontal gene transfer (HGT). This work has 
provided evidence of interspecies recombination between different species that 
share the same hosts and the genes associated with them. The work in this thesis 
has broadened understanding of how genomic plasticity can allow these versatile 












Bacteria have been on the planet for billions of years. Technological advances have 
allowed us to isolate and sequence thousands of bacterial genomes the past 25 
years (Loman and Pallen, 2015). This has given new insights on how bacterial 
species are shaped and evolve. The work presented in this thesis takes advantage 
of large-scale sequencing data and bacterial isolates to answer questions related to 
species barriers, host adaptation, host ecology and antimicrobial resistance (AMR) 
in the Campylobacter genus. In this thesis, each chapter has their own focused 
introduction, so the following introduction will describe some general principals of 
how bacteria evolve, adapt to different hosts and environments and mechanisms of 
recombination and gene gain and loss. It will also cover how advanced sophisticated 
software and bioinformatics pipelines have helped us to understand how bacterial 
species are maintained and how anthropogenic impacts on the planet have shaped 
bacterial evolution and adaptation in relation to pathogen emergence and AMR. 
 
Bacteria – a short overview 
Bacteria are single cell organisms classified under the domain of Prokaryota. They 
can vary widely in size, but they are typically between 0.2 and 2 μm, and have 
different morphologies such as rod, sphere or spiral. Unlike eukaryotes, bacteria do 
not have a nucleus and other membrane-bound organelles. Most bacterial species 
have a single DNA chromosome, but there are species that have multiple circular 
and/or linear chromosomes (Egan et al., 2005). 
 
Bacteria are among the most abundant organisms on the planet. Recent studies 
have shown that Earth is home to approximately one trillion microbial species (Locey 
and Lennon, 2016). In terms of biodiversity, this is a big proportion of all living 
organisms. Bacteria were typically identified by culturing them and characterizing 
their biochemical properties (Drews, 2000). However, some bacteria look alike 
under the microscope or have similar biochemical properties while many others are 
difficult to culture. This leaves a large gap in our knowledge about the true 
biodiversity and number of different species. 
 
Bacteria are ubiquitous in the environment and constitute a big part of the human 
and animal microbiome. Around 1014 bacterial cells live in a single human (Whitman 
et al., 1998) while animals amount to around 1024 bacterial cells, with cattle as the 
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main contributor (Flemming and Wuertz, 2019). Therefore, they constitute a major 
component of the body. Bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract are involved in food 
digestion, while those found on the skin act as the first line of defence against 
harmful ones. Most bacteria are beneficial to the host and do not cause disease, 
however, there is a proportion of them that are pathogenic to humans, animals and 
plants. Under different conditions, these bacteria can cause mild to severe disease 
and, in some cases, even death. Pathogenic bacteria have evolved to colonize and 
adapt into new hosts, evade the immune system and attack different types of cells. 
These pathogenic bacteria have been extensively studied on the genetic and 
molecular level over the years, leading to characterization of virulence mechanisms. 
 
Bacteria of the genus Campylobacter 
Campylobacter jejuni (C. jejuni) is the leading bacterial cause of gastroenteritis in 
high- but also in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), where the incidence is 
much higher compared to the United States (US) or the European Union (EU) 
(Amour et al., 2016; Pascoe et al., 2020). In addition to this, more emerging 
Campylobacter species of clinical importance have been described including 
Campylobacter coli (C. coli), Campylobacter concisus (C. concisus), Campylobacter 
lari (C. lari) and Campylobacter ureolyticus (C. ureolyticus) (Man, 2011). Bacteria of 
the genus Campylobacter are Gram-negative spiral or rod-shaped, equipped with 
either a single polar flagellum, a bipolar flagellar or no flagellum at all in some 
species (Man, 2011). They are between 0.5 to 5 μm in size and they grow under 
microaerobic conditions (Kaakoush et al., 2015). The first isolation of a 
Campylobacter bacterium was in the 19th century from a case of abortion in sheep 
(McFadyean and Stockman, 1913). The bacterium was originally named Vibrio fetus 
but was renamed as Campylobacter fetus (C. fetus) in 1963 (Sebald and Veron, 
1963). The taxonomy now includes the Campylobacter genus in the family of 
Campylobacteraceae, the order Campylobacterales, the class 
Epsilonproteobacteria and the phylum Proteobacteria.  
 
Campylobacter clinical gastroenteritis 
The two most common species known to cause human gastroenteritis are C. jejuni 
and C. coli (Eurosurveillance editorial team, 2014). Infection by these two species 
can result in watery or bloody diarrhoea, fever and stomach cramps that are usually 
resolved after 5 days (Man, 2011). While experimental studies in humans have 
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shown that the lowest infectious dose for C. jejuni is 800 colony forming unit (CFU) 
(Black et al., 1988), it is estimated that the actual infectious dose can be as low as 
360 CFUs (Hara-Kudo and Takatori, 2011). The severity of the disease is not only 
affected by the infectious dose and the host immune’s response but also by the 
strain itself, with different strains causing different disease outcomes (Nielsen et al., 
2010). Immunocompromised patients are particularly vulnerable to 
campylobacteriosis than healthy individuals (Acheson and Allos, 2001). While the 
major cause of Campylobacter infections is gastroenteritis, other manifestations 
have been associated with this pathogen usually including conditions of the 
gastrointestinal tract like: inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and postinfectious 
irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (Schwille-Kiuntke et al., 2011; Gradel et al., 2009). 
IBDs are chronic inflammatory disorders of the gastrointestinal tract including 
Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis. C. jejuni infections have been associated with 
an increased risk of developing IBD (Gradel et al., 2009). More recent studies 
demonstrated evidence of the association of other Campylobacter species, like C. 
concisus, C. ureolyticus, Campylobacter showae (C. showae), Campylobacter 
rectus (C. rectus) and Campylobacter gracilis (C. gracilis), with IBD (Man et al., 
2010; Zhang et al., 2009). Furthermore, patients that had a severe enteritis caused 
by Campylobacter have been associated with developing a subsequent 
postinfectious irritable bowel syndrome (Schwille-Kiuntke et al., 2011). 
 
Campylobacter - extraintestinal manifestations 
Extraintestinal manifestations have also been associated with Campylobacter 
infections following gastroenteritis. These include Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), 
reactive arthritis, bacteraemia and sepsis. GBS is a neurologic disorder and is 
caused by the human body’s immune system attacking the nervous system (van 
Doorn et al., 2008). Outbreaks of GBS have occurred following outbreaks of C. jejuni 
infections (Jackson et al., 2014). The syndrome usually appears postinfection, 
following C. jejuni gastroenteritis, in 1.2 to 2.3 cases per 100,000 cases annually 
(van Doorn et al., 2008). Human antibodies, produced as a response to C. jejuni 
lipooligosaccharides, cross-react with the human gangliosides, leading to weakness 
and tingling in limbs which can progress to the respiratory system, potentially 
leading to paralysis and death (Freddo et al., 1986). Reactive arthritis usually 
affecting joints has also been described in cases following a gastroenteritis caused 
by C. jejuni. The symptoms often appear a month postinfection and are resolved 
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after a year, though, in some cases, they can persist up to five years (Batz et al., 
2013). Bacteraemia and septicaemia have been reported in cases of 
immunocompromised patients with underlying health problems (Man, 2011). This 
has been associated with several Campylobacter species, including C. jejuni, C. 
coli, C. fetus and Campylobacter upsaliensis (C. upsaliensis) (Man, 2011; Chusid et 
al., 1990).  
 
Campylobacter – pathogenesis 
The pathogenesis and the mechanisms underlying the cause of disease are poorly 
understood in Campylobacter, mainly due to the lack of a good animal model (Young 
et al., 2007). Murine models fail to replicate the human disease as well as having 
inconsistent results (Fox et al., 2004; Mansfield et al., 2007). Ferrets are a good 
animal model that develop symptoms of the disease that are seen in humans (Fox 
et al., 1987), but the cost of experiments is high (Young et al., 2007). Chickens are 
a natural host for Campylobacter and a good animal model to study the colonization 
factors, as well as a tool to design anti-Campylobacter strategies and interventions 
to prevent spillover to human populations (Young et al., 2007). Comparative 
genomic analyses have revealed mechanisms of pathogenicity and chicken 
colonization factors. Pathogenicity in Campylobacter appears to be multi-factorial 
with the flagella, capsule, O- and N-linked protein glycosylation systems and 
secreted proteins being implicated with host-cell invasion (Parkhill et al., 2000; 
Karlyshev et al., 2002; Gilbert et al., 2002). The flagellum is involved in colonization, 
virulence, epithelial cell adherence and invasion (Young et al., 2007). 
Lipooligosaccharides (LOS) and the capsule are involved in immune avoidance 
(Nachamkin, 2002). The genes that encode for the flagellum, capsule and LOS are 
found in highly variable regions of the genome, where mutations have been 
associated with variability in serum resistance, cell adherence and invasion of 
human intestinal epithelial cell lines (Fry et al., 2000). To establish infection, 
Campylobacter bypasses the mucus layer of the GI epithelium owing to their motility 
and unique corkscrew morphology (McSweegan and Walker, 1986). Once they are 
inside they interact with the underlying epithelial cells (Biswas, 2000; Monteville, 
2003). Infection experiments in ferrets have shown a role of type IV secretion system 
in cell invasion and pathogenicity (Bacon et al., 2002). The immune response, 
following intestinal epithelial cell invasion, involves cytokine induction with IL-8, a 
proinflammatory cytokine, commonly stimulated in human infection (Hickey et al., 
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2000). Campylobacter causes diseases in humans but behaves as a commensal in 
chickens indicating host-specificity as a reason behind differences in immune 
responses (Young et al., 2007). 
 
Campylobacter - epidemiology 
Epidemiological data from the last 15 years suggest an increasing trend in 
campylobacteriosis cases worldwide (Kaakoush et al., 2015). However, there are 
differences in numbers between countries and regions, which may reflect 
differences in sampling and isolation methodologies but also surveillance bias and 
underreporting in hospitals (Kaakoush et al., 2015). In LMICs, the exposure rates 
are much higher (Martin et al., 1988), and the disease appears to be endemic 
especially among young children, usually as a chronic recurrent infection (Coker et 
al., 2002). Asymptomatic carriage appears to be very common among children in 
LMICs (Lee et al., 2013), but the exact mechanisms underlying the variation in 
disease symptoms are not well understood (Pascoe et al., 2020). In the US the 
reported annual incidence of Campylobacter infections was recorded by the Food-
Borne Diseases Active Surveillance Network as 14.3 per 100,000 population for the 
period between 1996 and 2012 (Crim et al., 2015). The total number of 
campylobacteriosis reported cases in EU is around nine million, surpassing cases 
of salmonellosis (Havelaar et al., 2013). It is estimated that the true incidence is 
eight to 30 times higher than the confirmed cases due to underreporting and the 
self-limiting nature of the disease (Janssen et al., 2008). 
 
Campylobacter - isolation methodologies 
Isolation methods and protocols for C. jejuni and C. coli have been developed for 
samples from clinical patients and poultry meat (Chon et al., 2013). Modified 
charcoal-cefoperazone-deoxycholate agar (mCCDA) along with other selective 
media has been used to isolate Campylobacter bacteria (Corry et al., 1995; 
Oyarzabal et al., 2005). Selective media for Campylobacter contain several 
antibiotics to suppress the growth of competing bacterial flora in samples (Corry et 
al., 1995). The most common antibiotics used are cefoperazone and vancomycin, 
against which Campylobacter is resistant (Corry et al., 1995; Oyarzabal et al., 2005). 
However, resistance to these antibiotics has spread to other bacteria including 
Escherichia coli (E. coli), making the detection and differentiation of Campylobacter 
bacterial colonies a difficult task (Jasson et al., 2009; Moran et al., 2009). C. jejuni 
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and C. coli are highly thermotolerant, growing at temperatures between 37 oC and 
42 oC, suppressing the growth of other bacterial species (On, 2013). Enrichment 
methods for isolation of Campylobacter in samples that have a low number of cells 
have been reported including incubation in various broths (Bolton broth, brucella 
broth, Preston broth) (Kim et al., 2009) and coculture with amoebas (Axelsson-
Olsson et al., 2007).  
 
Laboratory diagnosis of clinical Campylobacter infection is based primarily on 
culture-dependent methodologies where single colonies are isolated and subjected 
to a range of biochemical tests for species identification (Kaakoush et al., 2015). 
Diagnosis is also performed with culture-independent techniques which require the 
isolation of DNA or RNA from the clinical sample or from a pure culture. Different 
genetic markers can be used to identify the genus and/or the species by polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) amplification of a gene or genes of interest. The 16S ribosomal 
RNA (rRNA) gene is commonly used for detection and differentiation of 
Campylobacter species causing enteritis (Kulkarni et al., 2002). A recent tool for 
rapid bacterial species identification in microbiological diagnostics, is the matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry 
(MS)  (Wieser et al., 2012). This method can identify, with high reliability and 
accuracy, the bacterial species directly from colonies from a pure culture making it 
a valuable tool in the hospital’s microbiological diagnostics facilities (Wieser et al., 
2012). Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is now very common for bacterial species 
identification and is becoming part of hospital diagnostics protocols. 
 
Campylobacter - risk factors, ecology, transmission and environmental 
reservoirs 
The main risk factor for campylobacteriosis is international travel (Swaminathan et 
al., 2009), followed by consumption of contaminated meat, particularly poultry 
products (Hermans et al., 2012; Fravalo et al., 2009; Guyard-Nicodème et al., 2013). 
Other risk factors include consumption of unpasteurized milk or untreated water 
(Levesque et al., 2008), handling, preparing of contaminated meat during slaughter, 
including poultry, pork and beef (Fravalo et al., 2009; Hermans et al., 2012; Guyard-
Nicodème et al., 2013). C. jejuni is one of the six most common pathogens 
associated with travelling abroad, with the travel destination playing an important 
role in the risk of getting infected (Swaminathan et al., 2009). South and southeast 
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Asia, Latin America and Africa are shown to have a high risk of infection with C. 
jejuni (Mughini-Gras et al., 2014). In the EU, 12% of all campylobacteriosis cases in 
2010 were linked to international travellers (Gautret et al., 2012). Quantifying the 
contribution of different infection sources to human campylobacteriosis cases is of 
importance to public health. An approach to this was introduced by Maiden et al in 
1998 using molecular typing methods including the multilocus sequence typing 
system (MLST) (Maiden et al., 1998). 
 
Attributing clinical C. jejuni and C. coli infections to existing genotypes commonly 
isolated from different animal hosts revealed a strong link with ecology (Sheppard 
et al., 2011). Poultry is a main source of getting Campylobacter with broiler chickens 
having high carriage of C. jejuni and C. coli (Skirrow, 1977; Kaakoush et al., 2015; 
Sheppard et al., 2009b). Furthermore, farm and surrounding water environments 
are also contaminated with C. jejuni due to spillover from poultry faeces (Figure 1.1) 
(Ellis-Iversen et al., 2012). Other farmed birds like turkeys and ducks are also known 
to carry these two Campylobacter species (Giacomelli et al., 2012; Colles et al., 
2011). Source attribution studies based on MLST data from >2000 studies 
worldwide estimate that the majority of human campylobacteriosis cases come from 
chickens (Cody et al., 2019). Recent studies of the UK Food Standards Agency have 
showed that around 70% of fresh retail chickens sampled, had high levels of 
Campylobacter (Agency, 2014). Cattle also contribute to campylobacteriosis cases 
globally with around half a million cases in EU caused by two of the most common 
cattle associated C. jejuni lineages (Mourkas et al., 2020). Eating habits and cultures 
might affect the sources of infection in different countries and regions, with the 
number of cases attributed to cattle, equally high as the ones to chicken in France 
(Thépault et al., 2017). Investigating the source of human campylobacteriosis 
infections and assigning it to different host reservoirs based on gene and allelic 
similarities is valuable to design intervention strategies.  
 
Livestock including chickens, cattle, pigs, sheep, goats also carry these bacteria in 
their gastrointestinal tract and this is a major reservoir of Campylobacter species 
(Figure 1.1) (Sproston et al., 2011; Sheppard et al., 2009a; Ogden et al., 2009). 
Companion animals and pets are also found to be carriers with dogs, cats, rabbits 
as well as pet reptiles having tested positive for Campylobacter (Figure 1.1) (Ogden 
et al., 2009; Giacomelli and Piccirillo, 2014; Kohler et al., 2008). Wild animals, 
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specifically wild birds, are usually carriers of Campylobacter species (Figure 1.1). 
Various studies on different wild bird species have shown the abundance of 
Campylobacter species, including C. jejuni, C. coli and C. lari (Sheppard et al., 
2009a; Sheppard et al., 2011; Griekspoor et al., 2013; Griekspoor et al., 2009; 
Sproston et al., 2011; Leatherbarrow et al., 2007). Water contaminated with 
Campylobacter has been responsible for various outbreaks and together with wild 
birds play a role in transmission to humans (Figure 1.1) (Hänninen et al., 2003; 
Rogol et al., 1983). Wastewater and private water supplies can be contaminated 
with Campylobacter, indicating possible sources of transmission to humans and 
animals (Ellis-Iversen et al., 2009). Being a thermotolerant microaerobic bacterium, 
it is not clear how Campylobacter survives in the water, but studies suggest a role 
for amoebas as potential reservoirs for this pathogen in the environment (Axelsson-
Olsson et al., 2005). C. jejuni was found to escape digestive vacuoles inside the 
amoebas, multiply and subsequently rupture the amoebic cell (Axelsson-Olsson et 
al., 2005). Many microbial organisms have been detected in farm water systems 
(Snelling et al., 2006), suggesting a role in transmission to livestock.  
 
Campylobacter - treatment and antibiotic resistance 
Most human cases of campylobacteriosis are self-limiting with the infection resolving 
usually after 3-5 days. However, in severe cases or in immunocompromised 
patients, antibiotic treatment may be required, with fluoroquinolones and macrolides 
being the drugs of choice (Acheson and Allos, 2001). High levels of AMR in C. jejuni 
and C. coli against ciprofloxacin, a fluoroquinolone widely used for 
campylobacteriosis treatment, has become a worrying problem (Food and Authority, 
2019). It has been demonstrated that a single point mutation in the gyrA gene can 
confer resistance to fluoroquinolones (Luo et al., 2003; Gibreel, 2006). This has led 
to macrolides as an alternative drug option, and more specifically erythromycin, 
where AMR develops relatively slowly with point mutations arising in the 23S rRNA 
gene (Lapierre et al., 2016). However, the detection of an rRNA methylating 
enzyme, encoded by the ermB gene conferring resistance against erythromycin was 
recently discovered in China (Qin et al., 2014) and later in EU (Florez-Cuadrado et 
al., 2016; Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2017). More worryingly, an increasing trend of 
MDR Campylobacter isolates, specifically C. coli, has been observed the last 10 
years with many isolates carrying multiple AMR genes conferring resistance against 
several drug classes (Luangtongkum et al., 2009; Food and Authority, 2019). 
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Antibiotics have extensively been used as growth promoters in animal feed all over 
the world (banned in EU in 2006) (Castanon, 2007). This has led to development of 
AMR in bacteria of the gastrointestinal tract of farmed animals (Sproston et al., 2018; 
Sheppard et al., 2009a; Sheppard et al., 2009b). Close contact between agricultural 
animals and humans is increasing the risk of transmission of AMR bacteria with 
studies highlighting the likelihood of reciprocal spread of resistance (Boerlin and 





Figure 1.1. Host range and transmission of C. jejuni. The wildlife reservoir comprises of wild birds 
and marine mammals (known spillover to seals). The livestock reservoir comprises chickens, 




Bacterial typing methods 
Bacteria live and replicate in various ecological reservoirs including animals, food 
products, plants, water, humans and the environment. Clusters of potentially 
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pathogenic bacteria from these sources can transmit and infect human populations. 
These infections are usually described as outbreaks and can lead to dangerous 
epidemics unless the causative agent is identified, and the outbreak controlled. 
Identifying the genotype of bacterial isolates or their phenotypic characteristics is 
known as bacterial typing (van Belkum et al., 2007). One of the first typing methods, 
still routinely used in many parts of the world today, is Pulsed-Field Gel 
Electrophoresis (PFGE) (Nsofor, 2016). PFGE separates DNA fragments on 
agarose gel based on their size. The genomic DNA is fragmented using restriction 
enzymes and run on a gel to check for variation between isolates (Macfarlane et al., 
1999). This method is quick and enables for identifying variation among isolates, 
however it does not work well with large DNA fragments. A serotyping system, used 
for the past 30 years for phenotypic discrimination of Campylobacter spp, is the 
Penner serotyping scheme or Heat Stable serotyping system. This system was 
based on a passive slide hemagglutination assay using soluble heat stable antigens 
(Penner and Hennessy, 1980). Many other typing systems have been developed to 
describe strain variation within bacterial species, something particularly helpful in 
outbreak investigations to discriminate cases from the background populations. 
Such systems, like the Arbitrarily Primed Polymerase Chain Reaction (Roberts et 
al., 1998) and the Multi Locus Enzyme Electrophoresis (Selander et al., 1986; 
Milkman, 1973) were useful in looking for variation in bacterial isolates before the 
advent of more precise sequence-based approaches.  
 
However, the above-mentioned techniques have several limitations. First, they can 
be slow and laborious, and second, they can be hard to standardize, making it 
difficult to compare the results among different laboratories. In addition, early typing 
methods were largely designed to address species and were not generalizable 
across genera. A breakthrough in bacterial typing arrived with the development of 
sequence-based approaches that focus on variation in specific loci. In the 1990’s, 
Profs Maiden and Spratt at Oxford University, and Prof Achtman at the Max Plank 
Institute in Berlin, developed MLST to characterize different species (Maiden et al., 
1998; Achtman, 1996; Enright and Spratt, 1999; Enright and Spratt, 1998). MLST 
has been successfully used for different bacterial species like Campylobacter 
(Dingle et al., 2001), Streptococcus (Enright and Spratt, 1998) and Helicobacter 
(Suerbaum et al., 1998). Using this approach, the genetic variation is studied by 
comparing specific genes instead of variable sequence sites in the genome. These 
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techniques target specific housekeeping genes, usually seven, encoding enzymes 
with important metabolic functions for the bacterial cells. For the Campylobacter 
MLST scheme these genes are: aspA (aspartase A), glnA (glutamine synthetase), 
gltA (citrate synthase), glyA (serine hydroxymethyltransferase), pgm 
(phosphoglucomutase), tkt (transketolase) and uncA (ATP synthase A subunit) 
(Dingle et al., 2001). This typing system assigns each gene a unique arbitrary allele 
number based on sequence variation at that locus. Each isolate is then assigned 
seven numbers that classify its sequence type (ST). STs can be further classified 
into clonal complexes (ST-complex) if they share at least four out of the seven 
housekeeping genes (Dingle et al., 2001). This technique has been widely adopted 
and uses online databases to which sequences are uploaded and stored along with 
isolate metadata. Different web-based platforms are now freely available to the 
public for different bacterial species (http://pubmlst.org/). These databases can be 
used by laboratories from all over the world. At the time of writing, there were > 
100,000 isolates in the Campylobacter pubMLST database.  
 
The MLST system has been a great advancement in creating a standardized typing 
method in combination with the availability of online databases for archiving and 
studying thousands of isolates. However, this system accounts for genetic variation 
in only seven genes (<1% of the genome). The development of high-throughput next 
generation sequencing has revolutionized the way we think of genomes. It is now 
relatively inexpensive to perform WGS, costing around £50 per genome. Along with 
the rapid developments in software for sequence analysis, this has led to new 
insights in the population genomics of bacteria. However, MLST remains a useful 
reference as many clonal complexes represent sequence clusters that are 
recovered in whole genome phylogenies. For this reason, MLST clonal complex 
designations are still commonly used to describe observations in WGS data. In the 
genomic era, seven-locus MLST methods have given rise to gene-by-gene analysis 
approaches (Sheppard et al., 2012; Maiden et al., 2013; Thépault et al., 2017) that 
include increasing numbers of genes for discriminating isolates. These include 
ribosomal gene (rMLST) (Keith A. Jolley et al., 2012), core genome MLST (cgMLST) 
(Keith A Jolley et al., 2012) and whole genome MLST (wgMLST) (Jolley and Maiden, 
2010; Sheppard et al., 2012) in which more genes are included in the scheme 




What constitutes a bacterial pangenome? 
HGT or lateral gene transfer is the movement of genetic material between 
organisms (not including the vertical DNA transfer from parent to offspring). 
Prokaryotes acquire genetic material from an external source and incorporate it into 
their chromosome via recombination. Comparative genomics of thousands of 
strains belonging to different bacterial species, brought to light major differences in 
genome content between species but also between strains within species. It quickly 
became apparent that some chromosomal regions are shared with most isolates of 
the same species (core genome) while others vary between different strains 
(accessory genome) (Figure 1.2). The combination of core and accessory genome 
constitutes the pangenome (Figure 1.2). Some species have been described as 
having open pangenomes, with new accessory genes continuously found as more 
strains are sequenced, while other species have closed pangenomes with few gene 
content differences (Figure 1.2) (McInerney et al., 2017).  
 
By sequencing the whole genome of different bacterial species, researchers were 
able to define the genome size (number of bp for a single genome) and the number 
of genes. The genome size for different bacteria can vary widely from 112 Kb to 14 
Mbp (Bennett and Moran, 2013; Han et al., 2013). Sequencing thousands of isolates 
for hundreds of different species showed that there is big variation between core 
and accessory genes for each species. Different studies have analysed the 
pangenomes of large-scale sequence data for various well-known bacterial species 
and have highlighted these differences. Analysis of >2,000 E. coli genomes has 
identified 3,188 core gene families (core genes defined as genes present in >95% 
of all isolates) and a total of around 90,000 unique gene families (accessory genes) 
(Land et al., 2015). This is a high level of variation compared to other bacteria like 
C. jejuni with 1,432 core gene families (>95%) and a total of approximately 2,422 
unique gene families (accessory genes) in >1,000 isolates (Mourkas et al., 2020). 
For the asymptomatic opportunistic pathogen, Staphylococcus epidermidis, a study 
has identified 1,946 core genes and 12,079 unique genes present in 415 isolates 
(Méric et al., 2018). A study looking at 67 genomes of the intracellular pathogen 
Chlamydia trachomatis identified a total of 927 genes in the total pangenome, out 






Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of pangenomes as Venn diagrams. Numbers 1 to 6 
correspond to different bacterial lineages. Lineages differ in the sizes of their pangenomes, with 
some having closed or open pangenomes. Figure inspired and adapted by McInerney et al., 2017. 
 
 
These numbers vary as more isolates of bacterial species are sequenced with the 
number of core genes getting slightly lower while the number of accessory genes 
continues to increase. Even though the number of genomes used in these studies 
varies significantly, there is a clear understanding that there are differences between 
the pangenomes of those bacterial species. A study by McInerney et al. suggests 
that “pangenomes are the result of adaptive, not neutral, evolution” by looking at 
models of HGT, the main force that shapes differences in gene content between 
different species (McInerney et al., 2017). They argue that when large populations 
with large pangenomes occupy various niches, they adapt better and that gene gain 
enhances this adaptation (McInerney et al., 2017). Others argue that having a larger 
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effective population size gives more genetic diversity and hence these species seem 
to have very diverse pangenomes (Andreani et al., 2017). Although these theories 
are not mutually exclusive it is important to consider genes as unique entities since 
many genes inhabit many different niches and microniches within a certain 
environment. Every different bacterial species has their own proportion of mobile 
genes (mobilome) and so an alternative way would be to apply these theories to 
gene, rather than species level (Shapiro, 2017). Host-associated gene pools consist 
of these mobile genes that are horizontally transferred between bacterial strains that 
are occupying a specific niche constituting the resident host microbiota (Sheppard 
et al., 2018). 
 
The role of horizontal gene transfer and gene loss in bacteria 
One of the main questions about accessory genes in pangenomes is the 
mechanisms by which these genes are transferred between bacteria. It is known 
that many genes arise by gene duplication and HGT (Figure 1.3). The effect of gene 
duplication in the genome is the generation of multiple copies of the same gene, 
known as paralogous genes. HGT was a known mechanism of transfer of DNA 
between bacteria even before the development of modern genome sequencing. 
There are three different forms of HGT: (i) transformation, which is the uptake of 
extracellular DNA, (ii) conjugation, which is the exchange of DNA between two 
bacterial cells and (iii) transduction, which is exchanging genetic material mediated 
by viruses commonly known as bacteriophages (Figure 1.3) (Mira et al., 2010). 
 
(i) Natural bacterial transformation is the process where exogenous DNA is taken 
up by a recipient cell (Figure 1.3). This enables bacteria to acquire new genetic 
elements and potentially adapt to new environmental conditions (Thomas and 
Nielsen, 2005). For transformation to occur, bacteria need to be in a competent state 
under specific conditions (Solomon and Grossman, 1996). Bacterial transformation 
was first described in Streptococcus pneumoniae (S. pneumoniae), and since then, 
82 more species have shown to be transformable (Thomas and Nielsen, 2005). 
Most bacteria like S. pneumoniae, Bacillus subtilis and Haemophilus influenzae 
regulate this competence while others, including Neisseria gonorrhoeae, seem to 




(ii) Conjugation takes place when there is transfer of mobile genetic elements 
between two bacterial cells and is usually mediated by a pilus, a bridge-like 
connection between two cells (Figure 1.3) (Thomas and Nielsen, 2005). These 
genetic elements constitute conjugative plasmids and are transferred between 
bacteria of the same or different species (Figure 1.3). These are usually responsible 
for disseminating antimicrobial and virulence genes among pathogenic bacteria 
(Llosa et al., 2002). This process can take place between bacteria that belong to the 
same species, but interspecies gene transfer has been described in many bacteria 
like Campylobacter (Mourkas et al., 2019). An example of interspecies plasmid 
transfer has been described between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 
spreading the tetO gene which confers resistance to tetracycline (Batchelor, 2004; 
Taylor et al., 1983).  
 
(iii) Transduction is the process of transfer of DNA from one bacterium to another 
via viruses (Figure 1.3). These viruses, known as bacteriophages or phages, infect 
bacteria and exploit the host cell mechanisms to replicate, by incorporating their 
DNA into the bacterial genome (lysogenic cycle) or by replicating inside the bacterial 
cell (lytic cycle) (Balcazar, 2014). Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing 
techniques has shown the important role of bacteriophages in the evolution of 
bacteria (Hatfull, 2008). This has significant implications on the spread of antibiotic 
resistance, as phages could transfer AMR genes between bacterial species 
(Balcazar, 2014). A new distinct form of transduction, called lateral transduction, 
was recently described in Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) highlighting the impact 
of bacteriophages in the evolution of bacterial adaptation (Chen et al., 2018). 
 
Bacteria can acquire DNA, and thus different genes, by HGT in form of plasmids, 
transposons (small fragments of DNA that move around in the genome carrying 
genetic elements along with them) and phages. One of the main forces of bacterial 
evolution is the acquisition of new genes via HGT. When bacteria find themselves 
in new environments, HGT can introduce genes which provide novel metabolic 
mechanisms essential for surviving in the new niche (Lawrence, 1999). Gene gain 
has been described in various bacteria including Streptococcus, Staphylococcus, 
Prochlorococcus and Campylobacter as a way of evolving to adapt into a new host 





Gene loss is another important mechanism that shapes bacterial evolution, 
potentially altering phenotypes and promoting adaptation in a new niche. This can 
occur by a series of mutations following loss of function of a gene. This is particularly 
evident in bacterial obligate endosymbionts that have evolved from free-living 
bacteria with larger genomes (Toft and Andersson, 2010). These endosymbiotic 
bacteria have smaller genomes as a result of increased genetic drift and genetic 
bottlenecks (Moran and Wernegreen, 2000). The accumulation of mutations can 
lead to non-functional genes, called pseudogenes, by either generating truncated 
proteins or affecting essential amino acid positions (Land et al., 2015). In addition, 
insertions or deletions can lead to frameshifts that result in loss of gene expression 
(Land et al., 2015). Under laboratory conditions, the deletion of chromosomal 
positions in Salmonella resulted in beneficial fitness effects compared to the 
parental strain (Koskiniemi et al., 2012). Transposon-insertion associated mutations 
are associated with enhancing the growth rate of E. coli in nutrient-limited 
environments (Hottes et al., 2013; Lenski, 2017). In Listeria species, the loss of 
virulence genes was associated with change in lifestyle shifting from a facultative 
pathogen to saprotroph (den Bakker et al., 2010). In C. jejuni, the loss of a genomic 
island consisting of nine genes was associated with adaptive evolution following a 
host transition to cattle (Mourkas et al., 2020). Another example of gene loss 
promoting adaptive evolution is highlighted in Mycobacterium species following a 
host transition from humans to animals (Gagneux, 2018; Brosch et al., 2002). Gene 
loss reflects a selection against maintaining specific genes in specialized bacteria 
and is likely playing a major role in promoting adaptation of various bacterial species 
into their hosts and environments. Another effect following a bottleneck event is the 
accumulation of pseudogenes (non-functional segments of DNA that resemble 
functional genes) (Sheppard et al., 2018).  
 
Impact of recombination in the evolution of bacteria 
Recombination in bacteria takes place when there is DNA transfer between a donor 
and a recipient cell. The mechanism by which this can occur is by transformation, 
conjugation or transduction. There are two types of recombination known as 
homologous and non-homologous. This classification depends on how the DNA is 
integrated in the recipient genome. Non-homologous recombination involves the 
introduction of a new segment of DNA (or gene) by HGT (Figure 1.3). On the other 
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hand, homologous recombination involves replacement of existing DNA with new 
allelic variation of already present genes (Figure 1.3) (Vos, 2009). These are both 
potential adaptive strategies which increase the genetic variation in a population of 
bacteria (Otto and Lenormand, 2002). However, this might be costly for the bacteria 
if it disrupts already beneficial allelic combinations that have survived through many 
events of natural selection (Vos, 2009).  
 
In eukaryotes, specific positions in the genome, described as hotspots, are found to 
be more recombinogenic (Petes, 2001). Recently, in bacteria, a population genetic 
method that allows for recombination rate inference, identified recombination ‘hot’ 
regions in human pathogenic isolates from ten different bacterial species (Yahara 
et al., 2016). Homologous recombination rates vary between different bacterial 
species with some of them having high rates (Vos and Didelot, 2009). While this is 
not well understood yet, it is likely that bacteria need DNA repair mechanisms 
following recombination, or they need DNA for essential metabolism purposes (Vos 
and Didelot, 2009). Most studies have focused on calculating the rates based on 
seven MLST genes (Wilson et al., 2009; Vos and Didelot, 2009). Vos et al. 
discussed these rates in different species and found that some appear to be very 
recombinogenic such as Vibrio parahaemolyticus and S. pneumoniae, others 
intermediate, including C. jejuni and Enterococcus faecium and others low, including 
S. aureus and Clostridium difficile (Vos and Didelot, 2009). However, these studies 
focused only on seven genes which are highly conserved between species and 
therefore the recombination rates are probably very different across the whole 
genome (Didelot et al., 2012; Croucher et al., 2013). Recent studies have shown 
that recombination rates are much higher and vary across different lineages in C. 
jejuni (Mourkas et al., 2020).  
 
Homologous recombination does not necessarily alter the bacterial genome size, as 
one allelic variant can be replaced by another, a process known as gene conversion. 
This can introduce challenges when inferring relationships between isolates as two 
or more isolates can acquire convergent genetic changes without sharing a common 
ancestor as a result of genome adaptation into the same niche (convergent 
evolution). These isolates would appear closely related but would, in fact, be from 
divergent ancestry. At the same time, isolates could appear to be divergent due to 
recent acquisition of DNA when, in fact, they are closely related. To counteract 
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misinterpretation of ancestral relatedness it is important to use as much of the 
genome as possible when inferring relationships between isolates. Homologous 
recombination can skew phylogenetic relationships and thus software that account 
for the clonal frame have been developed to cope with this problem (Didelot and 
Wilson, 2015). If the recombination hotspots are removed, then the remaining 
genome would reflect the clonal frame (Didelot et al., 2009). ClonalFrameML can 
detect recombination and account for it when reconstructing the phylogeny of a 




Figure 1.3. Genetic mechanisms of HGT. Transformation: the recipient bacterium takes up 
extracellular DNA from a donor bacterium; conjugation: exchange of DNA via plasmids between a 
donor and a recipient bacterium; and transduction: DNA is transmitted by a bacteriophage from a 
donor to a recipient cell and is integrated in the recipient cell genome along with the phage DNA. In 
homologous recombination DNA is replaced with a homologous sequence from another lineage. In 
non-homologous recombination DNA is inserted or deleted. This might lead to gene duplication. 
Figure inspired and adapted by Sheppard et al., 2018. 
 
 
Bacterial population structure and genetics 
The study of bacterial genetic diversity is closely linked with bacterial population 
studies. Genetic diversity is been shaped by evolutionary forces over time. These 
forces have led to the evolution of different bacterial species and sequence clusters 
of groups of isolates within species. But how do bacterial populations spread and 
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evolve to create the diversity and known population structure that we observe in 
natural populations? Bacteria reproduce by binary fission where the daughter cell is 
identical to the parental one, but also exchange genomic elements through 
recombination (Shapiro, 2016; Smith et al., 1993). During cell division, random 
mutations occur which are passed down to the offspring cells leading to the 
evolution of various clones in a bacterial population. Each of these mutations, 
inherited independently, would be maintained in the same position of the genome in 
a clonal population (linkage disequilibrium). This is, in theory, an example of 
perfectly clonal bacteria, but this idealized scenario is not true, as most bacterial 
species are affected by recombination at time points in their evolution (Shapiro, 
2016). Recombination breaks down this linkage disequilibrium but, in most species, 
the overall genetic structure is maintained. Linkage disequilibrium is affected by the 
rate of mutation, genetic drift and the population structure (Smith et al., 1993).  
 
The rate of recombination varies between bacteria and across the genome. Some 
species are largely clonal while others are highly recombinogenic with genetic 
admixture all but abolishing the clonal frame (panmictic) (Smith et al., 1993; Yahara 
et al., 2016). Pathogenicity islands that contain virulence or AMR genes are among 
known highly recombining regions and have previously been described (Hacker et 
al., 1997). Examples of  pathogenic bacteria include Campylobacter (Wassenaar et 
al., 1995), Pneumococcus (Hanage et al., 2009) and Listeria (den Bakker et al., 
2008), highlighting the role of HGT in the mobilization of these genes (Mourkas et 
al., 2019). In agricultural associated bacteria, rapidly recombining genes can be 
linked to host ecology, metabolism and diet (Weinert et al., 2015; Richardson et al., 
2018). However, in non-pathogenic bacteria these genes can be related to 
adaptation to a new environment (Coleman, 2006). Smith et al., analysed different 
species looking at chromosomal genes and found that species range from being 
fully clonal to panmictic (Smith et al., 1993). Some clonal species appear to have 
emerged from a panmictic gene pool. A typical example is the genus Vibrio, 
including Vibrio cholerae (V. cholerae) and V. parahaemolyticus, which are coastal 
water associated bacteria (Cui et al., 2015; Shapiro, 2016). Strains of a particular V. 
cholerae lineage, known to cause cholera in humans via drinking of contaminated 
water, have acquired virulence factors that enable them to cause epidemics (Chun 




In species where recombination is frequent, inferring phylogenetic relationships 
between strains and lineages can be challenging. This is particularly evident in 
species where the clonal signal is very weak, and the phylogenetic tree appears as 
a star-like structure. Such an example, is the genetically heterogeneous C. concisus 
which is found in the saliva and the gastrointestinal tract of humans and is 
associated with IBD (Kirk et al., 2018). Within highly recombining species like C. 
jejuni there is clonal structure which reflects different ecologies. This is particularly 
evident in lineages associated with wild birds where isolates from different countries 
cluster together according to a specific host (Griekspoor et al., 2013; Sheppard et 
al., 2011). Other bacteria, including Helicobacter pylori, have clones that cluster 
according to geographic location. When H. pylori strains pass in a new human host, 
they evolve at the same time with their host. Studies on H. pylori have identified 
genes that are used as geographical markers to describe the population structure 
and track human migration movements along the years (Falush et al., 2003).  
 
Successful clones can emerge from a background population and proliferate in a 
new niche. This can be driven by beneficial mutations that become fixed in the 
emerging clone and lead to lowering the genetic variation in the population. In 
contrast, there are species that have very low genetic diversity with only a few single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) differences in their genomes. Typical examples 
are Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis), Bacillus anthracis (B. anthracis) 
and Yersinia pestis (Achtman, 2008).  
 
Inferring phylogenetic relationships 
Early approaches to describe phylogenetic relationships on bacterial species were 
based on their physical characteristics and metabolic features. The development of 
various molecular methods has provided insights in the diversity of different bacteria 
using genes as markers. The most widely used gene marker in phylogenetic 
analyses, is the small subunit (16S) rRNA gene that was first captured by PCR in 
1983 (Muyzer et al., 1993). The first WGS reconstruction was performed in 1995 
and since then the number of sequenced genomes has dramatically increased 
(Fleischmann et al., 1995). Technological advances on sequencing technologies 
and bioinformatics software have allowed the complete sequence of genomes (Hug 
et al., 2016). This helped researchers to classify organisms into taxa and species 
and reconstruct high-resolution phylogenetic trees based on more than a single 
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gene (e.g. widely used 16S rRNA gene) (Hug et al., 2013). Over the last years, there 
have been multiple studies on bacterial populations, looking at the population 
structure and focusing on virulence and/or AMR resistance genes. The concept of 
core genes (i.e. genes that are shared by all isolates) has made it possible to define 
and study the population structure of different bacterial strains on all different 
taxonomic levels: phylum, class, order, family, genus and species. If you extend this 
to eukaryotes the domain and kingdom levels can also be added. The higher the 
level in the taxonomic rank, the less core genes are shared between isolates and 
thus, the less accurate the resolution will be. Defining the group of core genes 
among different strains is of vital importance to identify conserved genes and their 
functions and understand their evolution. These genes can be used to study various 
phenotypic features and infer phylogenetic relationships between strains.  
 
Bacterial host adaptation  
Bacteria have adapted to survive in different environmental conditions and different 
hosts. This adaptive success can be attributed to various structural, metabolic or 
regulatory mechanisms that bacteria possess (Ryall et al., 2012). Questions remain 
about how bacterial populations adapt to a new niche following transmission 
between multiple hosts. This can be the result of a single or multiple transition events 
between hosts or environments. The genomic adaptations that take place in the 
bacterial genome that enable them to survive and colonize a new niche are not fully 
understood and the time scale of this adaptive process is not known. Mutations can 
slowly alter the genetic variation in the genome and help bacteria adapt into new 
environments (Thomas and Nielsen, 2005). Additionally, when they are found in a 
new host, bacteria can speed up adaptation by obtaining large pieces of DNA via 
HGT in a single event (Vos, 2009). Both strategies have been demonstrated under 
experimental conditions, where bacteria are typically exposed into different 
pressures, which are usually changes in the nutrients or exposure to antibiotics 
(Ryall et al., 2012).  
 
Pathogenic bacteria encounter additional selection pressures compared to non-
pathogenic ones, including the host’s immune defences and antimicrobials. Studies 
have found that extraintestinal pathogenic clones of E. coli can have higher 
recombination rates compared to non-pathogenic commensal ones (Rodríguez-
Beltrán et al., 2015). The same study shows that recombination rates are extremely 
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variable in different E. coli lineages and are associated with each strain’s lifestyle 
(Rodríguez-Beltrán et al., 2015). In another study, McNally et al. demonstrate a 
reduction in core genome recombination for the MDR E. coli clone ST131 (McNally 
et al., 2013). Host adaptation in bacteria appears to be multifactorial depending on 
the host, the environment and the bacterial strain itself.  
 
One way to understand adaptation is to look for genes which confer a competitive 
advantage in a niche. These genes include virulence or AMR genes, or genes that 
confer metabolic advantages in colonizing a specific animal host and are usually 
located on pathogenicity islands. The spread of virulence in E. coli, via HGT, likely 
reflects an adaptive process to a pathogenic lifestyle (Schubert et al., 2009). 
Similarly, the selection for AMR genes, which are commonly found on a plasmid or 
other mobile elements, can rapidly spread through the population and transmit 
between strains and species of the same or different genera (Schubert et al., 2009; 
Taylor, 1986). The acquisition of AMR genes is driven by the environment, in most 
cases in agricultural animals and in hospitals, where the antibiotic use is high. Apart 
from virulence and antibiotic resistance there are other forces that drive bacterial 
adaptation linked directly with the host. These factors include pH, temperature, 
exposure to oxygen, the presence and concentration of various nutrients as well as 
distinct anatomical, histopathological and physiological differences of different 
animal hosts. In addition, host diet and immune response, in combination with 
different skin and/or gut bacterial community compositions play a major role in 
bacterial adaptation.  
 
Host ecology and host associated bacteria 
To colonize a new host, bacteria need to modify their genome and metabolic 
functions in order to adapt and survive. However, questions remain about whether 
there are specific bacterial lineages that have adapted to specific hosts as a result 
of long-term evolution over the years, or specific genes that enable adaptation in 
specific niches (Doolittle and Booth, 2017). To better understand this, we must look 
in species that have a strong host ecology. The fact that some species have lineages 
with different lifestyles and are often found in more than one hosts complicates 
things even further. Understanding the population structure and the gene 
determinants that are associated with different hosts is one way of looking into it. 
Core and accessory genome variation can give insights into: (a) genes that are 
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essential for a group of bacteria (a lineage or a species) and (b) genes found only 
in strains (or lineages) associated with a particular host. Another way is (c) to 
measure the effect of recombination in various clones.  
 
A typical example of largely host restricted lineages is demonstrated in S. aureus 
with lineages strictly associated with birds, including poultry, or humans as well as 
lineages frequently isolated from multiple hosts (Feil et al., 2003). Adaptation to 
different hosts has been mediated by mobile elements, gene loss, recombination 
and mutations in the core genome (Lowder et al., 2009; Viana et al., 2010; Murray 
et al., 2017). Host transitions have been described in S. aureus from humans to 
different agricultural animals. When the human associated poultry lineage CC5 
transferred to poultry, it lost genes, associated with human pathogenesis and 
virulence, and gained novel avian-specific ones (Lowder et al., 2009; Murray et al., 
2017). Host adaptations in S. aureus have mainly been associated with nutrient 
availability, with strains from cattle growing better in the presence of lactose 
compared to human and/or chicken associated strains (Richardson et al., 2018). 
Some serotypes of the pig-associated bacterium Streptococcus suis (S. suis) 
appear to be associated with causing disease in humans, and even though it is likely 
that these strains have acquired genes associated with virulence to humans, the 
exact genomic adaptation changes remain unclear (Weinert et al., 2015).  
 
An interesting example of ecology associated population structure is observed in C. 
jejuni. The segregation of lineages with different ecological niches is evident in the 
existence of livestock, wild bird and environmental associated lineages (Sheppard 
et al., 2014). For example, some lineages (host specialists) are associated with 
poultry, cattle or wild birds (Sheppard et al., 2011). In the latter, the segregation of 
specific lineages to specific wild bird species highlights the strong ecological drivers 
of evolution in C. jejuni which is considered an avian-associated bacterium 
(Griekspoor et al., 2013). Wild birds pre-date the existence of the modern 
domesticated chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) and the coevolution between wild 
birds and C. jejuni bacteria appears to be much longer from an evolutionary and 
adaptive point of view. Experimental infection of wild bird species with different C. 
jejuni lineages, resulted in out-competition of the strains from other sources by the 
host specialist strains (Atterby et al., 2018). This might reflect strain specific 
differences in colonization ability which are likely related to physiological factors of 
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the host (Atterby et al., 2018). However, there are lineages that are occupying 
multiple niches (host generalists). It might be assumed that when these lineages 
transmit into a new host, they would be outcompeted by host specialist ones. 
However, these lineages have been shown to survive in new hosts without being 
outcompeted by the pre-existing host specialist strains (Atterby et al., 2018). 
Additionally, there has been enhanced recombination between host generalist and 
host specialist strains under laboratory conditions (Sheppard et al., 2014) which 
leads to a likely scenario that, by recombining with host specialists, these lineages 
acquire the host associated genetic elements that are required to colonize and 
survive into the new host. 
 
Host adapted lineages and strains are also found in another not thoroughly 
described species of the genus Campylobacter. C. fetus consists of three 
subspecies, C. fetus subsp. fetus and C. fetus subsp. venerealis associated with 
mammals (van Bergen et al., 2005), but also occasionally infecting humans through 
the food chain production (Wagenaar et al., 2014), and C. fetus subsp. testudinum 
associated with reptiles (Fitzgerald et al., 2014). A recent study takes advantage of 
large sets of whole genome sequenced isolates and suggests that C. fetus might 
have passed from humans to cattle during the first domestication period around 
10,500 year ago with adaptive changes observed primarily in the accessory genome 
(Iraola et al., 2017). More sampling and epidemiological surveillance is required to 
monitor the prevalence of C. fetus in cattle and humans and understand its’ 
transmission patterns and contribution to disease. 
 
Advances in bioinformatics software and pipelines for bacterial genome 
analyses 
The generation of multiple bacterial genomes has opened the possibility for 
sequence comparisons to study the evolution, within species diversity, outbreaks 
and virulence/antibiotic resistance. Such comparisons require algorithms and 
software for reconstructing phylogenies. The Neighbour-joining method is a simple 
way to reconstruct phylogenetic trees from evolutionary distance data and, even 
though it is not as accurate, it is reliable enough to give an approximation of the 
relationships between different strains in less than a minute of computational time 
(Saitou and Nei, 1987). Following this, one of the most popular ways to reconstruct 
phylogenetic trees, that is widely used today, is the maximum likelihood (ML) 
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method, implemented in various software like RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014), PhyML 
(Guindon et al., 2010) and FastTree (Price et al., 2010). Maximum likelihood is using 
sequence information to calculate the probabilities for every nucleotide at every 
position in the alignment that is used as input. However, most bacteria undergo a 
level of homologous recombination which can vary from species to species (Vos 
and Didelot, 2009). Reconstructing phylogenies using ML leads to branches on the 
tree with significant evidence for recombination (Everitt et al., 2014). This skews the 
true clonal relationships between isolates when trying to reconstruct phylogenies 
highlighting a need to account for recombination when inferring phylogenetic 
relationships. ClonalFrameML is a software that accounts for recombination by 
detecting the recombined regions on each branch of the tree and generates an 
approximation of the clonal frame. This allows not only the detection of recombining 
genomic regions, but also the study of the genes in those regions, providing further 
insights in evolution of several pathogens (Didelot and Wilson, 2015). 
 
Genome wide association studies 
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been widely used in human 
studies, giving valuable insights in the understanding of the genetic basis of 
phenotypic diversity. GWAS investigate various genetic variants (typically SNPs) 
within a population of organisms and look for statistically associations matched to a 
given phenotype (Corvin et al., 2010). If a SNP is identified as significant, then the 
sequence at the SNP position could be associated with a disease or phenotype trait. 
The first GWAS in humans was published in 2005 looking for associations between 
SNPs and macular degeneration, a disease that results in loss of vision (Klein et al., 
2005). Many important human diseases have been investigated using GWAS 
(Welter et al., 2014). Although, GWAS proved to be a vital tool to use in 
microbiology, it was not used in bacteria until the start of large-scale genome 
sequencing (Read and Massey, 2014).  
 
The first GWAS study in bacteria was published in 2013 looking for associations in 
genetic factors associated with host adaptation in C. jejuni (Sheppard et al., 2013). 
Since then, more studies using GWAS in bacteria were published highlighting the 
power of this method in characterizing phenotypes at a population level (Farhat et 
al., 2013; Laabei et al., 2014; Alam et al., 2014). The last 10 years more updated 
and modified GWAS methods have been introduced to implement this approach into 
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bacterial genetics (Chen and Shapiro, 2015). Some examples of software pipelines 
and tools for performing GWAS are: SEER (Lees et al., 2016), treeWAS (Collins 
and Didelot, 2018), dbGWAS (Jaillard et al., 2018), bugWAS (Earle et al., 2016) and 
bacGWASim (Saber and Shapiro, 2020). Several studies have applied GWAS 
methods to identify genetic variants associated with virulence, antibiotic resistance 
and host-associated factors in bacterial populations of closely related strains 
(Pascoe et al., 2015; Alam et al., 2014; Berthenet et al., 2018). However, many 
challenges exist when applying GWAS to bacteria. When designing and performing 
GWAS it is important to consider the population structure of the species used for 
analysis. Some bacterial species undergo high levels of recombination and that 
creates a problem to structure genetic variation. For example, it is difficult to 
differentiate the associations that result as part of the clonal frame from the adaptive 
ones and identify those SNPs that are associated with a phenotype and cannot be 
explained by the phylogeny. Further validation of genotype-phenotype relationship 
could be achieved with high-throughput phenotypic assays, depending on the 
functional mechanism of the genes or the genomic regions identified by GWAS, with 
in vitro and in vivo assays. Bacterial GWAS is a very recent introduction into the 
field and although it provides a powerful tool for phenotypic characterization at a 
population level, the above challenges need to be addressed (Read and Massey, 
2014).  
 
Dating molecular phylogenies 
Dating the ancestry of a lineage is important to understand evolution. Researchers 
can study the emergence of lineages, linking them to known biological, geological 
and/or historical events. Knowing the ancestry of different lineages provides 
information about the speed of diversification of different groups and the rates of the 
molecular clock (Kuo and Ochman, 2009). In palaeontology, dating a lineage can 
be done directly when identifying a fossil and calculate divergence time on a 
phylogeny by comparing morphological and molecular estimates (Smith et al., 
2006). This cannot be applied in bacteria where no fossil record is available. Instead, 
molecular clocks have been used to estimate divergence times, in bacteria as well 
as in viruses (Sheppard et al., 2010; Falush et al., 2001; Bromham and Penny, 
2003). To calibrate molecular clocks in bacteria, one could calculate the number of 
mutations that accumulate over evolutionary timescales, assuming those occur at a 
constant rate. However, the mutation rates for natural populations of bacteria are 
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usually not reliable. Furthermore, in highly recombinogenic bacteria, recombination 
can shuffle sequence polymorphisms in large parts of the genome resulting in 
phylogenies with false branch lengths, inaccurate dating to the most recent common 
ancestor (MRCA), large confidence intervals, loss of the molecular clock estimate 
and overestimation of the substitution rate heterogeneity (Schierup and Hein, 2000). 
However, using the isolation date of each isolate it is possible to attempt to date 
divergence times of nodes across a phylogeny. This has potential to provide 
information about the emergence of new lineages and/or their associated novel 
genetic traits (Rieux and Balloux, 2016). This can also be applied to non-
recombinogenic bacteria like M. tuberculosis (Eldholm et al., 2015). Obviously, in 
order to accurately perform molecular dating, isolation dates are needed. 
Specifically, information about the different time points of sampling, either months 
or years, for every isolate. This will allow the study of molecular phylogenies on a 
natural timescale assuming there are significant changes in the genomes between 
the sampling times, and that contemporary isolates share ancestry within the 
sample period. TempEst, a tool that compares the genetic divergence that we see 
on a phylogenetic tree through sampling time, has been recently introduced 
(Rambaut et al., 2016). By using a regression approach, this tool allows researchers 
to interrogate their data for temporal signal before applying more sophisticated 
dating methods. These methods include Bayesian phylogenetic inference, 
implemented in the well-known Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis by Sampling Trees 
(BEAST) software which applies advanced molecular clock rate models and Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms to calculate divergence time, coalescence 
and phylogeography (Drummond et al., 2012). The updated version BEAST2.5 
offers more packages and post processing tools including hierarchical multispecies 
coalescent models for tree estimation and more epidemiological models to 
investigate rapidly evolving infectious disease pathogens (Bouckaert et al., 2019). 
BEAST requires computer power, with large-scale sequence analyses requiring 
long computational time, so other software offer alternative ways of dating molecular 
phylogenies. Least-square criteria and algorithms provide fast molecular dating of 
phylogenies with results being highly comparable with those from BEAST in some 
microbial datasets (To et al., 2016). 
 
Many pathogenic species can colonize multiple hosts, with emerging clones 
following transitions between different hosts. Estimating time divergence between 
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these isolates would provide information about the timeline of different host switches 
and possibly link to events associated with those switches. The fore mentioned 
software has been particularly useful in understanding pathogen dynamics, 
emergence and spread of pathogenic bacteria in human and animal populations. 
This has been extensively tested in viruses with broad sampling metadata like HIV 
(Faria et al., 2014), Influenza (Worobey et al., 2014)  and Ebola (Gire et al., 2014) 
to monitor their molecular evolution over time. In recombinogenic bacteria, the 
temporal signal can be distorted by introduction of additional divergence between 
two isolates. However, removing highly recombinant regions from the genome is a 
way of handling that problem. Molecular dating has been used to estimate host 
switching events between humans and bovids in S. aureus (Weinert et al., 2012) 
but also cross-species transmission events between different hosts (Richardson et 
al., 2018). The emergence of a S. suis zoonotic clade has been estimated in the 
beginning of the 20th century, coinciding with the intensification of animal agricultural 
systems in the pig industry (Weinert et al., 2015). A study in C. fetus has found that 
strains of that species jumped from humans to cattle following the domestication of 
cattle 10,500 years ago (Iraola et al., 2017). An attempt to attribute the source of 
infection of C. jejuni lineages, that occupy multiple niches, could not pinpoint the 
source to a specific host, as the host signal is blurred, due to strains undergoing 
multiple host jumps (Dearlove et al., 2016). The recently developed software, 
BactDating, was introduced to deal with molecular dating in bacteria using Bayesian 
estimation of the molecular clock rate (Didelot et al., 2018). This method includes 
test functions that are compatible with outputs of software that detect recombination 
in bacteria like ClonalFrameML (Didelot and Wilson, 2015) and Gubbins (Croucher 
et al., 2015).  
 
Multihost pathogen emergence 
The majority of human or animal pathogens can infect more than one host species. 
Some of those multihost pathogens can be transmitted by multiple hosts, which 
makes them ecological generalists and those pose a high risk in public health 
(Wardeh et al., 2015). Zoonoses, i.e., infections transmitting from animals to 
humans, account for >60% of all human pathogenic diseases, causing not only 
major public concern but also a massive burden on global economies (Woolhouse, 
2001). The causative agents behind zoonoses commonly include viruses, bacteria, 
parasites and fungi. The currently on-going Coronavirus pandemic, caused by 
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COVID-19 virus, is an example of how terrible the effect of a sudden pandemic can 
be not only on public health, but also on the global economy, with predictions giving 
shocking estimates about the upcoming economic losses (Dong et al., 2020). 
COVID-19 has to date infected >16 million people causing more than half a million 
deaths worldwide, with numbers still increasing in the US and Latin America (Dong 
et al., 2020). The epidemics of HIV/AIDS emerged following a chimpanzee to human 
transmission and have killed millions of people and even though various of 
treatments are available, the estimated cost is ~$2,000 per patient per year (Sharp 
and Hahn, 2011; King et al., 2006). In 2003, the first novel human coronavirus took 
place, with bats being the most likely reservoir of the virus (Bolles et al., 2011). Also 
known as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), this epidemic killed less than 
1,000 people (being less contagious than SARS-CoV-2), but its’ effect on the 
economy was devastating costing the global economy around $40 billion (King et 
al., 2006). The influenza virus is notorious for causing 
outbreaks/epidemics/pandemics over the last centuries, perhaps even earlier in 
history (Girard et al., 2010; Nelson and Holmes, 2007).  
 
Bacterial epidemics have been a major problem for the public, with more and more 
epidemics being characterized, owing to the new tools of the genomic era (Raoult, 
2014). This is an alarming problem as infections, associated with resistance to 
antibiotic treatments, are worryingly increasing. Hospitals, medical centres and 
other health care environments, where patients visit frequently, have been 
associated with outbreaks. Epidemic waves of hospital-associated methicillin-
resistant S. aureus have been very common over the last 20 years (Li et al., 2012). 
Numerous of anthrax-related epidemics and outbreaks in humans and animals have 
been described since 1950 with B. anthracis as the causative agent (Bales et al., 
2002). Food-borne bacterial pathogens have been widely known to cause 
outbreaks. Enterohaemorrhagic serotype E. coli O157:H7 was first reported in China 
in 1990 and has gained a lot of publicity since the outbreaks in US and Japan in 
1993 and 1996, respectively (Shao et al., 2011). Most food-borne diseases are 
zoonoses and have Campylobacter and Salmonella as their dominant causing 
agents worldwide (Thorns, 2000). Other epidemics and outbreaks have been 
described, like the ones caused by group A Streptococcus (Beres et al., 2010), S. 
enterica subsp. enterica, Salmonella enteritidis and Salmonella typhimurium 
(Bäumler et al., 2000; Bush et al., 2011). Ongoing anthropogenic changes to the 
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planet, like deforestation and the destruction of wildlife habitats along with the 
increase in meat, eggs and dairy products on the market, have brought wildlife, 
livestock and humans closer together increasing the emergence of pathogens which 
are causing epidemics/pandemics.  
 
Antimicrobial resistance and the dangers ahead 
Since the discovery of AMR for the first time in 1924 against a drug known as 
salvarsan, that was widely used to treat syphilis between 1910 and 1914 , many 
serious bacterial-associated outbreaks, have been reported (Bush et al., 2011). 
When the bacteria causing an outbreak are susceptible to antibiotics, patients can 
be easily treated, for example in the E. coli outbreak in Germany in 2011 (Frank et 
al., 2011). However, when the underlying pathogen is associated with high antibiotic 
resistance, then the outbreak/epidemic can be very problematic. In recent decades 
many bacterial pathogens have acquired resistance to different classes of 
antibiotics. This has been affected by the extended use of antibiotics in human and 
veterinary medicine but also in modern agriculture with the use of antibiotics as 
growth promoters in animal feed (Castanon, 2007). Antibiotic resistance can be a 
large problem in hospital settings where patient-to-patient transmission is common 
and can lead to rapid spread of MDR bacteria (Bush et al., 2011). Pathogenic 
bacteria can acquire AMR genes from the environment through HGT, with many of 
those genes located on transposons, plasmids and other mobile elements (Boerlin 
and Reid-Smith, 2008). The gut can act as a gene pool for AMR transmission events 
between commensal and pathogenic bacteria (Salyers et al., 2004).  
Numerous AMR genes that confer resistance to antibiotics have quickly spread 
among bacterial species. The new Delhi metallo-β-lactamase-resistance gene 
(NDM-1) conferring resistance to broad spectrum β-lactams and carbapenems, has 
spread worldwide due to frequent international travel and its’ high transmissibility 
potential (Giske et al., 2012; Datta et al., 2017). Usually located in plasmids, blaNDM-
1 has been detected in various human pathogenic bacteria including E. coli, 
Klebsiella pneumoniae and Acinetobacter baumannii (Poirel et al., 2011). Another 
example of dissemination of AMR genes across different bacterial species is the tet-
related genes, conferring resistance to tetracycline. Plasmid-mediated transfer of 
tetO gene from a Gram-positive to Gram-negative bacteria has been described 
(Taylor et al., 1983; Batchelor, 2004). This gene is highly prevalent in 
Campylobacter species, circulating among isolates from animals, humans and 
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urban effluents (Mourkas et al., 2019). In addition, other tetracycline resistance 
genes including tet(X) have been found in MDR bacterial strains of various 
pathogenic bacteria including E. coli, K. pneumoniae and Enterobacter (Leski et al., 
2013). Infections caused by K. pneumoniae are a common problem in intensive care 
units (ICUs). Although resistance against carbapenems was known for 22 years, it 
was not until recently that it was recognized as a major health problem. Carbapenem 
resistance, caused by the gene KPC (Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase), 
encoding for an enzyme that can break down carbapenems, has been also located 
on a plasmid which makes it easier for dissemination from one bacterium to another 
(McKenna, 2013).  
Increasing AMR has become one of the world’s most serious contemporary public 
health concerns. The World Health Organization (WHO) has placed AMR as one of 
the most serious threats in the years to come as more and more bacteria are 
becoming resistant to all known antibiotics. The last generation penicillin drugs, the 
carbapenems, are already ineffective in many countries like Greece, Spain and 
India. It is quite alarming that there have been no new drugs that target the 
Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae bacteria for the past 40 years. It has 
become apparent that modern medicine is under crisis and that without the 
discovery of new drugs or combination therapies, AMR will become one of the 





Aims of this thesis 
The work in this thesis has attempted to advance our understanding of bacterial 
adaptation in different hosts and environments by investigating genomic changes 
and linking them, when applicable, to phenotypes. This work has used the power of 
comparative genomics to examine: (i) differences in the core and accessory genome 
and (ii) the effect of recombination in the evolution of Campylobacter.  
1. In chapter 2, bacterial genomes from various Campylobacter species were 
analysed to answer questions related to what maintains species as discrete 
entities and the extent of genetic exchange between them. Subsequently the 
following questions will be investigated: 
 Do Campylobacter share more accessory and/or core genetic elements when 
found in the same host? 
 Can distant Campylobacter species recombine, or are there other barriers to 
recombination? 
 Are there any hotspots of recombination and what is the proportion of the 
genome that recombines? 
2. Chapter 3 focuses on the impact of intensive livestock production on the 
evolution of host-associated C. jejuni lineages. In this chapter, comparative 
genomics, linked to phenotype studies, were used to investigate the genomic 
adaptations and timescale of the emergence of cattle-associated lineages. The 
following questions will be investigated: 
 How do cattle-associated C. jejuni lineages emerge? 
 What is the timescale of this emergence? 
 What are the genomic elements associated with adaptation into cattle? 
 Can genotype-phenotype be linked mechanistically? 
3. In chapter 4, the genomic variation associated with AMR was investigated in 
Campylobacter isolates from humans, livestock and sewage to answer 
questions related to the spread of AMR among source and sink populations. 
The following questions will be investigated: 
 What is the MDR profile of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates? 
 How is AMR distributed across Campylobacter source/sink populations? 
 Are there species or lineages that harbour more AMR? 




4. Finally, chapter 5 presents the use of genomics as a tool to identify lineage-
specific genes to monitor bacterial load in animal infection experiments. The 
following questions will be investigated: 
 Do distinct C. jejuni lineages have their own pool of accessory genes? 
 Can genomics be utilized to identify lineage-specific gene markers that can 











Interspecies recombination in agricultural Campylobacter is influenced by the 












The work in this chapter provides a detailed analysis of genome-wide genetic 
diversity within the genus Campylobacter. Thirty Campylobacter species from a 
range of hosts and environments, were analysed in order to answer questions 
related to evolutionary forces that maintain what is known as species. Quantifying 
intra- and interspecies recombination showed that species share more genetic 
elements when they are found in the same host or environment. Genomic analyses 
identified recombination hotspots, that were mapped to genes with various 
functions. These genes represent potential adaptations of species that cohabit the 
same niche. The work in this chapter presents a novel way of looking at the extent 
of genetic exchange between closely related Campylobacter species and explores 
the limits of bacterial species boundaries. The statement of authorship for this 





Evolutionary analyses of bacteria often consider lineages and species that inhabit 
different niches. For example, within the genus Campylobacter there are species 
that inhabit the gut of different animals and species that inhabit different niches 
within a single animal. The maintenance of these species as discrete entities 
depends on barriers to genetic exchange between them. These can be physical - 
with species inhabiting different niches, or adaptive - implying selection against 
hybrid lineages, but quantifying the relative importance of these barriers can be 
challenging. Considering genes, rather than lineages, as units of selection provides 
a theoretical solution to this. While understanding clonal population structure and 
phylogenetics remains important, new theoretical approaches consider the genes 
that underlie the collective functions of a microbiome (songs) rather than the 
lineages in which they are found (singers). Here, >600 genomes of multiple 
Campylobacter species isolated from birds, mammals and reptiles were analysed. 
By characterizing interspecies core and accessory genome recombination in 
isolates from the same and different hosts, this chapter quantifies the extent to which 
genes, rather than lineages, inhabit the niche. Specifically, for some species pairs 
there was ~0.6 times more recombination between cohabiting isolates than host 
segregated ones. By broadly defining the limits of interspecies recombination and 
the function of mobile genes, work in this chapter provides real-world data by which 
to interrogate influential theories about the levels of the biological hierarchy (genes, 




Industrialisation of farming practices has dramatically changed the distribution of 
plants and animals on Earth. These radical anthropogenic ecological changes, niche 
expansion and subsequent influx of bacterial species has removed some of the 
physical barriers to recombination. Bacterial species boundaries can be blurred by 
recombination between distantly related bacterial species (Shapiro et al., 2016; 
Doolittle and Zhaxybayeva, 2009), challenging the traditional Linnaean taxonomy 
and biological species concept used to describe most Eukaryotic species 
(Dobzhansky, 1935; Mayr, 1942). The dramatic niche expansion greatly increases 
the effective population size (Ne) of bacterial populations, which leads to increased 
genetic variation. Genetic variation is maintained through neutral selection (genetic 
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drift) or ecology-driven selection (Sheppard et al., 2018), giving identification of 
fuzzy species that do not form clear and distinct clusters (Dobzhansky, 1935; Mayr, 
1942; Hanage et al., 2005; Hanage, 2013; Mallet et al., 2016).  
 
However, phylogenetic clustering based on core genes (shared by all isolates in a 
comparison) tend to support a clonal population structure (species), which implies 
that there are still barriers to recombination. For recombination to occur there must 
be homology between a recipient genome and the donor DNA. Restriction-
modification systems act as defence mechanisms against the uptake of foreign DNA 
(mechanistic barriers) (Thomas and Nielsen, 2005; Eggleston et al., 1997). Bacteria 
must also inhabit the same space for the exchange of genetic material (ecological 
barriers). Novel genotypes can also be outcompeted by fitter predecessors 
(adaptive barriers) purging the population of sub-optimal recombination events (Zhu 
et al., 2001). Through modelling genetic admixture (Lawson et al., 2012) 
recombination can be quantified and hot spots of variation associated with 
phenotype differences, identified ( Sheppard et al., 2013; Yahara et al., 2017; 
Berthenet et al., 2018; Yahara et al., 2016; Yahara et al., 2018; Yahara et al., 2014).  
 
Host-associated bacteria must strike a balance with the pre-existing microbiota 
(Davenport et al., 2017) to help evade the host immune response (Tuchscherr et 
al., 2011) and utilise the available nutrients (Sheppard et al., 2013). A plug-and-play 
approach to bacterial accessory genomes (Young, 2016; McInerney et al., 2020), 
where diversity in bacterial phenotypes can be provided by a mobile pool of genes 
that are readily gained and lost, enables the acquisition of rapid adaptive genomic 
changes that can be spread through the population via recombination (Mourkas et 
al., 2020). This results in different strains carrying unique selections of accessory 
genes drawn from the species’ pan-genome (Vos and Eyre-Walker, 2017). These 
selfish elements reproduce and spread within and between lineages (Werren, 
2011), sometimes in conflict with what is best for the individual (Doolittle and Papke, 
2006). Short generation times allow selection to act quickly on bacterial populations, 
encouraging rapid adaptation and expansion into new niches (Holt, 2009).  
 
In agriculture, a reduction in physical recombination barriers has led to an increase 
in the emergence of zoonotic diseases, where host-restricted species can broaden 
their infectious host profile and encounter other bacterial species. Cross-species 
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introgression has shaped the population structure of Campylobacter, a common 
gastroenteritis pathogen. C. jejuni lineages are often associated with a single host 
(specialists) (Griekspoor et al., 2013; Mourkas et al., 2020; Sheppard et al., 2011), 
or multiple hosts (generalists) (Dearlove et al., 2016). A single host can 
simultaneously carry multiple lineages (Colles et al., 2008) possibly occupying 
different sub-niches within that host (Colles et al., 2015). Quantification of 
interspecies recombination between C. jejuni and C. coli isolated from agricultural 
animals suggests that up to 23% of the C. coli genome has been acquired from C. 
jejuni (Sheppard et al., 2013).   
 
In this chapter, over 600 Campylobacter spp. isolates (from 30 designated 
Campylobacter species) were analysed. Isolates were selected to represent genus-
wide genetic diversity from a range of host species, which provide the opportunity 
to consider the relative influence of two evolutionary pressures: (1) Do 
Campylobacter share more accessory and/or core genetic elements when found in 
the same host? (2) Can distant Campylobacter species recombine, or are there 




Host ecology influences the population structure of the Campylobacter genus 
In this chapter, genomes from publicly available databases were used, representing 
genus-wide diversity within Campylobacter. These were augmented with 
environmental isolates from the closely related Arcobacter and Sulfurospirillum 
species to evaluate diversity within the Campylobacteraceae family (Figure 2.1). In 
total, 631 isolates from 30 different Campylobacter species (Figure 2.2) and 64 
different sources, isolated from 31 different countries between 1953 and 2016 were 
included (Appendix, Table S2.1). Among the 631 isolates, 361 were C. jejuni and C. 
coli and could be classified according to 31 Sequence Type complexes (ST-
complexes) based upon sharing four or more alleles at seven housekeeping genes 
defined by multi-locus system typing (MLST) (Appendix, Table S2.1) (Dingle et al., 
2001) and were representative of the known diversity in both species (Mourkas et 





Figure 2.1. Population structure of the Campylobacteraceae family. Phylogenetic tree of 662 
isolates that belong to the Campylobacteraceae family with Helicobacter pylori used as an outgroup. 
The tree was reconstructed using a gene-by-gene concatenated alignment of 603 core genes shared 
by >95% by all isolates and an approximation of the maximum-likelihood algorithm (ML) implemented 
in RAxML, with the major species indicated next to the associated sequence cluster. The scale bar 
indicates the estimated number of substitutions per site.   
 
 
Figure 2.2. Species attribution of 631 genomes of the genus Campylobacter. Different colours 
correspond to main species with number of isolates greater than three. 
 
The obligate human pathogenic C. concisus species (n=106 isolates), consisted of 
the two phenotypically indistinguishable but genetically distinct clusters, 
genomospecies I (GSI; n=32) and genomospecies II (GSII; n=74), as previously 
described (Kirk et al., 2018) (Appendix, Table S2.1). The collection also included 
more than 50 C. fetus (n=52) isolate genomes, consisting of C. fetus subsp. fetus 
(n=8), C. fetus subsp. venerealis (n=23) and C. fetus subsp. testudinum (n=21) 




A maximum-likelihood phylogeny of the Campylobacter genus was reconstructed 
on a gene-by-gene concatenated sequence alignment of 820 gene families shared 
by >95% of all isolates, with a core genome of 903,753 base pairs (Figure 2.3). The 
phylogeny illustrates the broad source diversity of isolates from C. jejuni and C. coli 
species (ecological generalists) (Figure 2.3). Single-species trees showed a clear 
population structure with isolates clustering into 28 ST-complexes in C. jejuni and 
three clades in C. coli (Figure 2.4). A distinct separation was observed for both 
mammalian C. fetus subsp fetus and C. fetus subsp venerealis and reptile C. fetus 
subsp testudinum, as well as for the genetically heterogeneous C. concisus GSI and 
II, for C. fetus and C. concisus, respectively (Figure 2.4) as previously described 
(Iraola et al., 2017; Kirk et al., 2018).  
 
 
Figure 2.3. Population structure of the Campylobacter genus. Phylogenetic tree of 631 
Campylobacter isolates from all available species. The tree was reconstructed using a gene-by-gene 
concatenated alignment of 820 core genes shared by >95% by the isolates and an approximation of 
the maximum-likelihood algorithm (ML) implemented in RAxML, with the species and the most 
common associated sources indicated next to the associated sequence cluster. The scale bar 




Figure 2.4. Core genome species trees. Single-species trees for nine Campylobacter species with >4 isolates demonstrating the diversity among species. The scale bars 
indicate the estimated number of substitutions per site. (*) The scale for the tree corresponding to C. hepaticus is 10 times smaller than the rest.
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The Campylobacter genus tree also includes uncommon species which appear to 
be restricted to one host or environment, including C. iguanorium (Gilbert et al., 
2015) and C. geochelonis (Piccirillo et al., 2016) (reptiles), C. lanienae (Logan et al., 
2000) (pigs), C. hepaticus (Van et al., 2016) (chicken liver), C. lari  group (Miller et 
al., 2014) (marine birds and environment) and C. pinnipediorum (Gilbert et al., 2017) 
(seals) species, most of which discovered recently (Figure 2.3, Figure 2.5). Single-
species trees showed lower diversity for species with n>9 probably due to lack of 
sampling, with C. hepaticus having the lowest diversity (Figure 2.4) with 8/10 
genomes associated with isolates from the same outbreak (Van et al., 2016). Two 
clades were observed in C. lari (Figure 2.4) which could correspond to previously 





Figure 2.5. Overview of host-associations of Campylobacter species. The most common 
sources where different Campylobacter species (n≥3) have been sampled. Each Campylobacter 
species is represented as a central node, with different colours corresponding to different species.  
 
More than 1/3 of the isolates (38.35%; 242/631), were from nine different 
Campylobacter species and isolated from an agricultural animal (Appendix, Table 
S2.1). The presence of both host generalist and specialist Campylobacter lineages 
and species emphasizes ecology as an important factor associated with the 
evolution of the Campylobacter genus. Clinical isolates were predominantly C. jejuni 
(27.52%; n=60/218) and C. coli (14.68%; n=32/218) or C. concisus (44.5%; 
n=97/218; Appendix, Table S2.1). However, at least one isolate from nearly half of 
all Campylobacter species (44.83%, n=13/29) was from a human clinical sample, 
hinting at their potential to infect human populations (Figure 2.5, Appendix, Table 
S2.1). 
 
Figure 2.6. Abundance and diversity of Campylobacter species in each host and environment. 





Pangenome genome content varies between species in the genus 
Campylobacter  
Inter- and intraspecies-specific genome content variability was investigated by 
comparing the whole genome sequences of all 631 genomes (Figure 2.7). Genome 
size varied between 1.40 and 2.51 Mb (mean 1.73) and the number of genes (per 
isolate) ranged from 1,293 to 2,170 (mean 1,675) (Figure 2.8 top).  
 
 
Figure 2.7. Schematic representation of pangenomes between different Campylobacter species 
(where n>4 isolates). The number of core genes shared by all species is illustrated in the middle of 
the venn diagram. 
After removal of allelic variants, the pangenome consisted of 15,649 unique genes, 
found in at least one of the 631 isolates (Figure 2.7). A number of 820 genes (5.24 
% of the pangenome) was shared by >95% of all isolates (core genome), across 15 
species. (Figure 2.7). Species with a small number of isolates (n<3) were excluded 
from gene quantitative analysis. Work in this chapter identified variation in the 
complement of core genes ranging from 1,116 in C. lari to 1,700 in C. geochelonis, 
for each of the 15 species (Figure 2.8 middle). Large differences were noted in the 
size of accessory genomes (14,829 genes representing 94.76% of the pangenome), 
with C. concisus (mean: 981 genes), C. hyointestinalis (mean: 946 genes), C. 
showae (mean: 1,160 genes), C. geochelonis (mean: 1,021 genes) and C. fetus 
(mean: 912 genes) containing the highest average number of accessory genes 




Figure 2.8.  Pangenome analysis of the Campylobacter genus. Overall distribution of the total 
number of genes per isolate for each Campylobacter species (where n≥3 isolates). The total number 
of genes (top), core genes (middle) and accessory genes (bottom) is illustrated in all three plots. The 




Campylobacter share more genetic elements when found in the same niche  
Exploring the host colonization range in the genus showed that some hosts are 
colonized by multiple lineages of the same or different Campylobacter species (x1, 
y; Figure 2.9). Evidence of genetic exchange between Campylobacter lineages of 
the same (Mourkas et al., 2020) or different species (Sheppard et al., 2013) has 
been described before. The chapter’s hypothesis was that there is more genetic 
similarity between strains occupying the same niche (x1→y > x2→y; Figure 2.9). To 
test this, work in this chapter quantified: (1) accessory genome variation, (2) core 
genome allelic variation and (3) the effect of recombination, in a set of 297 
Campylobacter strains from 15 different species, isolated from chickens, cattle, pigs, 
wild birds and environmental waters (Appendix, Table S2.1). 
 
 
Figure 2.9. Recombination when species co-habit hypothesis. Figure represents the chapter’s 
hypothesis and shows the relationships between Campylobacter species, C. jejuni (x1, x2) and C. coli 
(y), when found in the same or in different hosts. 
 
(1) Agricultural-associated Campylobacter species harbour more AMR genes 
The Pangenome Neighbour Identification for Bacterial Populations (PANINI) 
software (Abudahab et al., 2019) was used to investigate shared accessory gene 
content between distant Campylobacter species. Two-dimensional clustering was 
consistent with the population structure of the tree, reflecting similarities on core and 
accessory gene content (Figure 2.10). Functional annotation of 14,829 accessory 
genes showed that 71% (10,561) were encoding hypothetical proteins of unknown 
function due to the lack of homology with well-characterized genes (Figure 2.11) 
(Pascoe et al., 2019). The rest of the genes were related to metabolism, DNA 
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modification, transporters, virulence, inner membrane/periplasmic, adhesion, 
regulators, metal transport and antimicrobial resistance (Figure 2.11). 
 
 
Figure 2.10. Accessory genome variation and the effect of HGT. Output of the PANINI algorithm 
for 631 isolates of the Campylobacter genus. The main species are coloured by different colours. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Accessory genome variation and the effect of HGT. Analysis of accessory gene 
function in all main Campylobacter species. The different gene functions are depicted on the y axis, 




Figure 2.12. Accessory genome variation and the effect of HGT. Presence of antimicrobial resistance genes in the Campylobacter genus. The phylogenetic tree was 
reconstructed using a gene-by-gene concatenated alignment of 820 core genes and an approximation of the maximum-likelihood algorithm (ML) implemented in RAxML. 
The designated colour scheme was used for each species in the first column. The second column indicates whether the strain is isolated from an agricultural animal (grey). 




To investigate HGT further, work in this chapter focused on known examples of 
accessory genes that can move between different bacterial species (Mourkas et al., 
2019; Sheinman et al., 2020). The genomes of all 631 isolates included in this 
chapter were compared to 8,762 known antibiotic resistance genes from the 
Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) (Jia et al., 2017), 
ResFinder (Zankari et al., 2012) and the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) databases. Homology (>75%) was found for 42 AMR 
determinants associated with multidrug efflux pumps, aminoglycosides, 
tetracyclines and β-lactams (Figure 2.12). Species that contained a significant 
proportion of agriculture-associated isolates, like C. jejuni, C. coli, C. lanienae, C. 
hepaticus, C. hyointestinalis and C. fetus contained far more AMR determinants 
(Figure 2.12). Twenty-seven and 18 AMR determinants from four antimicrobial drug 
classes, including tetracyclines, aminoglycosides, lincosamides and β-lactams, 
were found in C. jejuni and C. coli, respectively (Figure 2.12). Five and two AMR 
determinants, conferring resistance to aminoglycosides and tetracyclines, in C. 
lanienae and related C. fetus and C. hyointestinalis, respectively, were also detected 
(Figure 2.12). Tetracycline resistance tetO was detected in two C. hepaticus isolates 
(Figure 2.12). Genes associated with the cmeABC efflux pump system were highly 
prevalent in C. jejuni, C. coli and C. hepaticus (Figure 2.12). AMR determinants 
associated with β-lactams resistance, were present in marine-associated species 
C. lari (4), C. subantarcticus (1), C. volucris (1), C. ornithocola (3), C. insulaenigrae 
(1) and Campylobacter sp. (1) (Figure 2.12).  
 
AMR genes are often found in Pathogenicity Islands (PAIs), in close proximity in the 
genome (Mourkas et al., 2019) and this analysis revealed several gene clusters that 
have been described in previous studies (Mourkas et al., 2019; Abril et al., 2010). 
The cluster of ant(6)-Ia, sat-4, aph(3)-IIIa genes in C. jejuni (chicken; n=5, clinical; 
n=1), C. coli (chicken; n=2, cattle; n=1) and C. lanienae (pig; n=1) isolates (Figure 
2.12, Figure 2.13) has previously been described in C. jejuni and C. coli (Qin et al., 
2012; Mourkas et al., 2019) but not in C. lanienae. The addition of tetO in this genetic 
association, was also observed in a clinical C. jejuni genome (Figure 2.12, Figure 
2.13), consistent with previous findings (Mourkas et al., 2019). A cluster of aad9, 
ant(6)-Ib and tetO was detected in a C. coli isolate from water (Figure 2.12, Figure 
2.13). The same genes, colocalized in a different ordered, were previously detected 
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in a C. coli isolates from sewage (Mourkas et al., 2019). Genes aph(3)-IIIa, aad9, 
ant(6)-Ia and sat-4 were colocalized in two C. lanienae isolates from pigs (Figure 
2.12, Figure 2.13).  
 
Figure 2.13. Genetic organization of AMR genes in Campylobacter. The presence of AMR 
genes, tetO (purple), ant(6)-Ia (olive green), sat-4 (yellow), aph(3)-IIIa (blue), aad9 (light blue), ant(6)-
Ib (green) and tet44 (fuchsia), is shown for representative genomes from C. jejuni, C. coli, C. 
lanienae, C. hyointestinalis and C. fetus subspecies fetus sampled from different agricultural animals. 




These genes were located in a plasmid, on a genomic island along with other AMR 
genes, in a C. coli isolate from chicken (Mourkas et al., 2019). The last gene 
grouping included tet44 and ant(6)-Ia genes, which were colocalized in C. fetus 
subsp. fetus (cattle; n=1) that has been previously described (Abril et al., 2010). This 
cluster (>75% sequence identity) was also detected in a C. hyointestinalis isolate 
from cattle (Figure 2.12, Figure 2.13). These findings are consistent with HGT-
mediated circulation of AMR genes between different Campylobacter species and 
among host microbiome gene pools. 
 
(2) Identifying adaptation in the core genome 
Allelic variation in the core genome was investigated by calculating the number of 
core genome SNPs for all 15 major Campylobacter species (species with 3 or more 
isolates in the dataset). Major differences in the number of core genome SNPs 
ranging between 983 and 230,264, were found. C. coli had the largest range of 
SNPs (between 101,581 and 133,632) and had the highest mean number of SNPs 
together with C. concisus (131,279 and 227,395, respectively) (Figure 2.14), 
representing the most diverse species in the genus. C. hepaticus and C. 
geochelonis had the lowest mean number of SNPs (986 and 4,310, respectively), 
and despite the low number of isolates for these species, their values were lower 
compared to other species with equal number of isolates (Figure 2.14). Sampling 
bias could explain the low diversity of those species with isolates either being from 
hosts in close proximity (Piccirillo et al., 2016) or from contemporaneous outbreaks 
caused by genetically similar strains (Van et al., 2016).  
 
Pairwise average nucleotide identities (ANI) for 820 genes, shared >95% by 605 
isolates from 15 major species in the genus Campylobacter, were compared to all 
C. jejuni isolates. The analysis grouped species somewhat according to the genus 
population structure, and a two-stage similarity with C. jejuni. C. coli and C. 
hepaticus were the most similar to C. jejuni, followed by another grouping of C. lari, 
C. subantarticus and C. upsaliensis (Figure 2.15). Genus-wide genetic similarity and 
pairwise average nucleotide identity (ANI) for all possible pairs of genomes was 
calculated with FastANI (Jain et al., 2018). Isolates of the same bacterial species 
shared >95% similarity with each other (Figure 2.16), and signals of increased 
genetic similarities (between 85% and 90%) over greater phylogenetic distances 
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were observed throughout the matrix. These signals might represent potential 
genomic signatures (songs) between lineages (singers) that belong to different 
species that share the same host.  
 
Figure 2.14. Core genome allelic variation. Number of SNPs per genome of the main 
Campylobacter species (where n≥3 isolates) in the core genome alignment. The horizontal line in 
each plot represents the mean value while the upper and lower lines the standard deviation. 
 
Figure 2.15. Average nucleotide identity for gene pairwise comparisons of 820 core genes for 605 




Figure 2.16. Pairwise average nucleotide identity comparison calculated for all 631 Campylobacter 
isolates shown on a heatmap with red indicating high (100%) and blue low (75%) nucleotide identity. 
Grey colour corresponds to missing ANI values <75% which are not calculated by FastANI (Jain et 
al., 2018).  
(3) Enhanced within-host recombination 
Intra-species recombination is common and has been reported in highly 
recombining bacteria, such as Streptococcus suis (Weinert et al., 2015), 
Helicobacter pylori (Berthenet et al., 2018), Staphylococcus aureus (Richardson et 
al., 2018; Murray et al., 2017), including C. jejuni (Mourkas et al., 2020), C. coli 
(Sheppard et al., 2010) and C. fetus (Iraola et al., 2017). Large scale recombination 
or introgression has also been described between Salmonella serovars (Criscuolo 
et al., 2019), and between C. jejuni and C. coli, generating hybrid lineages 
(Sheppard et al., 2008; Sheppard et al., 2011). To quantify genome-wide 
recombination in isolates cohabiting the same niche, 
Chromopainter/fineSTRUCTURE (Lawson et al., 2012) was used. The dataset was 
filtered, to include 297 isolates drawn from different species that share the same 
hosts or environments (Appendix, Table S2.1), and compared them in 27 donor-
recipient groups. From a total number of 266,892 polymorphic sites, 258,444 
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(96.83%) recombining SNPs (mapped to 558 genes and representing 33.98% of the 
NCTC11168 genes) that had >90% probability of copying from a donor to a recipient 
strain, were detected. From those SNPs, 215,068 (83.21%), (mapped to 534 genes; 
32.52% of the NCTC11168 genes) were found to be recombining within the same 
host. The hypothesis was supported in 10/27 group comparisons where more 
recombination was detected within than between host (Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, 
Figure 2.19). 
 
Figure 2.17. Recombination in donor-recipient comparisons. (A) The figure shows the 
recombining SNPs in 10 group donor-recipient comparisons. The proportion (%) of recombining 
SNPs with >90% probability of copying from a donor to a recipient genome is illustrated in the y axis. 
All donor groups are shows in the x axis. All coloured boxes correspond to comparison where donors 
and recipients are found in the same host. 
 
To assess the robustness of the analysis and eliminate the likelihood of chance, the 
effect of randomization was included, and the analysis was repeated by assigning 
random hosts for every isolate (Appendix, Figure S2.1). In the 10 group 
comparisons that supported the hypothesis, 174,594 within-host recombining SNPs 
(mapped to 473 genes; 28.8% of NCTC11168 genes) and 109,564 between-host 
recombining SNPs (mapped to 395 genes; 24.05% of NCTC11168 genes), were 
detected. From the 473 within-host recombining genes, 45 genes contained the 
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highest number (>95th percentile) of recombining SNPs (Figure 2.18, Figure 2.19, 
Table S2.2). These genes had diverse inferred functions including metabolism, cell 
wall biogenesis, DNA modification, transcription and translation (Appendix, Table 
S2.2). 
 
Figure 2.18. Genome position of genes containing recombining SNPs. Genes and their 
corresponding number of recombining SNPs, inferred by Chromosome Painting analysis for all ten 
group comparisons, and mapped to the NCTC11168 reference genome. Genes from within-host 
(red) and between-host (black, white) pair comparisons are shown for each group. Donor groups are 
isolates from chicken (triangle), cattle (square), wild bird (cross), pig (star), clinical (circle) and water 
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(snowflake) samples. The dashed line indicates the 95th percentile for every individual group 
comparison.   
 
Figure 2.19. Genes ranked in ascending order of the number of recombining SNPs they contain as 
inferred by Chromosome Painting analysis for all ten group comparisons. Genes from within-host 
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(red) and between-host (black, white) are shown for each group. Donor groups are isolates from 
chicken (triangle), cattle (square), wild bird (cross), pig (star), clinical (circle) and water (snowflake) 
samples. 
The within-host mobilome 
Within-host interspecies recombination was observed for isolates sampled from 
chickens between generalist lineages ST-21 and ST-45 (donors; C. jejuni) and 
generalist ST-828 complex (recipient; C. coli). ClonalFrameML analysis detected a 
high recombination to mutation (r/m) for these lineages (Appendix, Table S2.3). 
Generally, agriculturally associated species/lineages had on average two times 
more r/m compared to non-agricultural associated ones (Appendix, Table S2.3). 
Genetic exchange between C. jejuni and C. coli has been described before 
(Sheppard et al., 2013). Analyses including C. coli ST-828 complex as a recipient, 
revealed aroA and carB genes as the most recombinogenic, with C. jejuni lineage 
ST-21 complex and ST-45 complex as donors, respectively (Appendix, Table S2.2). 
The first (aroA) encodes for an enzyme which is present in bacteria, yeast and plants 
and might be essential for growth and colonization in chickens (Wösten et al., 1996). 
The second one (carB) encodes for a carbamoylphosphate synthase and has been 
linked to biosynthesis of polysaccharides associated with virulence (McLennan et 
al., 2008). Generalist lineage ST-45 was involved as a donor in within-host 
interspecies comparisons with three more Campylobacter species, including C. 
hepaticus (chicken), C. concisus GSI and GSII (clinical) and C. ureolyticus (clinical) 
(Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, Figure 2.19). This lineage had the highest r/m ratio from 
all other lineages or species involved in the comparisons (Appendix, Table S2.3). 
With C. hepaticus group as a recipient, the most recombining gene was pnp which 
encodes for a polynucleotide phosphorylase (Figure 2.20, Appendix, Table S2.2). 
Inactivation of this gene has been associated with decreased motility and lack of 
colonization in chickens (Haddad et al., 2012). For the clinical associated C. 
concisus the most highly recombining genes included topA and ilvl (Figure 2.20, 
Appendix, Table S2.2). While the first gene, encodes for a Topoisomerase Is that 
changes the DNA conformation during homologous recombination (Hyytiäinen et 
al., 2013), there is limited information for ilvI gene, involved in amino acid 
biosynthesis. For the emerging gastrointestinal pathogen C. ureolyticus 
comparison, the top recombining genes secD and secY are encoding for secretion 
proteins, which could be responsible for adaptation into a new host environment 






Figure 2.20. Pangenomic position of recombination analysis results as inferred by 
ChromosomePainting. Ticks in the outer circle (black) represent pangenomic positions of genes in 
the C. jejuni NCTC11168 reference genome used in this chapter. Ticks in the inner circle (grey) show 
the position of genes involved in within-host recombination. Genes containing recombining SNPs 
with >90% probability of copying from a donor to a recipient genome are represented along with a 
quantitative visualization of the number of the recombining SNPs detected in every gene for each 
group comparison (scale of quantification from 0 to 1375). Genes are coloured according to their 
corresponding group comparison.  
 
There was increased recombination in genomes sampled from cattle between C. 
jejuni ST-61 lineage (donor; C. jejuni) and C. fetus and C. hyointestinalis (recipients) 
with 71.75% of all within-host recombining SNPs from all 10 groups detected in 
these two pair comparisons (Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, Figure 2.19). Cattle-
associated lineage ST-61 has previously been described as highly recombinogenic, 
and been associated with rapid clonal expansion and adaptation in cattle (Mourkas 
et al., 2020). The top recombining genes included polA and dnaE for C. fetus and 
C. hyointestinalis as recipients, respectively (Figure 2.17, Appendix, Table S2.2). 
These genes are involved in DNA replication/repair and homologous recombination 
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(Hyytiäinen et al., 2013). The group comparison with lineage ST-828 (C. coli) as 
donor and C. lanienae as a recipient showed increased recombination in pigs with 
napA being the top recombining gene (Figure 2.17, Appendix, Table S2.2). This 
gene is involved in electron transfer and is essential for nitrate reduction in 
Campylobacter jejuni (Pittman et al., 2007). Increased recombination was detected 
in isolates sampled from water involving environmental associated C. coli clade 2 
as donor and C. lari as recipient (Figure 2.17). The top recombining gene in this 
analysis was cj1476c encoding for a pyruvate-flavodoxin oxidoreductase being 
differentially expressed under aerobic or microaerobic conditions (Gaynor et al., 
2004).  
 
Bacterial isolates inhabiting the same niche would likely require similar gene 
combinations to colonize and survive in the hew host environment. Recombination 
can promote the dissemination of adaptive genetic elements in isolates of different 
bacterial species. To identify host adaptive genes, the analysis focused on highly 
recombining genes (>95th percentile) in different group-species comparisons 
between strains that share the same host. Gene gyrA was found to be highly 
recombining in chickens (Groups 2 and 3) (Appendix, Table S2.2). Presence of AMR 
is common in livestock animals and a single mutation in the gyrA gene is known to 
confer resistance against ciprofloxacin (Luo et al., 2003). C. jejuni and C. coli 
isolates from clinical and animal samples are known to have high levels of 
resistance against ciprofloxacin (Food and Authority, 2019). In cattle, two genes, 
aspS and glmS were involved in recombination between three different 
Campylobacter species (Groups 5 and 6). The first is associated with virulence 
(Reddy and Zishiri, 2018) while the second is a conserved cell wall biosynthesis 
associated gene known to have multiple attachment transposon sites (Tn7) located 
downstream of its’ genome position (Choi, 2009). Gene napA was highly 
recombining in cattle and pig hosts (Groups 5, 6 and 7) (Appendix, Table S2.2). This 
gene is essential for reducing the amounts of nitrate in the periplasm of gram-
negative bacteria (Potter et al., 2001). These genes might represent candidate host 
adaptive genes conferring a strong advantage of colonization and survival in each 






The interspecies mobilome of the Campylobacter genus 
Close contact between wildlife, livestock animals and humans can increase 
transmission opportunities between bacteria, where adaptive genes can be 
transferred between strains of different species, allowing for genetic variation while 
maintaining the species entities. However, parts of the genome were found to be 
recombining not only within, but also between hosts, indicating hotspots of 
recombination in the genome. Therefore, work on this chapter quantified the 
proportion of the mobile genome and focused at recombining SNPs found in more 
than one group comparison (Figure 2.21). These SNPs mapped to 337 genes 
(20.52% of the NCTC11168 genes; 2.15% of the pangenome) (Figure 2.22, 
Appendix, Table S2.4). 
 
 
Figure 2.21. Genes recombining within the Campylobacter genus. The graph shows the number 
of genes involved in recombination in 10 different group comparisons. The number of genes is 





Figure 2.22. Genomic position of genes that are recombining within the Campylobacter 
genus. Presence of all recombining (o) and non-recombining (x) genes of the C. jejuni NCTC11168 
reference genome. Genes present in at least six different group comparisons are depicted with their 
annotated name based on the C. jejuni NCTC11168 reference genome annotation. 
To identify gene flow and analyse important predicted functions across many 
different Campylobacter species, analysis focused on 16 genes present in more 
than five group comparisons (Figure 2.22, Appendix, Table S2.4). Genes included 
cmeA and cmeB which are part of the predominant efflux pump CmeABC system in 
Campylobacter. Sequence variation in the drug-binding pocket of the cmeB gene 
has been linked to increased efflux function leading to resistance against multiple 
drugs (Yao et al., 2016). Use of antibiotics in human and veterinary medicine 
(outside of the EU) are interrelated with selection for AMR in Campylobacter species 
that are commonly isolated from livestock animals (Livermore, 2007). 
Campylobacter response to host transmission and virulence has been associated 
with biofilm formation and changes into surface polysaccharides (Szymanski et al., 
2003; McLennan et al., 2008). Present in eight group comparisons, gene carB, 
encoding for a carbamoylphosphate synthase, has been associated with 
biosynthesis of substrates for many polysaccharides and is known to contain 
transposon insertion sites upstream of its’ genomic location (McLennan et al., 2008). 
Other genes recombining in seven group comparisons included typA, gltX, gidA and 
hydB. While the function of the first two is not clear, gidA is associated with virulence 
in many bacteria (Mikheil et al., 2012) and hydB encodes for the large subunit of the 
H2-uptake hydrogenase an essential enzyme involved in respiratory pathway in C. 
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concisus (Benoit and Maier, 2018). These genes might pinpoint at functions 
essential for bacteria to adapt into different hosts and environments. 
 
Discussion 
Current genomics methods focus on describing the genotypic diversity and 
population structure of bacteria by looking at gene variation in a pangenomic scale 
in large populations. It has become evident that there is movement of genetic 
material between lineages of the same or among multiple species occupying the 
same niche space. However, a rigorous approach of quantifying recombination in 
the absence of physical barriers, has yet to be applied. Through measurement of 
genetic exchange between species sharing a similar niche, work in this chapter 
provides evidence of cross-species recombination. This confounds traditional 
Linnaean approaches to Eukaryotic taxonomy and is consistent with previous 
commentary on difficulties assigning bacterial species (Shapiro et al., 2016; Mallet 
et al., 2016).  
 
The Campylobacter genus revealed more structure and diversity compared to 
genera that contain species with traditionally low diversity, such as Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (Gupta et al., 2018). In Campylobacter, distinct core genome clustering 
supports classification of distinct species clades, such as C. jejuni and C. coli. 
Evidence of introgression between agricultural associated C. coli  and C. jejuni has 
been described before (Sheppard et al., 2013). Work in this chapter found evidence 
of subspecies clustering in C. fetus and genomospecies in C. concisus highlighting 
a division within those species. However, other species clades were not as 
genetically distinct, like the C. lari group marine clade including fuzzy species C. 
subantarcticus, C. insulaenigrae, C. ornithocola, C. volucris, C. peloridis and C. lari. 
Bacteria of the Bacillus genus also include species that do not form clear and distinct 
sequence clusters including B. anthracis, B. cereus and B. thuringiensis that are 
genetically very closely related (Helgason et al., 2000). Classifying different bacterial 
populations into discrete clusters proves to be challenging for some species where 
clear divisions do not exist. In Campylobacter, the presence of subspecies, hybrids 
and ‘fuzzy’ species appears to be the result of ecological factors affecting the 




Exploring the source of Campylobacter species, revealed a broad diversity of hosts 
and environments (Figure 2.3). Notably, many Campylobacter species were isolated 
from livestock animals (Figure 2.5), probably due to the expanding niche driven by 
animal domestication and intensive livestock production over the last 100 years. 
Most uncommon species were usually isolated from one source (reptiles, marine 
mammals, wild birds) (Figure 2.5), revealing ecology driven adaptation in a 
particular niche. For example, isolates from C. fetus subsp testudinum, C. 
iguanorium and C. geochelonis were sampled from reptile-related animals, while 
isolates from C. pinnipediorum were sampled from seals, indicating adaptation to a 
single wild animal host species. Similarly, C. jejuni and C. coli isolates have been 
sampled from various wild bird species (Griekspoor et al., 2013; Cody et al., 2015). 
These wild animal associated Campylobacters are occasionally linked with human 
disease, indicative of infrequent contact with humans which decreases the risk of 
spillover. 
 
Genetic variation was observed at the number of core and accessory genes 
between species. For some species, like C. hepaticus, this could be the result of 
sampling bias that mirror low genetic diversity (outbreaks). A large proportion of 
species-specific accessory genes encoding hypothetical proteins highlights a need 
for further gene function characterization. Nevertheless, all species shared a core 
set of genes important for main metabolic functions. Genome-wide introgression 
between two different bacterial strains or species can result in the generation of 
hybrid strains (Sheppard et al., 2013; Criscuolo et al., 2019). Investigating the core 
genome allelic variation of every species in the genus provides clues about possible 
formation of hybrid groups (Mourkas et al., 2020; Sheppard et al., 2013). While this 
is true for the agricultural associated C. coli and C. jejuni (Sheppard et al., 2013), 
there was no evidence of genetic admixture in any of the other Campylobacter 
species as a result of hybridization. This could imply that recombination does not 
happen randomly, and that hybridization is not common in distantly related 
Campylobacter. The measure of ANI suggests that strains that belong to the same 
species share roughly >95% nucleotide identity (Jain et al., 2018). Signatures of 
genetic similarities between strains of different Campylobacter species (Figure 2.16) 




Exchange of large DNA fragments by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is common 
between bacterial species (Tran and Boedicker, 2017). Antimicrobials exert a strong 
selective pressure, bacteria can overcome either by point mutations in genes of 
interest (Lapierre et al., 2016), or by acquiring genes that confer resistance against 
antibiotics through HGT (Yahara et al., 2014; Yahara et al., 2016). Studies suggest 
that HGT is a recurrent process, with AMR genes being widely transferred, not only 
between species of the same genus (Baker et al., 2018; Ochman et al., 2000), but 
also across different genera of bacteria (Mourkas et al., 2019; Park and Andam, 
2020; Eisen, 2000). Every host and environment represent a bacterial niche, 
comprised of micro-niches, subjected to different selection pressures. The 
ecological and host colonization profile of different Campylobacter species provides 
scenarios where physical barriers to recombination are lifted, in cases of closely 
related species occupying the same niche (Figure 2.9). This grants the unique 
opportunity to quantify and compare within and between-niche recombination.  
 
Evidence for HGT has been demonstrated for AMR genes among isolates from 
livestock, human and sewage and between isolates of two different Campylobacter 
species (C. jejuni and C. coli) (Mourkas et al., 2019). Work in this chapter identified 
AMR genes present in strains from six agricultural associated species including C. 
jejuni, C. coli, C. hepaticus, C. lanienae, C. fetus and C. hyointestinalis (Figure 2.12). 
This is not surprising considering the recently excessive use of antibiotics in 
veterinary medicine which allows farm animals to act as hosts for gene pools of 
AMR genes (Teuber, 2001). Presence of AMR genes was also found in six species 
of the C. lari group, including C. lari, C. subantarcticus, C. volucris, C. insualenigrae, 
C. ornithocola and Campylobacter spp. all of which associated with marine 
mammals, wild birds and environmental water (Figure 2.12). Various pathogenic 
bacteria, including Salmonella (Olsen et al., 1996), Campylobacter (Griekspoor et 
al., 2009; Broman et al., 2000) and Escherichia coli (Hernández et al., 2012) have 
been isolated from wild birds and sea waters, many of which being resistance to 
different antibiotics, indicating AMR transmission through wild bird migration and 
possibly spread into other species via HGT (Aminov and Mackie, 2007; Hernández 
and González-Acuña, 2016). Transfer of genomic islands containing AMR gene 
clusters can be facilitated via natural transformation or plasmid mobilization in a 
specific niche or environment. Analysis in this chapter revealed AMR gene clusters 
in Campylobacter genomes associated with different farm animals. In some cases, 
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strains from phylogenetically closely related species (C. fetus and C. hyointestinalis) 
isolated from cattle, shared the same AMR gene cluster (tet44 and ant(6)-Ib) 
described before in C. fetus subsp. fetus (Abril et al., 2010). The presence or 
absence of AMR genes could be the result of genes that share the shame ancestry, 
however the syntenic rearrangement of AMR gene blocks indicates the circulation 
of colocalized AMR genes among related species and host niche gene pools and is 
consistent with HGT.  
 
For DNA exchange to take place, bacterial strains need to be in close proximity. For 
Campylobacter strains that would most likely be the gut of an animal. 
Campylobacter species undergo high levels of homologous and non-homologous 
recombination which can vary among lineages and across species (Yahara et al., 
2016; Mourkas et al., 2020; Iraola et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2009; Sheppard et al., 
2014). Characterizing the segments of DNA that are involved in recombination 
provides information about gene function and the proportion of the mobile genome 
(Yahara et al., 2014). To identify this, analysis focused on quantifying the DNA that 
is transferred between strains from different species that may or may not be found 
in the same host. The analysis revealed specific donor-recipient pairs with enhanced 
recombination within rather than between a certain niche (Figure 2.17). Many group 
comparisons failed to support the hypothesis. Although the exact reasons are not 
clear, mechanistic barriers could prevent recombination for some species that share 
the same niche. Furthermore, physical isolation of species occupying different 
subniches in every host could be the reason. For example in poultry, C. hepaticus 
is commonly isolated from the liver (Van et al., 2016), while Campylobacter strains 
from other species (C. jejuni, C. coli) are commonly isolated from different parts of 
the gastrointestinal tract. Strains from the generalist C. jejuni ST-45 were involved 
in half of the group comparisons that supported the hypothesis (Figure 2.17). Given 
their generalist lifestyle of adapting in various niches and their high recombinogenic 
nature, isolates of this lineage might be able to colonize different subniches within 
hosts and environments. The host attribution signal is commonly lost in generalist 
lineages, including C. jejuni ST-21, ST-45 complexes and C. coli ST-828 complex, 
due to recent rapid host switches (Dearlove et al., 2016). However, signatures of 
adaptation have been observed between strains isolated from cattle compared to 
chickens, in ST-45 complex (Sheppard et al., 2013). Extended sampling from 
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various subniches in different animals is needed to further understand the impact of 
within-host microecology.  
 
Every species group comparison revealed genomic hot spots of recombination 
throughout the genome, involving genes with putative functions related to virulence, 
colonization, DNA modification or adaptation into a new niche. Different parts of the 
genome evolve and speciate at different rates. In fact, some genes might not 
speciate, but rather coevolve with the host forming a host adapted gene pool. 
Identifying highly recombinant genes in different species could provide information 
about host-specific gene pools. Donor-recipient analyses revealed highly 
recombinogenic genes from multiple group-species comparisons which shared the 
same host. Campylobacter isolates from chickens are highly resistance to 
fluoroquinolones, and particularly ciprofloxacin, which is the drug of choice to treat 
clinical campylobacteriosis cases, with mutations in the gyrA gene conferring 
resistance (Hormeño et al., 2016). Therefore, selective pressure from this antibiotic 
may explain the detection of this gene as highly recombinant in chicken isolates. 
Group-species comparisons in cattle showed very high levels of recombination (2/3 
of all recombining SNPs). The highly recombinogenic nature of C. jejuni ST-61 
complex, involved in these comparisons as a donor, could explain the high amount 
of recombination compared to the other species-group comparisons. Transposons 
are mobile genetic elements that can jump from one genome position to another 
between strains. Conjugative transposons integrate in a specific site (Tn7) which is 
located downstream of glmS gene (Choi, 2009). Analogs of glmS are found in many 
bacteria with multiple Tn7 sites downstream of that gene (Choi, 2009) which could 
explain the high recombination of this genomic region in cattle. To grow under 
microaerobic conditions, Campylobacter is equipped with napA, a gene encoding a 
nitrate reductase (Pittman et al., 2007). Nitrate, if converted to nitrite, can cause 
food poisoning to farm animals. Accumulation of high amounts of nitrate in plants, 
slurry, straw and drainage water could be toxic to livestock, including cattle and pigs 
(Alexander et al., 2009), and thus an actively expressed or beneficial allele of napA 
gene might be needed in strains colonizing the gut of those animals. While 
speculations about how the putative function of those genes can promote adaptation 
into different hosts, further in vitro and in vivo experiments are needed to confirm 




Recombination allows for rapid adaptation into a host environment favouring 
adaptive genes to spread through bacteria populations. Work in this chapter found 
efflux pump genes cmeA and cmeB, associated with MDR resistance, to be 
recombining in multiple donor-recipient group-species, possibly driven by the 
presence of antibiotics in the surrounding environment. Most prokaryotes contain a 
carAB operon which encodes for carbamoylphosphatase an enzyme associated 
with polysaccharide biosynthesis potentially linked to virulence and better growth 
(McLennan et al., 2008). Gene carB, encoding for the large subunit of this enzyme, 
was recombining in all the group-species comparisons highlighting a possibly 
essential role of this gene for adaptation in different environments. Hydrogen is an 
electron donor to bacterial electron transport chains and is abundant in the gut of 
birds and mammals. Campylobacter jejuni encodes a NiFe uptake hydrogenase, 
which is activated by the presence of nickel in the environment (Howlett et al., 2012). 
Gene hydB, encoding the NiFe active site in the large subunit of this enzyme, might 
confer an advantage into utilizing nickel in a new niche, which could explain why it 
is recombining in multiple species-group comparisons. These genes reveal 
information about potentially essential functions in different hosts and environments 
and provide a basis for further in vitro experiments to investigate their role in 
bacterial adaptation. 
 
The work in this chapter quantifies and compares the rate of recombination within-
species and within-niches (specifically agriculture). Genes that can spread (likely 
via HGT) across species boundaries, were identified. Subsequent changes in 
bacterial phenotypes make speciation difficult and support theories promoting gene-
centric descriptions of bacterial evolution. Analysis detected 0.6 times more 
recombination within- rather than between-host for some species-groups, revealing 
ecology as a driving factor for niche adapted genes. As different lineages are 
inhabiting a niche, gene ecology plays an important role in maintaining a metabolic 
network across bacterial species. Humans continue to change the environmental 
landscape creating novel niches for bacteria. By understanding the mechanisms of 
evolution, scientists can hope to decrease the risk of these versatile bacterial 
pathogens to spread into human populations. 
 
Materials & Methods 
Genome sequence collection and archiving 
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A total of 631 Campylobacter, 18 Arcobacter, eight Sulfurospirillum and five 
Helicobacter genomes were assembled from the NCBI database and previously 
published genomes (Appendix, Table S2.1). Isolates were sampled from clinical 
cases of campylobacteriosis and faeces from chickens, ruminants, wild birds, wild 
mammals, pets and environmental sources. Genomes and related metadata were 
uploaded and archived into BIGS database (Sheppard et al., 2012).  
 
Sequence isolates 
Comparative genomics analyses focused on all 631 Campylobacter species 
available on public repositories and identified until the conception of this chapter. 
The dataset consists of C. avium (n=1), C. coli (n=143), C. concisus (n=106), C. 
corcagiensis (n=1), C. cuniculorum (n=2), C. curvus (n=2), C. fetus (n=52), C. 
geochelonis (n=3), C. gracilis (n=2), C. helveticus (n=1), C. hepaticus (n=10), C. 
hominis (n=1), C. hyointestinalis (n=16), C. iguanorium (n=3), C. insulaenigrae 
(n=1), C. jejuni (n=218), C. lanienae (n=26), C. lari (n=13), C. mucosalis (n=1), C. 
ornithocola (n=1), C. peloridis (n=1), C. pinnipediorum (n=9), C. rectus (n=1), C. 
showae (n=3), C. sputorum (n=1), C. subantarcticus (n=3), C. upsaliensis (n=3), C. 
ureolyticus (n=4), C. volucris (n=2) and Campylobacter sp (n=1) (Appendix, Table 
S2.1). 
 
Pangenome creation, core and accessory gene variation, phylogenetic 
analysis 
Sequence data were analysed using PIRATE, a fast and scalable pangenomics tool 
which allows for orthologue gene clustering in divergent bacterial species (Bayliss 
et al., 2019). Genomes were annotated in Prokka (Seemann, 2014), using a genus 
database consisting of well annotated C. jejuni strains NCTC11168, 81116, 81-176, 
M1 and plasmids pTet and pVir in addition to the already existing databases used 
by Prokka (Seemann, 2014). Briefly, annotated genomes were used as input for 
PIRATE. Non-redundant representative sequences were produced using CD-HIT 
and the longest sequence was used as a reference for sequence similarity 
interrogation using BLAST/DIAMOND. Gene orthologues were defined as “gene 
families” and were clustered in different MCL thresholds, from 10 to 98 % sequence 
identity (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, 98). Higher MCL thresholds were 
used to identify allelic variation within different loci. An inflation value of 4 was used 
to increase the granularity of MCL clustering between gene families. BLAST high-
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scoring pairs (HPSs) with a reciprocal minimum length of 90% of the query/subject 
sequence were excluded from MCL clustering in order to reduce the number of 
spurious associations between distantly related or conserved genes. This 
information was used to generate gene presence/absence and allelic variation 
matrices. A core gene-by-gene multiple sequence alignment was generated using 
MAFFT (Katoh, 2002) containing genes shared >95% by all isolates. Phylogenetic 
trees, based on core gene-by-gene alignments, were reconstructed using the 
maximum-likelihood algorithm implemented in RAxML v8.2.11 (Stamatakis, 2014) 
with GTRGAMMA as substitution model. [N.B. The PIRATE analysis was performed 
in collaboration with Sion Bayliss, University of Bath, Bath, UK]. 
  
Quantifying accessory and core genome variation  
To examine whether the accessory gene content of all 631 Campylobacter genomes 
is consistent with the core gene one, the PANINI software, which visualizes the 
output as a two-dimensional projection (Abudahab et al., 2019), was used. 
Subsequently, all Campylobacter genomes were screened for the presence of 
antimicrobial resistance genes against the CARD (Jia et al., 2017), ResFinder 
(Zankari et al., 2012) and NCBI databases. A positive hit was defined when a gene 
had >75% nucleotide identity over >50% of the sequence length. A gene 
presence/absence matrix for every antimicrobial resistance gene was generated for 
every genome. Genomes carrying AMR genes were screened to characterize the 
location of adjacent genes using SnapGene software (GSL Biotech; available at 
snapgene.com), as previously described (Mourkas et al., 2019).The number of core 
SNPs was identified using SNP-sites (v2.3.2) (Page et al., 2016). The program 
FastANI v.1.0 (Jain et al., 2018) was used to analyse the degree of genomic 
relatedness and similarity of all 631 Campylobacter genomes. This software 
provides a robust way to examine intra and interspecies genetic relationships 
between bacterial genomes. This generated a lower triangular matrix with the lowest 
ANI value at 75% (as computed by FastANI).  
 
Inference of recombination regions 
Whole genome sequences of 297 Campylobacter strains, isolated from different 
hosts or environments, were selected to infer co-ancestry using 
Chromopainter/fineSTRUCTURE (Lawson et al., 2012) as previously described 
(Pascoe et al., 2017; Yahara et al., 2018). This resulted in 27 donor-recipient group 
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comparisons, representing all possible combinations where strains from different 
species were isolated from the same host. To get statistical power, donor groups 
that contained at least eight isolates from the same source, were selected. C. jejuni 
and C. coli clade 1 genomes isolated from seals and water were excluded from the 
analysis, as these most likely represent spillover events and not true host 
segregated genomes. Briefly, a pairwise genome alignment between reference 
genome NCTC11168 and one of the 297 strains was generated using 
progressiveMauve (Darling et al., 2010). This enabled the construction of positional 
homology alignments for all genomes regardless gene content and genome 
rearrangements which were then combined into a multiple whole-genome 
alignment, as described before (Yahara et al., 2018). 
Chromopainter/fineSTRUCTURE was then used to calculate the amount of DNA 
sequence that is donated between a donor and a recipient (Lawson et al., 2012). 
ClonalFrameML (Didelot and Wilson, 2015) was used to infer the relative number of 
substitutions introduced by recombination (r) and mutation (m) as the ratio r/m, as 
described before (Mourkas et al., 2020). [N.B. The Chromopainter 
/fineSTRUCTURE analysis was performed in collaboration with Koji Yahara, 
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The work in this chapter builds on work from the previous chapter by delving into 
the evolution of host specific lineages within the most commonly isolated species in 
the Campylobacter genus. This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of a 
dataset of 1,200 C. jejuni isolates from several sources, countries and isolation 
years. Comparative genomics and phylogenetic analyses identified a dominant 
cattle-associated cluster (ST-61 clonal complex) that emerged from a background 
of ecological generalists around the time of intensification of modern beef 
production. This host-specific genome evolution was mirrored among accessory 
genes where reductive evolution and the loss of a particular genomic island was an 
important factor in cattle specialization. The work in this chapter provides evidence 
of adaptation, following multiple host transitions to cattle and has important 
implications for the emergence and dissemination of novel pathogenic clones in 
modern agricultural systems. The statement of authorship for this chapter can be 





Modern agriculture has dramatically changed the distribution of animal species on 
earth. Changes to host ecology have a major impact on the microbiota, potentially 
increasing the risk of zoonotic pathogens being transmitted to humans, but the 
impact of intensive livestock production on host-associated bacteria has rarely been 
studied. Work in this chapter uses large isolate collections and comparative 
genomics techniques, linked to phenotype studies, to understand the timescale and 
genomic adaptations associated with the proliferation of the most common food-
born bacterial pathogen (C. jejuni) in the most prolific agricultural mammal (cattle). 
Findings in this chapter reveal the emergence of cattle specialist C. jejuni lineages 
from a background of host generalist strains that coincided with the dramatic rise in 
cattle numbers in the 20th century. Cattle adaptation was associated with horizontal 
gene transfer and significant gene gain and loss. This may be related to 
differences in host diet, anatomy and physiology, leading to the proliferation of 
globally disseminated cattle specialists of major public health importance. This work 
highlights how genomic plasticity can allow important zoonotic pathogens to exploit 
altered niches in the face of anthropogenic change and provides information for 
mitigating some of the risks posed by modern agricultural systems. 
 
Introduction 
In the relatively short history since the second agricultural revolution (17th to 19th 
centuries), intensive farming practices have dramatically changed the distribution of 
plants and animals on earth. Today, livestock account for 60% of all mammal 
biomass, with cattle being the most abundant (Bar-On et al., 2018), far surpassing 
the biomass of all wild mammals combined (4%). This radical anthropogenic 
ecological change carries significant risk, and in recent decades, escalating 
livestock numbers and global trade have been linked with the emergence of zoonotic 
diseases that pose a significant threat to both animal and human health (Jones et 
al., 2013; Daszak, 2000; Cutler et al., 2010). 
 
The most abundant human bacterial pathogen found in cattle is Campylobacter 
(Manyi-Loh et al., 2016). These organisms inhabit the gastrointestinal tract of many 
warm-blooded animals and are present in the faeces of around 20% of cows at a 
concentration of approximately 3x104 CFU/g (Ogden et al., 2009). The most 
frequently isolated species, C. jejuni and C. coli, are the leading cause of bacterial 
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gastroenteritis in high income countries (Eurosurveillance editorial team, 2015; 
Friedman, C.R., Neiman, J., Wegener, H.C., 2000). These organisms typically infect 
humans via consumption of contaminated meat and poultry (Sheppard et al., 2009), 
leading to widespread morbidity, and occasionally mortality in vulnerable groups 
(Eurosurveillance editorial team, 2015; Friedman, C.R., Neiman, J., Wegener, H.C., 
2000). There are an estimated 1.5 billion cattle on earth, each of which produces 
around 30 kg of manure daily (Bar-On et al., 2018). Therefore, around 3x1017 (300 
quadrillion) Campylobacter are excreted by cattle into the environment every day. 
The sheer magnitude of shedding is clearly important in terms of direct 
environmental contamination  (Manyi-Loh et al., 2016; Mourkas et al., 2019) and 
potential spillover into the human food chain. However, while much research has 
focussed on the epidemiology of transient human infection (Kaakoush et al., 2015), 
little is known about how intensive farming may establish new transmission cycles 
among reservoir hosts and influence the evolution of livestock adapted strains. 
 
Spillover between reservoir host species is exemplified in Campylobacter by the 
existence of strains that are regularly isolated from multiple host species (ecological 
generalists), indicating recent host transitions (Woodcock et al., 2017). While 
frequent host transition and genome plasticity in Campylobacter can favour 
ecological generalism (Woodcock et al., 2017), expansion into a new host species 
is typically thought to be accompanied by evolutionary specialization and gradual 
divergence from the ancestral population. This process may be expedited in 
intensive farming where frequent animal contact, high animal numbers, and low 
genetic diversity provide opportunities for pathogens to evolve (Jones et al., 2013; 
McMichael, 2004; Daszak, 2000; Cutler et al., 2010), potentially promoting the 
emergence and proliferation of specialist lineages that exploit the niche more 
effectively. Furthermore, as host animal numbers and colonization increase so does 
the population size of the associated bacteria, enhancing the efficiency by which 
natural selection favours livestock adapted strains. In the context of increasingly 
intensive farming practices and extensive global trade networks, the shifting nature 
of livestock pathogens presents a major public health threat. For example, around 
half a million confirmed annual cases of human campylobacteriosis in Europe are 
caused by the two most common cattle associated C. jejuni genotypes (sequence 
types, ST-61 and ST-42) (Sheppard et al., 2014; Kwan et al., 2008; Sheppard et al., 




This chapter carries out a population-genomic analysis of 1,198 C. jejuni isolates 
chosen to represent known diversity among reservoir host species in order to 
describe the nature and time-scale of adaptation to cattle. The work in this chapter 
aims to answer the following questions: (1) How do cattle-associated C. jejuni 
lineages emerge? (2) What is the timescale of their emergence? (3) What are the 
genomic elements associated with adaptation into cattle and (4) Can genotype-
phenotype be linked mechanistically? The data reveal a dynamic pattern of 
genome evolution coinciding with the intensification of livestock farming and 
explain key adaptive processes of gene loss and gain that allow strains to exploit 
the metabolic and nutritional environment of the cow gut, and cope with different 
immune pressures. These evolutionary processes explain the emergence of one 
of the most common food-borne bacterial pathogens. 
 
Results 
Cattle specialist C. jejuni emerged from host generalist ancestors.  
C. jejuni strains representing the breadth of the known genotype and host-source 
diversity (Appendix, Table S3.1) included 1,198 isolates from 18 different sources 
and belonging to 36 clonal complexes based upon sharing of 4 or more alleles at 
7 housekeeping gene loci defined by multi-locus sequence typing (Dingle et al., 
2001). A maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree based on the gene-by-gene 
sequence alignment of 1,418 genes present in >90% of isolates, revealed genome 
sequence clusters that broadly corresponded to multilocus sequence typing (MLST) 
clonal complexes, consistent with previous studies (Figure 3.1) (Sheppard et al., 
2014; Sheppard et al., 2013; Thépault et al., 2017). The phylogeny indicated broad 
diversity of isolates with evidence of host specialist (chicken or cattle) and host 
generalist lineages (e.g. ST-21 and ST-45 complexes) (Sheppard et al., 2014; 
Sheppard et al., 2013) (Figure 3.1). Consistent with host switching, isolates from 
cattle were common in generalist clades but 36% were found in discrete cattle 
associated clusters (ST-61 and ST-42 complexes). Strikingly, most ST-61 complex 
isolates (98%) formed a tight cluster at the tip of a longer branch emanating from 
within the ST-21 complex (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2), potentially indicative of rapid 
differentiation from the ancestral population. To support evidence of the rapid 
expansion of this lineage the Tajima’s D was calculated for the alignment of ST-61 
complex isolate genomes (Frisch et al., 2018; Graña-Miraglia et al., 2017). This 
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generated a negative value (-1.569) implying an abundance of low frequency 
polymorphisms consistent with rapid clonal expansion of the population.  
 
Figure 3.1. Cattle specialist C. jejuni emerged from a background of host generalists. (A) 1,198 
C. jejuni isolates from chicken (yellow), ruminants (blue) and other sources (white) are shown on a 
phylogenetic tree reconstructed using an approximation of the maximum-likelihood algorithm (ML) 
implemented in RAxML, with the major MLST clonal complexes indicated next to the associated 
genome sequence cluster. The cattle specialist ST-61 clonal complex can be seen emerging from 
the generalist ST-21 complex (dashed box). The scale bar indicates the estimated number of 
substitutions per site. 
 
Demographic reconstruction analysis using BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al., 2019) 
showed an increase in effective population size consistent with a scenario of rapid 
expansion of this lineage (Figure 3.3). Comparable analysis performed on ST-42 
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complex isolates showed no evidence of rapid lineage expansion based on Tajima’s 
D (0.2) or demographic reconstruction (Figure 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.2. ML tree of the branch differentiating ST-61 complex (blue) from ST-21 complex (yellow) 
isolates highlighting the existence of intermediate isolates (different shades of blue) indicative of 
step-wise cattle specialization. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Effective population size of cattle specialists ST-61 and ST-42 phylogenies over 
time. The plot displays the effective population size and the generation length in years (Ne) of the 
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ST-61 (A) and ST-42 (B) lineages in relation to their phylogenies. The solid blue line shows the 
median effective population size over time, while the shaded blue coloured area indicates the 95% 
Highest Posterior Density. The effective population size (Ne) is shown on the y axis and the 
timeframe in years between the most recent sampling date and the emergence of each lineage on 
the x axis. The grey line indicates the line to the most recent common ancestor shared with the 
outgroup (MRCA). 
 
Four isolates from cattle represented intermediates between the ST-21 and ST-61 
complex sequence clusters (Figure 3.2). Comparison of the allelic variation in 43 
genes that showed >90% allele segregation by complex (Appendix, Figure S3.1), 
revealed a gradual increase in ‘ST-61-like’ alleles from the first intermediate isolates 
(ST-38, 11/43) to the second intermediate (ST-5161, 27/43). The frequency 
distribution of average nucleotide identities for 1,208 core and 290 soft core ST-61 
and ST-21 complex genes in the intermediate isolates revealed gradual 
differentiation from the ancestral ST-21 population, with a median core genome 
nucleotide identity decreasing from 99.47 (ST-38 isolates) to 99.25 (ST-5161 
isolate) (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.4). These findings are consistent with the step-wise 
emergence of a cattle associated lineage. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Average nucleotide identity for pairwise comparisons of 1,208 core and 290 soft core 
genes for 46 genomes of ST-21 complex (yellow), 49 genomes of ST-61 complex (blue) and 4 




Intensive cattle farming coincides with the emergence of host specialist C. 
jejuni 
To estimate the age of the emergence of the most common cattle specialist lineage, 
41 ST-61 complex isolates with known isolation date ranging from 1979 to 2013, 
were used. A 1,490,602 bp core genome alignment of the 41 ST-61 complex 
isolates (90.81% of the NCTC11168 C. jejuni reference genome) was ordered on 
NCTC11168. Inferred recombinant regions were stringently masked to recover the 
population clonal frame and improve the timed-measured approximation of the 
phylogeny. The temporal signal of the phylogeny was calculated using TempEst 
v1.5.1 (Rambaut et al., 2016) (correlation coefficient ranged from 0.411 to 0.614) 
for ST-61 and ST-42 complexes and was consistent with other estimates for C. jejuni 
(Llarena et al., 2016). After removal of the recombined regions only variable sites 
remained. Ancestral dates were estimated for internal nodes using the tip dates of 
the ST-61 phylogeny and using a relaxed log normal clock model in BEAST2 
(Bouckaert et al., 2019). The dated phylogeny approximated the emergence of the 
ST-61 complex to have occurred in 1859 (95% Highest Posterior Density: 1692 – 
1943) (Figure 3.5).  
 
 
Figure 3.5. The emergence of cattle specialist C. jejuni coincides with modern intensive 
livestock farming. Graph of the estimated number of domestic cattle (blue circles) on earth from 
1850 to 2010 (inset box from 10000BC to 2000AD) based upon data from (Bollongino et al., 2012; 
Allen, 2005; Mitchell, 1998; FAO, 2004). Time-scaled phylogeny of 41 C. jejuni isolates showing 
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dating estimates of the ST-61 complex emergence with ST-5161 as an outgroup, indicated as a gray 
line. The MRCA of ST-61 and ST-5161 was estimated. 
 
Much of the ST-61 sublineage diversification was more recent (1925 to 1965) and 
there was evidence that population expansion coincided with the intensification of 
cattle farming throughout the 20th century. The same analysis was replicated for 
ST-42 complex where the time to most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) was 
dated in 1514 (95% Highest Posterior Density: 6647 BC – 1943) (Figure 3.3). 
Sublineages within the ST-42 complex have emerged from 1629 to 1954 (Figure 
3.3).  
 
Accessory gene gain is associated with cattle specialization 
Both gene gain and gene loss can contribute to pathogen evolution and host tropism 
(Kettler et al., 2007; Koskiniemi et al., 2012) and this has been observed in 
Campylobacter (Morley et al., 2015; Sheppard et al., 2013). Comparative genomic 
analysis revealed 1,225 core genes present in all 1,198 isolates and 2,629 
accessory genes that were differentially present. The prevalence of accessory 
genes varied between lineages (Figure 3.6) and was correlated with isolate host 
source. For example, a total of 35 genes were present in >90% of all ST-61 complex 
isolates (n=44/49) but absent in >90% of all ST-21 complex isolates (n=7/113) 
(Figure 3.7, Appendix, Table S3.2). This analysis was also performed to compare 
ST-42 and ST-21 complex isolates (Appendix, Table S3.3). While this does not 
prove that these genes confer an advantage when colonizing cattle, they can be 
considered to represent candidate adaptive genes. Most cattle associated 
accessory genes were annotated as hypothetical proteins of unknown function due 
to a lack of homology with clearly annotated and well characterized genes from an 
appropriate  laboratory reference strain (Pascoe et al., 2019). Where the function 
could be inferred, genes were related to motility associated factors (maf family 
genes), involved in flagellar biosynthesis (cj1340 and cj1341c) (Guerry et al., 2006; 
Novik et al., 2010), and capsule biosynthesis (id86_0802 and id86_0803) (Table 
3.1, Appendix, Table S3.3). Flagellar motility and surface structures are known to 
impact colonisation of animals in vivo (Wassenaar et al., 1993; Nachamkin et al., 
1993; Maue et al., 2013), providing some support for a possible adaptive role for 










Table 3.1. Candidate adaptive genes involved in ST-61 complex emergence from ST-21 clonal complex. 
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ST-38 and ST-5161 intermediate isolates were not included in the prevalence calculations. One-letter abbreviations are linked to the functional categories in column 7 as 
defined by the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) classification (Tatusov, 2000). 
a. As predicted by the Prokaryotic Operon DataBase (ProOpDB) (Taboada et al., 2012). Consecutive numbers reflect consecutive transcriptional units on the C. jejuni 
NCTC11168 reference genome. b. As predicted by the WebMGA server (Wu et al., 2011).
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Alleles of core genes harbouring recombination events highly prevalent in ST-61 and ST-42 complexes but missing in ST-21 complex 








































































































































Figure 3.7. The cattle specialist lineage genomes show evidence of host adaptation. Gene 
presence/absence (black circles) and recombination regions (black bars) gained and lost on the tree 
branch differentiating ST-61 complex cattle specialist C. jejuni inferred using ClonalFrameML and 
mapped to the NCTC11168 reference genome. Accessory genes not mapped to NCTC11168 are 
also highlighted on the left (black circles – upper panel). The relative abundance of genes was 
calculated as presence in ST-61 complex isolates minus presence in ST-21 complex isolates. The 
frequency of all genes/alleles (black circles/bars) is shown for ST-61 and ST-21 complexes (upper 
and bottom panel). The homoplasic genes (red circles), including the glycosylation gene block, and 
recombinant alleles (red triangles) present or absent in ST-42 complex are shown (upper and bottom 
panel). 
 
Homologous recombination and cattle specialization  
A broadly accepted evolutionary principle in microbiology is that host-associated 
bacterial lineages with reduced genomes typically derive from ancestors with larger 
genomes (Ochman, 2005), because of mutational bias towards deleting superfluous 
or redundant genes (Mira et al., 2001). There is also evidence that genome 
reduction is enhanced when there is isolation from the ancestral population so 
recombination cannot mitigate against the accumulation of deleterious mutations 
(Sheppard et al., 2018). There was no evidence of genome reduction among ST-61 
complex isolates sampled from 1979 to 2013  (Figure 3.8) or in the complex as a 
whole (1527-1835 genes) compared to ST-21 (1527-1885 genes) but this could be 
because of the relatively recent emergence of this cattle associated lineage. To 
investigate the extent of gene pool isolation, the extent of allele sharing (1,308 core 
genes) for 220 isolate genomes from clonal complexes that have been sampled 
from both chickens and cattle, was quantified. In 6 out of 9 clonal complexes the 
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average number of ST-61 alleles in the core genome was higher in isolates from 
cattle compared to those from chickens (Figure 3.9). This is consistent with 
homologous recombination among lineages that cohabit in cattle.  
 
Figure 3.8.  Number of genes of all ST-61 isolates. The total number of genes for every isolate is 
illustrated in the y axis, with isolation date on the x axis. 
 
Figure 3.9. Prevalence of ST-61 complex alleles within the core genome of multiple lineages. 
The average number of ST-61 alleles per isolate (y axis) is calculated for all clonal complexes with 




A more detailed analysis of homologous recombination across the genome was 
carried out using ClonalFrameML, to identify putative recombinant sites associated 
with the emergence of cattle specialist C. jejuni. Recombination had a considerable 
role in generating genetic diversity within the ST-61 clonal complex leading to 12.6 
times as many nucleotide substitutions as mutation, compared to a recombination 
to mutation ratio (r/m) of 7.5 for the generalist ST-21 complex and 9.6 for the entire 
dataset (Table 3.2). These estimates are higher than the most widely cited r/m 
estimate for C. jejuni (2.2) (Vos and Didelot, 2009), that is based upon 7 MLST 
genes (Wilson et al., 2009).  
 
Table 3.2. Recombination and transition/transversion parameters. Values are calculated by 
PhyML and ClonalFrameML. 
 
However, for recombining bacteria, r/m estimates can vary widely even among 
lineages within species (Croucher et al., 2013; Didelot et al., 2012). Furthermore, 
recombination is likely to play a lesser role on the highly conserved MLST loci than 
it does throughout the genome. Results of this chapter suggest that recombination 
is associated with the emergence of the ST-61 complex, and the process of cattle 
specialization. A total of 5019 recombination events were recorded (Appendix, 
Figure S3.2), of which 175 occurred on the tree branch separating ST-61 from ST-
21 complex isolates. These recombination events mapped to 227 genes including 
42 whole gene replacements and 185 mosaic genes (Appendix, Table S3.2). 
Unconfirmed clues about the possible adaptive role of recombination come from the 
inferred function of recombinant genes. A total of 29.8% were related to metabolic 
functions, 10.5% were related to cell envelope biogenesis, and 22.9% were known 
flagella genes linked to cell motility (Appendix, Table S3.2). Alterations to flagella 
are known to be important for colonization of the host environment (Chen et al., 
2011), particularly in C. jejuni and Helicobacter pylori where flagellar motility is a key 
adaptive trait enabling bacteria to move effectively through viscous environments 
such as the lumen and mucus layer of the gastrointestinal tract (Celli et al., 2009). 
Similar analysis of ST-42 complex inferred 184 recombination events, mapping to 
Clonal complex n 
transition/ 
transversion 
R/θ 1/δ ν 
r/m = 
R/θ*δ*ν 
ST-21 complex 49 8.074 0.620008 0.00246347 0.0297719 7.493014396 
ST-61 complex 50 4.295 0.590489 0.00216759 0.0462289 12.59355179 
ST-21 / ST-61 
subset used in 
ClonalFrameML 
99 8.093 0.606459 0.00209515 0.028986 8.390244409 
Whole dataset 1198 - 0.644303 0.00127492 0.0189957 9.599807437 
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621 genes, 102 of which were also found to have recombined on the branch leading 
to the ST-61 complex (Appendix, Table S3.3). 
 
Convergent evolution reveals adaptive genomic changes  
It can be challenging to differentiate adaptive genomic changes, that provide an 
advantage in the host, from changes resulting from genetic bottlenecks and drift 
(Sheppard et al., 2018). Among the most compelling evidence for genome 
adaptation occurs when divergent lineages independently acquire convergent 
genetic changes, which are not present in their common ancestor (homoplasy). 
Preliminary automated analysis of homoplasy (Crispell et al., 2019) identified 
variation in the number of homoplasies among clonal complexes (Figure 3.10). A 
more detailed analysis, consistent with studies identifying chicken adaptation in 
Staphylococcus aureus (Murray et al., 2017), was conducted, to identify homoplasy 
between phylogenetically distant cattle specialist ST-61 and ST-42 complexes.  
 
Figure 3.10. Homoplasies identified in 13 C. jejuni clonal complexes. Number of homoplasies 
identified using HomoplasyFinder is shown for 13 clonal complexes. 
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Hypothesizing that differential gene prevalence in host associated lineages is 
evidence of adaptation, 326 genes that were statistically associated with either ST-
61 or ST-21 complexes (Fisher’s exact test, p <0.0005), were first identified. 
Focussing on genes that were present at >90% in one complex and <10% in the 
other, 35 genes that were over-represented (Fisher’s exact test, p<10e-13) in the 
ST-61 complex and 39 genes that were largely absent, were identified. Additionally, 
175 inferred recombination blocks (mapping to 227 genes) were identified on the 
branch leading to the ST-61 complex. The presence/absence of these elements was 
investigated in ST-42 and 12 other clonal complexes to identify homoplasy 
(Appendix, Table S3.2).  
 
Of the ST-61 complex-associated genes (n=35) and recombination blocks (n=175), 
6 genes and 9 recombinant alleles (respectively) that were also present in ST-42 
isolates (Figure 3.11), and were largely absent in ST-21 complex isolates and 
chicken-specialist ST-257, ST-353, ST-443, ST-573, ST-574, ST-607 and ST-661 
complexes (Table 3.1, Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13), were identified.  
 
 
Figure 3.11. Homoplasy genes between ST-61 and ST-42 complexes. Single-gene trees for 9 
candidate cattle-adaptive genes demonstrating homoplasy among cattle specialist lineages. Trees 
show intermingled clusters of isolates from the two cattle specialist lineages ST-61 (blue) and ST-42 
(light blue), separated from the generalist lineage ST-21 yellow). 
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 Accessory genome homoplasy included homologues of genes cj1340 and cj1341 
from the maf gene family encoding flagella biosynthesis and bacterial motility factor 
proteins (Guerry et al., 2006; Novik et al., 2010). Recombinant genes with 
homoplasious alleles included 6 genes (pnk, argG, thiH, thiD, mobA, ceuB) 
associated with metabolism or transport, including genes involved in thiamine 
biosynthesis (thiH and thiD), molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis (mobA) for 
respiratory enzymes, and a putative fibronectin/fibrinogen-binding protein gene 




Figure 3.12. Phylogenetic structure of 381 C. jejuni isolates of cattle, sheep and chicken 
isolates and the distribution of the candidate cattle-associated genes and their alleles. Left 
panel: All genome sequences were from ST-61 (blue), ST-21 (yellow), ST-45 (black), ST-42 (light 
blue), ST-257 (black), ST-353 (black), ST-354 (black), ST-443 (black), ST-464, ST-573 (black), ST-
574, ST-607 (black) and ST-661 (black) complexes. Right panel: Each bar indicates the presence of 
a gene for each isolate while the difference in colour corresponds to different allele of the same gene. 
The red box highlights a block of genes absent in ST-61 and ST-42 complexes. The phylogenetic 





Figure 3.13. Prevalence of ST-61-42 complex homoplasy in 13 C. jejuni clonal complexes. (A) 
Prevalence of homoplasious genes gained (upper plot) and that are lost (bottom plot) in ST-61 and 
in 12 other C. jejuni ST-complexes with isolates sampled from both cattle (blue) and chicken (yellow). 
(B) Prevalence of homoplasious recombination in ST-61 and in 12 other C. jejuni ST-complexes with 
isolates sampled from both cattle (blue) and chicken (yellow). Most homoplasies were largely 





Figure 3.14. Summary of cattle adaptation based on comparative genomics indicating biological 
pathways associated with deletion of the glycosylation gene block. 
 
Accessory gene loss is linked to cattle adaptation 
A striking finding was the identification of gene blocks, including 10 genes, that were 
largely missing in ST-61 (n=48/49) and ST-42 (n=22/22) complex isolates, but 
present in all ST-21 and other chicken-associated complexes (Table 3.1, Figure 
3.12, Figure 3.13, Appendix, Table S3.2). These genes were co-located in the 
genome, organised into 2 operons - suggesting functional linkage (Table 3.1), and 
included cj1319, cj1320, cj1324, cj1325, cj1327 (neuB2), cj1328 (neuC2), cj1329, 
cj1330, cj1331 (ptmB) and cj1332 (ptmA), all located in a region encoding the 
flagellin O-linked glycosylation system. Genes cj1324 and cj1325 encode enzymes 
necessary for the biosynthesis of legionaminic acid, a surface exposed 
polysaccharide that has been shown in previous studies to be essential for chicken 
colonization (Howard et al., 2009) (Table 3.1). Furthermore genes cj1331 (ptmB) 
and cj1332 (ptmA) have been shown to be involved in post translational modification 
of the flagellin protein first described in C. coli VC167 strain (Table 3.1) (Guerry et 
al., 1996). The independent loss of these genes since the emergence of the two 
major cattle specialist lineages is not consistent with a random bottlenecking event 
associated with colonization, and may indicate selection against strains that carry 
superfluous genes (beneficial in chicken and not cattle) because of a fitness cost to 
the bacterium (Morley et al., 2015; Koskiniemi et al., 2012; Kettler et al., 2007). 
Similar analysis for ST-42 complex revealed the loss of 34 genes all of which were 
also lost in ST-61 complex (Appendix, Table S3.3) but in vivo colonization assays 




Cattle adaptation is associated with functional variation in cell 
hydrophobicity, autoagglutination and biofilm formation 
Identification of homplasious genomic signatures provides broad information about 
adaptive evolution but focusing on specific groups of genes, such as the lost 
glycosylation gene block, provides information about the functional basis of 
phenotypic adaptation. To investigate this, phenotype assays were conducted in 
vitro on 36 C. jejuni strains from cattle specialist (ST-61 and ST-42 complex), 
generalist (ST-21 complex) and chicken specialist lineages, where the glycosylation 
gene block was differentially present, and two engineered ΔGB (gene block) mutant 
strains (ST-661 and ST-257 complex) where the glycosylation gene block (cj1324-
1332) was specifically deleted by allelic exchange mutagenesis. [N.B. The mutant 
strains were engineered by Aidan Taylor, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK.] 
[N.B. The phenotype assays were performed in collaboration with Aidan Taylor, 
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK.] 
 
Post-translational modifications of flagellin are known to be important in 
autoagglutination and hydrophobicity (Guerry et al., 2006; Misawa and Blaser, 2000) 
and this is associated with virulence in gram-negative bacteria (Nothaft and 
Szymanski, 2010), including Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Swanson et al., 1971) and 
Bordetella pertussis (Menozzi et al., 1994). The engineered ΔGB mutant strains 
both displayed a dramatic loss of hydrophobicity, measured as an increase in the 
salt concentration at which cell aggregation occurs, compared to the otherwise 
isogenic wild-type parental strains (Figure 3.15A). Furthermore, C. jejuni strains 
from cattle specialist lineages displayed a significant reduction in hydrophobicity 
compared to those from chicken specialist lineages (Mann-Whitney U, P = 0.013) 
(Figure 3.15B). In the generalist ST-21 lineage, isolates from cattle showed a trend 
towards reduced hydrophobicity compared to those from chicken, though not 
significant (Figure 3.15B). Similarly, autoagglutination was significantly reduced in 
the engineered ΔGB mutant strains compared to the isogenic wild-type parents 




Figure 3.15. Evidence of cattle associated phenotype variation in C. jejuni. (A-F) Phenotype 
assays comparing two wild-type chicken specialist strains, id69 and id424 (Appendix, Table S3.1) 
and isogenic glycosylation gene block deletion mutants (id69ΔGB and id424ΔGB), and natural 
specialist and generalist strains from cattle and chicken. (A, C, E) Chicken associated lineage 
mutants show a marked decrease in cellular hydrophobicity, biofilm formation and autoagglutination 
compared to wild-type strains. In assays of natural strain collections, cattle specialist strains show 
(B) significantly greater mean ammonium sulfate concentration (mM) indicating decreased cell 
hydrophobicity, and (D) significantly decreased ability to from biofilms measured as optical 
absorbance (at 570 nm). (F) No difference was observed in autoagglutination in specialist strains 
from cattle and chicken but generalist strains from cattle showed decreased ability to autoagglutinate. 
Significance was tested using Mann-Whitney U test with * indicating P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01 and **** P 




A significant reduction was also observed among ST-21 complex generalist isolates 
from cattle compared to those from chickens (Mann-Whitney U, P = 0.0173) and a 
non-significant reduction was observed in cattle specialist strains, compared to the 
chicken specialists (Figure 3.15F). 
 
Biofilm formation has also been strongly linked with flagellar properties and function 
(Joshua, 2006). Consistent with this, a highly significant reduction in biofilm 
formation was observed in the ΔGB mutants compared to the wild-type parental 
strains (unpaired t-test, P < 0.0001) (Figure 3.15C). Similarly, chicken specialist 
isolates displayed enhanced biofilm formation compared to cattle specialist strains 
(Mann-Whitney U, P = 0.0387) (Figure 3.15D). For the generalist ST-21 lineage, 
strains originating from chicken showed a higher average ability to form biofilm 
compared to strains from cattle, though the difference was not significant (Figure 
3.15D). There was no significant difference in biofilm formation between strains of 
ST-61 and ST-42 cattle specialist lineages. 
 
Discussion 
The well-established link between anthropogenic environmental change and the 
emergence of zoonoses usually focusses on pathogen spill-over and spread in 
new host populations (McMichael, 2004; Woolhouse et al., 2005). However, for 
multi-host pathogens, changes to the host niche can also have a major impact on 
pre-existing transmission networks, enhancing the risk of human infection. 
Undoubtedly the most dramatic change to the natural host niche of C. jejuni has 
occurred with the advent of intensive livestock production favouring sub-lineages 
associated with agricultural animal hosts, such as cattle (Sheppard et al., 2013; 
Morley et al., 2015; Thépault et al., 2017). This affords the opportunity to 
investigate the genomics and time-scale of host adaptation in the industrialised 
world’s most common food-borne bacterial pathogen.  
 
Host generalist C. jejuni lineages, containing isolates sampled from both chicken 
and cattle, are indicative of multiple recent host transition events (Figure 3.1). The 
work on this chapter demonstrates that against this dynamic backdrop of mingling 
bacterial populations, a cattle-associated lineage - the ST-61 complex - arose and 
proliferated. This process of host specialisation, in apparent sympatry, may have 
proceeded with the gradual step-wise differentiation from the generalist ST-21 
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complex ancestor, as exemplified by the existence of rare intermediate genotypes 
(Figure 3.2), ultimately leading to the emergence of successful endemic and 
epidemic clones circulating globally within cattle. In comparative analysis of the 
cattle-associated ST-42 complex, emergence from ecological generalist 
ancestors could not be confirmed.  
 
Dating the emergence of cattle specialist C. jejuni provides clues about the influence 
of livestock intensification on pathogen evolution. Cattle were first domesticated 
from wild aurochs (Bos primigenius) in the early Neolithic age (McTavish et al., 
2013). Based upon its distribution in wild ungulates (Navarro-Gonzalez et al., 2014; 
Díaz-Sánchez et al., 2013) it is likely that Campylobacter was present in some cattle 
throughout the 10,000 year history of domestication. However, the emergence of 
the modern cattle specialist ST-61 lineage was dated much more recently, in the 
mid-to-late 1800’s, with most lineages emerging in the 20th century. This is 
consistent with the rapid evolution of cattle specialism coinciding with the industrial 
agriculture revolution and the intensification of animal production (Green, 1990; 
Fraser, 2008). Between 1820 and 1975, the number of cattle increased 8-fold across 
the world (FAO, n.d.; Fraser, 2005; Armbruster, 2004). New farming techniques, 
improved livestock breeding, and higher stocking densities led to amplified food 
production, but the host population explosion and global transmission networks 
have also fundamentally changed the cattle niche, potentially favouring strains that 
are adapted to specialist lineages. 
 
Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) plays an important role in the evolution of 
Campylobacter, generating genetic diversity at twice the rate of de novo mutation 
(Wilson et al., 2009) and potentially conferring novel function on the recipient 
genome. Characterization of segments of DNA that have recombined in cattle 
specialists provided information about the host-specific gene pool. Furthermore, 
to differentiate host-adaptive genetic signatures from host-associations, that may 
reflect bottlenecking and drift from the ancestral gene pool, the analysis focussed 
on homoplasious genomic changes that occurred independently in divergent 
cattle specialist lineages. The analysis revealed combinations of genes and 
alleles that potentially promote the host-adaptive evolution and specialization in 




Cattle and poultry display clear differences in anatomy, physiology and metabolism. 
Consistent with this, candidate cattle-adaptive genetic variation occurred in genes 
involved in diverse functions. For example, the putative fibronectin/fibrinogen-
binding protein gene cj1349c is important for in vitro adherence to chicken epithelial 
cells (Flanagan et al., 2009), therefore anatomic and histological differences with 
cattle intestinal epithelial cells may explain the conservation of alleles in cattle 
specialist C. jejuni. Furthermore, differences in the diet of cattle and chicken may 
account for signatures of cattle adaptation in the genome. Vitamin B1 supplements 
are commonly given in poultry feed at high doses (Braunlich and Zintzen, 1979) 
while comparable host requirements are synthesized naturally in cattle by rumen 
bacteria, where the majority is absorbed in the small intestine with only low amounts 
reaching the large intestine (Santschi et al., 2005). This potentially means that C. 
jejuni in the cattle large intestine have distinct thiamine synthesis requirements 
accounting for homoplasy among thiamine biosynthesis genes (thiH, thiD, thiE) in 
cattle specialist C. jejuni. Similarly, the conservation of the mobA gene that encodes 
a key molybdopterin-guanine dinucleotide (MGD) biosynthesis protein that allows 
C. jejuni to use a range of alternative electron donors and acceptors for respiration, 
may help balance the rate of biosynthesis with the varying supply of potentially toxic 
(to cattle) molybdenum (Blakley, 2016; Suttle, 1991). While speculations about 
differences in host anatomy and physiology provide a context for considering the 
putative function of cattle association genetic variation, in vivo growth assays would 
be necessary to confirm adaptation. 
 
The emergence of cattle specialist C. jejuni was also associated with significant 
gene loss. While reductive evolution is widely observed among bacteria within 
discrete niches (Batut et al., 2014), in most cases it is not directly adaptive but 
results from drift or linkage to other beneficial mutations (Sheppard et al., 2018). 
However, in Campylobacter and Salmonella enterica, loss of gene function has 
been shown to be a characteristic of some host-restricted lineages (Langridge et 
al., 2015; Koskiniemi et al., 2012; Morley et al., 2015; Kettler et al., 2007). 
Consistent with this, distinct gene loss signatures in the flagellin O-linked 
glycosylation system in cattle-associated C. jejuni, including specialist lineages, 
were observed. This was associated with reductions in cell hydrophobicity, 
autoagglutination and biofilm formation in comparisons among wild-type cattle and 
chicken specialist lineages and confirmed by studies with deletion mutants as 
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controls. The flagellin protein is post-translationally modified on the surface of the 
flagellum which is exposed to the extracellular/host environment and this is known 
to be associated with serospecificity (Logan et al., 2002), with O-linked glycosylation 
system genes over-represented in isolates from chicken compared to cattle (Howard 
et al., 2009). The absence of genes in this gene block, and the associated changes 
in cell surface charge and glycan moieties on the flagellum (Howard et al., 2009), 
may enable C. jejuni to attach better to the intestinal epithelium as changes in 
hydrophobicity in the flagella are believed to enable bacterial attachment to either 
hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces (Joshua, 2006). Furthermore, surface 
structures such as flagella are known to stimulate host innate and adaptive 
immunity (Jerome et al., 2011). Therefore, the loss of the glycosylation gene 
block, and associated phenotypic changes, may decrease recognition of strains 
by the host immune response. This provides a compelling basis for confirmatory 
in vivo experiments to investigate how gene loss may potentially influence 
proliferation in cattle.  
 
Industrialized agriculture, including intensive livestock production, remains 
important to meet the nutritional requirements of a growing human population. 
However, the impact on livestock associated pathogens is seldom considered. 
Findings in this chapter suggest a change to the evolutionary history of C. jejuni 
that preceded the modern agricultural revolution. As the vast global cattle niche 
opened in the last century, a host generalist lifestyle ceased to be the only 
effective strategy for cattle colonization and thus specialist strains emerged - 
facilitated by HGT and significant gene gain and loss, related to differences in host 
diet, anatomy and histology - and were disseminated across the world. This 
highlights how the genomic plasticity of important zoonotic pathogens allows a 
response to radical anthropogenic changes to host ecology, potentially enhancing 
the risk of human infection. Further understanding the genetic and functional basis 
of host adaptation, particularly to livestock that constitute the majority of mammal 
biomass on earth, is important for the development of novel strategies, 
interventions and therapies to combat the increasing risk of pathogens with the 
capacity to spread from livestock to humans. 
 




C. jejuni genome sequences were analysed for 1,198 isolates sampled from clinical 
cases of campylobacteriosis, chickens, ruminants, environmental sources, pets and 
wild birds from different countries (Appendix, Table S3.1) (Sheppard et al., 2013; 
Sheppard et al., 2014; Thépault et al., 2017; Morley et al., 2015). These included 
1,065 from published studies, 119 isolate genomes available on the National Center 
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and 14 ST-61 complex isolates obtained from 
Animal and Plant Health Agency collections and sequenced as part of this chapter 
(Appendix, Table S3.1). These included isolates from cattle (n=8), sheep (n=3), 
chicken (n=1), giraffes (n=1) and humans (n=1), sampled between 1993 and 2003 
(Appendix, Table S3.1). Comparative genomics centred on 101 ruminant isolates, 
principally cattle (n=93), and 1,097 isolates from other sources, representing 
multiple lineages defined by MLST. These included 26 and 10 isolates from the 
cattle associated ST-61 and ST-42 clonal complexes respectively, sampled 
principally from the UK (60%), Spain (12%) and the USA (10%) (Appendix, Table 
S3.1). 
 
Culture, DNA extraction, and genome sequencing 
C. jejuni strains were cultured on Columbia base agar plates containing 5% (v/v) 
horse blood and 5 µg ml-1 vancomycin in a MACS-VA500 workstation (Don Whitley 
Scientific Ltd, UK) under microaerobic conditions (10% v/v O2, 5% v/v CO2, 85% N2, 
42 C). DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Crawley, UK), 
according to manufacturer’s instructions and quantified on a Nanodrop 
spectrophotometer prior to normalization and sequencing. High-throughput 
sequencing was performed using an Illumina MiSeq benchtop sequencer (Illumina, 
San Diego, CA). Short read paired-end data was assembled using SPAdes (version 
3.10.035) and evaluated using QUAST (Gurevich et al., 2013). All assembled 
genomes were uploaded to a local instance of the BIGSdb web-based database 
platform (Jolley and Maiden, 2010) which allowed for archiving and gene-by-gene 
sequence alignment. A total of 14 genomes with assembled length >1.9Mbp, 
assembled in >500 contigs and with an N95<800bp were considered of poor quality 
and excluded from the analyses. 
 
Core and accessory genome variation and phylogenetic reconstruction 
Sequence data was analysed using a reference pan-genome approach (Méric et 
al., 2014) in which a list was compiled for all of the genes present in: (i) reference 
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C. jejuni strains NCTC11168, 81116, 81-176, M1; (ii) plasmids pTet and pVir; (iii) 
annotations from the 1,198 genomes in this chapter. Closely related homologous 
genes were identified using BLAST (>70% sequence identity) and filtered out to 
produce a single gene list containing all the unique distinct genes for the dataset. 
Automatic annotations were obtained using RAST (Aziz et al., 2008) and a total of 
3,855 unique genes were described for the dataset from 1,967,096 open reading 
frames (ORFs). Gene orthologues were aligned in a gene-by-gene manner (Méric 
et al., 2014) using MAFFT (Katoh, 2002)  to produce a whole-genome multiple 
sequence alignment for all isolates of the dataset. The presence of individual gene 
sequences from the reference pan-genome list were detected in every genome of 
the dataset using BLAST with a match defined as >70% nucleotide identity over 
>50% of the gene length. This approach generated a gene presence/absence matrix 
summarising the presence and allelic variation of every gene in every genome. The 
core genome was defined as genes shared by all isolates, while a ‘soft core’ 
represented genes shared >95% by all isolates (Thépault et al., 2017). The 
remaining genes constituted the accessory genome. Phylogenetic trees in analysis 
of gene-by-gene alignments of core genes (Sheppard et al., 2013), single gene 
alignments, were reconstructed using the approximation of the maximum-likelihood 
algorithm implemented in RAxML v8.2.11 (Stamatakis, 2014) with the GTRGAMMA 
model. PhyML v3.3.2 (Guindon et al., 2010) and FastTree2 (Price et al., 2010) with 
GTR model of nucleotide substitution were also used to reconstruct the ML 
phylogenetic trees that were used for recombination and time-scaled analyses, 
respectively. Tajima’s D was estimated over all sites which did not contain 
undetermined or missing bases using the PopGenome package (v2.6.1) in R 
(Pfeifer et al., 2014). Demographic reconstruction analysis was conducted using the 
non-parametric Bayesian Skyline model (Heled and Drummond, 2008) in BEAST2 
(Bouckaert et al., 2019) and visualized with Tracer v1.7.1 (Rambaut et al., 2018). A 
GTR+G4 DNA substitution model was used in combination with a relaxed log-
normal clock model and Coalescent Bayesian Skyline tree prior. A prior on the clock 
rate was set as a log-normal distribution with a mean value of 1 x 10-6  mutations 
per site per year (Duchêne et al., 2016). 
 
Detection of recombination in C. jejuni ST-61 and ST-21 complexes 
A subset of 99 isolates comprising 50 ST-61 complex isolates and 49 ST-21 
complex isolates was used for further recombination analysis (Appendix, Table 
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S3.1). A reference pan-genome for this subset was created as described above. 
From a total of 174,730 ORFs, 2,570 genes remained after the removal of allelic 
variants. Of these, 1,498 genes were shared by 95% of all isolates, from which a 
gene-by-gene alignment was created using MAFFT (Katoh, 2002). Homologous 
recombination events were inferred using ClonalFrameML (Didelot and Wilson, 
2015) using a guiding phylogeny reconstructed with PhyML (Guindon et al., 2010). 
The transition/transversion rate for ClonalFrameML was set to 8.093, a value 
calculated by PhyML. The resulting estimates were R/θ=0.606459 (relative rate of 
recombination to mutation), 1/δ=0.00209515 (inverse mean DNA import length) and 
ν=0.028986 (mean divergence of imported DNA). The prevalence of exactly similar 
recombination regions was individually assessed in all isolates using BLAST with a 
threshold of 100% sequence identity. We adopted the conservative approach of 
excluding recombination regions with a sequence length >1000 bp, as these regions 
were likely to contain more than two genes and have reduced biological significance 
when using a concatenated gene-by-gene alignment as an input for this analysis. 
The relative number of substitutions introduced by recombination (r) and mutation 
(m) was calculated as the ratio r/m = (R/θ) × δ × ν, with parameters inferred directly 
from ClonalFrameML using the transition/transversion ratio values and a guiding 
phylogeny computed with PhyML. 
 
Detection of homoplasy in cattle adapted lineages 
Homoplasy was defined as genetic similarity in divergent lineages that was absent 
in their common ancestor. Analysis was carried out to detect homoplasious 
accessory gene loss/gain and homologous recombination based on comparison of 
ST-61 complex isolates with ST-42, ST-21 and 11 other clonal complexes. 
Accessory gene presence was defined as a >70% BLAST match over 50% or more 
of any gene in the pan-genome list. For homologous recombination inferred in 49 
ST-61 complex isolates using ClonalFrameML, recombinant sequence blocks (8 
and 6191 bp) were extracted from the alignment and sequence <1000bp (n=140) 
was locally aligned using BLAST to 328 genomes. This reference genome set 
included isolates from cattle and chicken belonging to ST-21, ST-45, ST-42, ST-
257, ST-353, ST-354, ST-443, ST-464, ST-573, ST-574, ST-607 and ST-661 
complexes. An alignment match was considered homoplasious when there was an 
exact sequence match of 100% sequence identity and length found in two 
phylogenetically distinct lineages. Recombinant sequence >1000 bp in length 
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(n=35) were analysed using STRUCTURE software (Sheppard et al., 2009), to 
differentiate concatenates of different genes or gene fragments of genes in gene-
by-gene alignments. Briefly, the No Admixture model with an independent allele 
frequency model was used to calculate the frequency of all alleles of 1,469 pan-
genome loci that were present in the reference genome set. Analyses were 
performed with 100 burn-in cycles followed by 1000 iterations. Homoplasies were 
identified for 77 isolates (Appendix, Table S3.1) belonging to 13 clonal complexes 
using HomoplasyFinder (Crispell et al., 2019). Briefly, gene orthologues were 
aligned in a gene-by-gene manner using MAFFT (Katoh, 2002) to produce a whole-
genome multiple sequence alignment. The core alignment (1,423 genes >90% 
present) was used to quantify homoplasies on branches leading to 13 ST-
complexes using HomoplasyFinder (Crispell et al., 2019). 
 
Time-scaled phylogenetic analyses 
The timescale of emergence and diversification of the cattle associated ST-61 
complex was estimated using 41 isolates with a known isolation date, with ST-5161 
isolate as the outgroup. Core genes were aligned using MAFFT (Katoh, 2002). 
Genes were then ordered using C. jejuni NCTC11168 and concatenated to generate 
an ordered core gene alignment.  This core gene alignment was used to reconstruct 
a phylogeny  using RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014). Recombination regions, inferred by 
ClonalFrameML, were masked from the core genome sequence alignment (i.e. 
replaced with gaps) using a custom script (available on 
https://github.com/kwongj/cfml-maskrc) and the temporal signal was investigated 
with linear regression analysis of the root-to-tip distances against the sampling years 
using TempEst v1.5.1 (Rambaut et al., 2016). A time-scale phylogeny was 
constructed using BEAST2 v2.5.0 (Bouckaert et al., 2019), based on 1,320 variable 
sites, using the GTR +G4 model of DNA substitution. The marginal likelihood of 9 
different combinations of the strict clock, relaxed clock exponential and relaxed clock 
log-normal models with the constant population, exponential population growth and 
Bayesian skyline models was compared, using generalized stepping-stone 
sampling (GSS) (Baele et al., 2016), run for 1 million iterations in 30 path steps. The 
relaxed log-normal clock with Bayesian skyline model showed the largest marginal 
likelihood. Input xml files were prepared using BEAUti2 v.2.5.0 (Bouckaert et al., 
2019).  A prior on the clock rate was set as a log-normal distribution with a mean 
value of 1 x 10-6  mutations per site per year (Duchêne et al., 2016). Markov chains 
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were run for 100 million generations, sampled every 10,000 generations with the 
first 10,000,000 generations (10%) discarded as burn-in. Three independent runs of 
100 million generations were conducted  and convergence was assessed by 
checking that the effective sample size (ESS) of all parameters exceeded 400 using 
Tracer v1.7.1 (Rambaut et al., 2018). TreeAnnotator (implemented in BEAST2 
package) was used to generate a maximum clade credibility tree after discarding 
10% burn-in.  
 
Mutagenesis 
The gene block absent from cattle specialists (cj1324-1332) was inactivated in two 
randomly selected chicken specialist strains from distinct sequence clusters id69 
(ST-661) and id424 (ST-257) (Appendix, Table S3.4) by deletion of the majority of 
the open reading frames and replacement with a kanamycin resistance cassette 
through allelic exchange mutagenesis. The mutation vector was created using the 
Gibson isothermal assembly method as described previously (Taylor et al., 2017) 
using primers geneblockF1/R1 and F2/R2 to amplify upstream and downstream 
regions flanking the deletion and KanF and KanR primers to amplify the resistance 
cassette (Appendix, Table S3.4). The fragments were assembled into HincII 
digested pGEM3Zf to form pBLOCK.  Competent cells of C. jejuni strains id69 and 
id424 were prepared by washing in cold 9% (w/v) sucrose, 15% (v/v) glycerol 
solution and were transformed with pBLOCK by electroporation. Mutant clones were 
selected by kanamycin resistance and correct insertion of the kanamycin cassette 
into the genome confirmed by PCR screening with primers geneblockF1 and 
geneblockR2 (Appendix, Table S3.4). The ΔGB (gene block) strains were screened 
in phenotype assays along with 36 C. jejuni isolates from cattle specialist ST-61 
(n=6) and ST-42 (n=6) complexes, chicken specialist ST-257 (n=5), ST-353 (n=1), 
ST-573 (n=2), ST-574 (n=2), ST-607 (n=1) and ST-661 (n=1) complexes, as well as 
the generalist ST-21 (n=12) complex isolates of cattle, chicken and clinical origin 
(Appendix, Table S3.1). [N.B. The mutant strains were engineered by Aidan Taylor, 
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK.] 
 
Cell surface hydrophobicity assay 
Overnight growth was harvested from agar plates and resuspended in 2 mM Na 
Phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) to an optical density at 600 nm of approximately 1.0. 
Twenty microliters of cell suspension were aliquoted per well in U-bottomed 96 well 
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plates (Greiner BioOne 650161) and 180 µl of a two-fold serial dilution of ammonium 
sulfate (2 M to 0.98 mM) added. Plates were incubated statically at room 
temperature for 3 days. The minimum concentration of ammonium sulfate permitting 
aggregation of cells defines the point of hydrophobicity (Howard et al., 2009). [N.B. 
The cell hydrophobicity assay was performed in collaboration with Aidan Taylor, 
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK.] 
 
Auto-agglutination assay 
Overnight growth was harvested from agar plates and resuspended in phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) to an optical density at 600 nm of approximately 1.0. An 
amount of 1 ml of the suspension was sampled and an accurate starting optical 
density was measured. Cell suspensions were then incubated under standard 
microaerobic conditions statically in plastic tubes for 1.5 hours. The top 1 ml of the 
suspension was then carefully removed, and the optical density measured. The 
percentage (%) of auto-agglutination was determined by subtracting the OD600 
measured after 1.5 h from the starting OD600, dividing by the starting OD600 and 
multiplying by 100 [ (Starting OD600 – Final OD600)/Starting OD600) x 100] (Howard 
et al., 2009). [N.B. The auto-agglutination assay was performed in collaboration with 
Aidan Taylor, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK.] 
 
Biofilm assay 
Overnight growth was harvested from agar plates and resuspended in Muller-Hinton 
broth to an optical density at 600 nm of approximately 0.2. Two hundred microliters 
of the cell suspension were aliquoted into 12 replicate wells of a tissue culture 
treated 96 well plate (CellStar 655180). Plates were incubated under standard 
microaerobic conditions statically for 3 days. The culture was removed, and wells 
stained with 1% (w/v) crystal violet in 90% (v/v) ethanol for 5 min. The stain was 
removed, and wells washed 3 times with dH2O. Biofilms were apparent as clearly 
stained rings corresponding to the liquid-air interface. Plates were then allowed to 
air dry before de-staining with 300 µl of 80% v/v ethanol, 20% v/v acetone for 10 
min. One hundred and fifty microliters were transferred per well to an optically clear 
96 well plate and the optical density measured at 570 nm in a SpectraMax plate 
reader (Molecular Devices). Muller-Hinton broth controls were performed to 
normalise plate to plate variation. [N.B. The biofilm assay was performed in 
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Work in chapter 1 has linked AMR as a major selective pressure on the evolution of 
Campylobacter species. The work in this chapter provides a detailed analysis of the 
AMR resistomes of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates from humans, livestock animals and 
urban effluents in Spain. Bacterial isolates were examined both in vitro and in silico 
for the presence of AMR. Work in this chapter identified the presence of genes 
conferring resistance to antibiotics and further characterized genetic associations of 
genes in MDR islands. These islands were often located on plasmids and mobile 
elements. Detailed allelic analysis showed AMR allele sharing between different 
sources and bacterial species with sewage playing a role in dissemination of 
resistance. Results in this chapter suggest the circulation of specific antibiotic 
resistance genes between humans, animals and the environment and provide 
further insights into the ecology of this major human bacterial pathogen. The 






The use of antimicrobials in human and veterinary medicine has coincided with a 
rise in antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in the food-borne pathogens Campylobacter 
jejuni and Campylobacter coli. Faecal contamination from the main reservoir hosts 
(livestock, especially poultry) is the principal route of human infection but little is 
known about the spread of AMR among source and sink populations. In particular, 
questions remain about how Campylobacter resistomes interact between species 
and hosts, and the potential role of sewage as a conduit for the spread of AMR. 
Here the genomic variation associated with AMR in 168 C. jejuni and 92 C. coli 
strains isolated from humans, livestock and urban effluents in Spain, was 
investigated. Antimicrobial resistance was tested in vitro and isolate genomes were 
sequenced and screened for putative AMR genes and alleles. Genes associated 
with resistance to multiple drug classes were observed in both species and were 
commonly present in multidrug-resistant genomic islands (GIs), often located on 
plasmids or mobile elements. In many cases, these loci had alleles that were shared 
among C. jejuni and C. coli consistent with horizontal transfer. Results in this chapter 
suggest that specific antibiotic resistance genes have spread among 
Campylobacter isolated from humans, animals and the environment. 
 
Introduction 
Campylobacter is the leading cause of bacterial gastroenteritis in the European 
Union (EU) (Food and Authority, 2019). The most common pathogenic species, C. 
jejuni and C. coli, were responsible for over 245,658 cases of  campylobacteriosis 
in the EU in 2016, surpassing disease caused by E. coli, Salmonella and Listeria 
(Food and Authority, 2019). Campylobacter are a common constituent of the gut 
microbiota of livestock including poultry, ruminants and pigs (Sheppard et al., 2009a; 
Sheppard et al., 2011; Sproston et al., 2011), and are also found in wild birds 
(Sheppard et al., 2010a; Sheppard et al., 2010b; Griekspoor et al., 2013; Cody et 
al., 2015; Atterby et al., 2018) and environmental sources (Dingle et al., 2001; Colles 
et al., 2003; Sheppard et al., 2009b). Human infection is typically associated with 
the consumption of contaminated meat (Fravalo et al., 2009; Hermans et al., 2012; 
Guyard-Nicodème et al., 2013) and causes acute gastroenteritis and is self-limiting 
after 3-5 days. In severe cases, antibiotic treatment may be required with 





Despite the ban on the use of antibiotics as growth promoters in animal feed in 2006 
in the EU (Castanon, 2007), antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is still common among 
bacteria of the gastrointestinal tract of farmed animals (Sheppard et al., 2009a; 
Sheppard et al., 2009b; Sproston et al., 2011). According to the latest European 
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) report in 2017, C. jejuni and C. 
coli isolates of clinical and animal origin showed high levels of resistance to both 
ciprofloxacin and tetracycline (Food and Authority, 2019). Furthermore, C. coli from 
clinical and animal samples have displayed resistance to macrolides including 
erythromycin and the aminoglycoside streptomycin (Food and Authority, 2019). 
More worryingly, there is an apparent trend towards multidrug resistance (MDR), 
particularly among C. coli that regularly harbour different AMR genes simultaneously 
within the genome of a single isolate (Food and Authority, 2019; Pascoe et al., 2017; 
Luangtongkum et al., 2009). 
 
Mechanisms of resistance are well documented for several drug classes including 
fluoroquinolones, tetracyclines, macrolides, aminoglycosides and β-lactams. 
Fluoroquinolone treatment was traditionally the first line of defence against 
campylobacteriosis but resistance has rapidly increased among strains (Sproston 
et al., 2018), potentially because it requires only a single point mutation in the 
genome (in the gyrA gene) (Gibreel, 2006; Payot et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2003; 
Luangtongkum et al., 2009). This has led to a shift in treatment in favour of 
erythromycin prescription (Nachamkin et al., 2000; Gibreel, 2006), where resistance 
arises from  specific point mutations in 23S rRNA and develops relatively slowly 
(Lapierre et al., 2016). However, in 2014, erythromycin resistance was found in 
animal and clinical isolates that carried an rRNA methylating enzyme, the ermB 
gene (Qin et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). Two years later the ermB gene was 
detected in C. coli isolates from turkeys and chickens in Spain suggesting the 
mobilization of this gene through horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Florez-Cuadrado 
et al., 2016; Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2018). Tetracycline resistance, associated with 
the tetO gene encoding a ribosomal protection protein, has also been observed in 
Campylobacter since 1987 (Sougakoff et al., 1987) and new enzymes conferring 
resistance to aminoglycosides continue to be discovered in Campylobacter (Iovine, 
2013; Lambert et al., 1985; Zhao et al., 2016). In addition to these emerging trends, 
Campylobacter is known to have ‘natural’ resistance to β-lactams, such as penicillin, 
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in large part due to the ubiquity of the blaOXA-61 gene (Alfredson and Korolik, 2005; 
Griggs et al., 2009). As a result of the widespread resistance to multiple antibiotic 
classes, it is no surprise that Campylobacter is a high priority pathogen on the 
recently published World Health Organization (WHO) list of bacteria, for which new 
antibiotics are urgently needed (WHO, 2017). 
 
Many studies have highlighted the potential for transmission of AΜR bacteria 
between agricultural animals and humans following extended use of antibiotics 
(Boerlin and Reid-Smith, 2008; Huttner et al., 2013). However, controversy 
surrounding evidence for a direct link is confounded by inconsistencies in 
interpreting what constitutes the spread of resistance. Broadly, the spread of AMR 
can be defined as a clonal transmission or gene pool transmission. In clonal 
transmission, bacteria that have acquired AMR in one niche are transmitted to 
another where they retain resistance, such as in the survival of resistant 
Campylobacter through the food production chain to infect humans (Yahara et al., 
2017). In gene pool transmission, horizontal gene transfer (HGT) facilitates the 
spread of resistance genes between strains and species and the movement of 
genes (rather than clones) into multiple genetic backgrounds can be seen to spread 
AMR. Efforts to reduce AMR and conserve the remaining efficacy of existing drugs 
are focussed on the judicious use of antibiotics in animals and humans. In this 
context, it is advantageous to consider gene pool transmission as this is directly 
influenced by the selection pressure to maintain resistance in a given environment. 
 
C. jejuni and C. coli can evolve rapidly, accumulating large numbers of nucleotide 
substitutions through mutation and recombination (Wilson et al., 2009; Sheppard et 
al., 2010a; Sheppard et al., 2010b; Dearlove et al., 2016). This can lead to de novo 
development of antimicrobial resistance through point mutation as well as the 
acquisition of resistance elements from other bacteria through HGT (Yahara et al., 
2014; Yahara et al., 2016). HGT has a major role in the mobilization of AMR not 
only within bacterial species but even across species boundaries. For example, the 
tetO gene that confers resistance to tetracycline in Campylobacter (Batchelor, 2004; 
Taylor et al., 1983) is believed to have originated via HGT from a Gram-positive 
bacterium, potentially mediated by plasmid transfer (Taylor, 1986; Batchelor, 2004; 
Taylor et al., 1983). Interspecies genetic exchange requires some degree of niche 
overlap or physical proximity of strains. However, while there is some understanding 
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of host niche segregation and clonal transmission of particular Campylobacter 
lineages (Sheppard et al., 2009a; Sheppard et al., 2010a; Sheppard et al., 2010b; 
Sheppard et al., 2014), there is limited quantitative information about the 
transmission dynamics of AΜR genes between human, animal and environmental 
gene pools (gene pool transmission) in this genus.  
 
In this chapter, the genome of Campylobacter isolates from multiple sources from a 
survey of AMR in Spain, was sequenced, to consider the following questions: (1) 
What is the MDR profile of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates? (2) How is AMR distributed 
across Campylobacter source and sink populations? (3) Are there species or 
lineages that harbour more AMR? (4) Is there movement of AMR between animal, 
human and environmental gene pools? MDR resistance phenotypes are quantified 
in vitro and compared to putative genomic determinants identified from over 2,000 
known AMR genes. The co-localization of these genes within resistance islands is 
examined and the allelic variation is compared among isolates from different sample 
sources. These analyses provide a basis for considering the interaction of different 
AMR gene pools and the potential source/sink contribution of livestock, humans and 
sewage effluents to the Campylobacter resistome.  
 
Results 
Enhanced in vitro multidrug resistance in C. coli compared to C. jejuni 
A collection of 168 C. jejuni and 92 C. coli isolates of human, animal and sewage 
origin, was assembled (Appendix, Table S4.1). In vitro resistance to six antibiotics 
(ciprofloxacin, nalidixic acid, tetracycline, erythromycin, streptomycin and 
gentamicin) of isolates of animal origin (Table 4.1, Appendix, Table S4.2) was 
compared to resistance profiles of isolates of human and sewage origin (Table 4.1, 
Appendix, Table S4.2). All Campylobacter isolates that were resistant to both 
ciprofloxacin and nalidixic acid were referred to as ciprofloxacin resistant only 
because resistance is conferred by SNPs in the same gene. The highest proportion 
of antimicrobial resistance was to ciprofloxacin (146/163; 90.1% for C. jejuni and 
86/91; 94.5% for C. coli) and tetracycline (149/163; 91.4% for C. jejuni and 86/91; 
94.5% for C. coli), followed by streptomycin (24/163; 14.7% for C. jejuni and 58/91; 
63.7% for C. coli), erythromycin (4/162; 2.5% for C. jejuni and 23/91; 25.3% for C. 
coli) and gentamicin (2/163; 1.2% for C. jejuni and 10/91; 11% for C. coli) (Table 
4.1, Appendix,  Table S4.2). 
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 C. jejuni C. coli 
Antibioticsa Animals Humans Sewage Total Animals Humans Sewage Total 
Ciprofloxacin 36/44 (81.8%) 106/115 (88.7%) 4/4 (100%) 146/163 (90.12%) 11/11 (100%) 32/33 (97%) 43/47 (91.5%) 86/91 (94.5%) 
Nalidixic acid 35/44 (79.54%) 78/115 (67.83%) 3/4 (75%) 116/163 (71.16%) 11/11 (100%) 30/33 (90.1%) 43/47 (91.5%) 84/91 (92.31%) 
Tetracycline 39/44 (88.6%) 108/115 (93.91%) 2/4 (50%) 149/163 (91.41%) 11/11 (100%) 31/33 (94%) 44/47 (93.6%) 86/91 (94.5%) 
Erythromycin 3/44 (6.8%) 1/115 (0.87%) 0/4 (0%) 4/163 (2.45%) 10/11 (90.1%) 6/33 (18.2%) 7/47 (14.9%) 23/91 (25.3%) 
Streptomycin 15/44 (34.1%) 9/115 (7.83%) 0/4 (0%) 24/163 (14.72%) 10/11 (90.1%) 18/33 (54.5%) 30/47 (63.8%) 58/91 (63.7%) 
Gentamicin 0/44 (0%) 2/115 (1.7%) 0/4 (0%) 2/163 (1.23%) 4/11 (36.4%) 2/33 (6.1%) 4/47 (8.51%) 10/91 (11%) 
Total number of 
isolates 
44 115 4 163 11 33 47 91 
aAntibiotics: C, ciprofloxacin; T, tetracycline; E, Erythromycin; S, streptomycin; G, gentamicin    
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Higher prevalence of resistance was observed in C. coli isolates to erythromycin, 
streptomycin and gentamicin compared to C. jejuni (Fisher’s exact test; p<0.001). 
Typically, an isolate is considered multidrug resistant when it is resistant to at least 
three different classes of antibiotics (European Centre for Disease Prevention and 
Control [ECDC] & European Food Safety Authority [EFSA], 2015). Based on this 
criterion, more C. coli isolates were MDR (49/91; 53.8%) than C. jejuni (27/163; 
16.6%) (Table 4.2). All C. coli isolates were resistant to at least one antibiotic (Table 
4.2). Six (out of 163; 3.7%) C. jejuni isolates were sensitive to all tested antibiotics. 
Most of the isolates tested were resistant to both ciprofloxacin and tetracycline 
(140/163 or 85.9% C. jejuni and 82/91 or 90.1% C. coli), of which 52 C. coli isolates 
(57.1%) were also resistant to streptomycin compared to 24 C. jejuni isolates 
(14.7%) and 9 C. coli isolates (9.9%) were also resistant to gentamicin compared to 
2 C. jejuni isolates (1.23%) (Table 4.2). [N.B. The above section of data analysis 
was performed by Diego Flórez Cuadrado by the Universidad Complutense Madrid, 
Madrid, Spain.] 
 
AMR isolates are distributed across highly structured populations 
High levels of AMR observed in laboratory assays could indicate either an 
abundance of low diversity AMR clones or proliferation of AMR in multiple lineages. 
To investigate this, the population genomic structure of AMR isolates was analysed. 
The core genome phylogeny revealed that AMR isolates belonged to genome 
sequence clusters consistent with existing multilocus sequence typing (MLST) 
sequence type (ST) and clonal complex designations (Dingle et al., 2001; Miller, 
2006) (Figure 4.1). C. jejuni isolates of chicken and cattle origin were mainly of  host 
generalist (ST-21, ST-48, ST-206 and ST-45) clonal complexes (Sheppard et al., 
2010a; Sheppard et al., 2014) (Figure 4.1, Appendix, Table S4.1). Cattle isolates 
also belonged to ST-61 and ST-42 cattle associated clonal complexes, while human 
clinical isolates contained isolates of these generalist and cattle associated clonal 
complexes as well as additional generalist clonal complexes (ST-22, ST-52) and 
chicken associated clonal complexes (ST-257, ST-353, ST-354, ST-443, ST464, 
ST-574 and ST-658)  (Figure 4.1, Appendix, Table S4.1). C. jejuni isolates from 
sewage belonged to ST-362, a human associated complex and generalist ST-22, 
ST-45 and ST-607 complexes (Figure 4.1, Appendix, Table S4.1). Multidrug 
resistant C. jejuni isolates (27/167) were from generalist (ST-21, ST-206, ST-45, 
ST-52) complexes, chicken associated complexes (ST-354, ST-460 and ST-464) 
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and cattle associated complexes (ST-42 and ST-61) (Figure 4.1, Appendix, Table 
S4.1). C. coli isolates represented 28 different STs, all of which belonged to the ST-
828 clonal complex. The most abundant STs were 825 and 827, constituting 20.7% 
and 17.4% of all C. coli isolates (Figure 4.2, Appendix, Table S4.1). The proportion 
of C. coli isolates displaying multidrug resistance (60.9%) was considerably higher 
than within C. jejuni (16.1%), nearly half of which were isolated from sewage 
highlighting the potential importance of urban effluents as reservoirs of AMR genes 
(Figure 4.2, Table 4.2). Clearly, diversity within this complex is lower than in 
agricultural/clinical C. jejuni and one might consider ST-828 complex to be a single 
clone. However, as illustrated (Figure 4.2), AMR is found in divergent lineages within 
the ST-828 complex and, importantly, is also absent in some closely related strains. 
This pattern is inconsistent with the proliferation of a clone that acquired AMR genes 
in a single ancestral acquisition event. Rather it suggests horizontal transfer of AMR 
genes among sublineages. [N.B. The above section of data analysis was performed 
in collaboration with Diego Flórez Cuadrado by the Universidad Complutense 
Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Phylogeny of antimicrobial resistant Campylobacter jejuni. Tree was reconstructed 
for 167 C. jejuni using concatenated gene-by-gene alignments of 595 core genes using the 
neighbour-joining algorithm. Common sequence types (STs) and clonal complexes, defined by 
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MLST, are indicated on the trees. Multidrug resistant isolates from chickens (dark green), cattle 
(intermediate green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage (blue) are indicated with a filled 
circle, while the non-multidrug resistant isolates are indicated with an open circle. The scale bar 
represents the number of substitutions per site.  
 
Table 4.2. Multidrug resistant and non-multidrug resistant Campylobacter isolates (n=254) 
from humans, animals and sewage. 
  C. jejuni (n=162) C. coli (n=91) 
  
Antibi
oticsa Animals Humans 
Sewa
ge Animals Humans Sewage 
Multi resistant 
CTES
G - - - 
4/11 
(36.4%) 1/33 (3%) - 
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Total number of non-













Total number of 












Total number of 
isolates 
  44 115 4 11 33 47 
aAntibiotics: C, ciprofloxacin; T, tetracycline; E, erythromycin; S, 
streptomycin; G, gentamicin    
 
 
C. coli genomes harbour more antimicrobial resistance genes than C. jejuni 
The genome sequences of all Campylobacter isolates were compared to 2,158, 
2,280 and 4,324 known antibiotic resistance genes and alleles from the 
Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) (Cameron and Gaynor, 
2014), ResFinder (Zankari et al., 2012) and the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) databases, respectively. The analysis revealed the presence of 
18 AMR genes including: cmeA, cmeB, cmeC, blaOXA-61, tetO, ant-like A, ant-like B, 
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ant(6)-Ia, sat-1, sat-4, lnuC, ant(6)-Ib, aad9, aph(3)-IIIa, aph(2)-IIIa, hpt, apmA and 
ermB (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Table 4.3) (Qin et al., 2012; Florez-Cuadrado et al., 
2016; Toth et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2017; Olkkola et al., 2016; Achard et al., 2005; 
Alfredson and Korolik, 2005; Trieu-Cuot et al., 1985; Griggs et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 
2016; Sougakoff et al., 1987; Cameron and Gaynor, 2014). 
 
Figure 4.2. Phylogeny of antimicrobial resistant Campylobacter coli. Tree was reconstructed 
for 92 C. coli using concatenated gene-by-gene alignments of 595 core genes using the neighbour-
joining algorithm. Common sequence types (STs) and clonal complexes, defined by MLST, are 
indicated on the trees. Multidrug resistant isolates from chickens (dark green), cattle (intermediate 
green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage (blue) are indicated with a filled circle, while the 
non-multidrug resistant isolates are indicated with an open circle. The scale bar represents the 
number of substitutions per site.  
 
The cmeA, cmeB and cmeC genes, associated with efflux pump function, were 
present in all isolates. The blaOXA-61 and tetO genes were common in resistant C. 
jejuni and C. coli isolates (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Table 4.3). The genes ant-like A 
and ant-like B have been described before as separate genes (Olkkola et al., 2016) 
and later revised as ant(6)-Ie (Hormeño et al., 2018). To avoid the issues of gene 
duplication and gene paralogues they are considered as separate genes in this 
chapter. The blaOXA-61 gene was significantly more prevalent in C. jejuni (64.8%) 
than C. coli isolates (51.1%) (Fisher’s exact test; p<0.05), while the ant-like A gene 
was more prevalent in C. coli (40.22% of C. coli and 1.19% of C. jejuni isolates, 
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p<0.001). The prevalence of the ant-like A gene was also significantly higher in 
multidrug resistant isolates (33.7%) compared to non-multidrug resistant isolates 
(6.7%) (p<0.001) (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Table 4.3), and associated (p<0.005) with 
isolates from humans (14.5%) and sewage (13.3%) compared to those from animals 
(1.2%) (p<0.005) (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Table 4.3).  
 
Figure 4.3. Presence and allelic diversity of 15 antimicrobial resistance genes in C. jejuni 
genomes. Phylogenetic tree was reconstructed using gene-by-gene concatenated alignments of 
595 core genes, and the neighbour-joining algorithm for 167 C. jejuni. Isolate source is shown in the 
first column for chicken (dark green), cattle (green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage 
(blue). The second column indicates the resistance status of each isolate as multidrug resistant (dark 
pink), non-multidrug resistance (light pink) or not tested (white). Remaining columns indicate allelic 
variation at known resistance gene loci, with identical alleles coloured with the same colour. The 
scale represents the number of substitutions per site.  
 
In the case of non-multidrug resistant isolates, the frequency difference of the ant-
like A gene can probably be attributed to the frequency of C. jejuni in human infection 
samples compared to the abundance of C. coli from sewage. Genes associated with 
aminoglycoside resistance (ant(6)-Ia, sat-4, ant(6)-Ib, aad9, aph(3)-IIIa, aph(2)-IIIa, 
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hpt and apmA) were mainly found in C. coli multidrug resistant isolates while sat-1 
was detected in only 3 C. jejuni strains from animals (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Table 
4.3). Genes ant(6)-Ia, sat-4, ant(6)-Ib and aph(3)-IIIa were also found in C. jejuni 
isolates from animals (Figure 4.2, Table 4.3). The lnuC gene, conferring resistance 
to lincosamides, was detected only in C. coli isolates and the ermB gene, which is 
not commonly found in Campylobacter, was detected in only one C. coli isolate from 
a chicken (Figure 4.4, Table 4.3). A strong positive correlation (p<0.001) between 
resistance phenotypes and genotypes was observed for tetracycline, streptomycin 
and gentamicin that were tested in vitro (Appendix, Table S4.3). There was no 
correlation for erythromycin because the associated AMR gene ermB was only 
found in one isolate (Appendix, Table S4.3). 
 
Figure 4.4. Presence and allelic diversity of 15 antimicrobial resistance genes in C. coli 
genomes. Phylogenetic tree was reconstructed using gene-by-gene concatenated alignments of 
595 core genes, and the neighbour-joining algorithm for 92 C. coli. Isolate source is shown in the first 
column for chicken (dark green), cattle (green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage (blue). 
The second column indicates the resistance status of each isolate as multidrug resistant (dark pink), 
non-multidrug resistance (light pink) or not tested (white). Remaining columns indicate allelic 
variation at known resistance gene loci, with identical alleles coloured with the same colour. The 
scale represents the number of substitutions per site.  
 
Concordance between putative resistance genotypes and laboratory phenotypes 
was lower than in some previous studies (Zhao et al., 2016; Tyson et al., 2015; 
McDermott et al., 2016). The main reason for this was that this chapter principally 
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focused on the differential presence of AMR genes, to understand gene pool 
transmission, rather than resistance conferred by point mutation where it is more 
difficult to differentiate horizontal acquisition from de novo mutation. Other 
incongruences were observed between genotype prediction and laboratory 
phenotype. For example, not all isolates carrying aminoglycoside resistance genes 
were phenotypically resistant to streptomycin and gentamicin (Appendix, Table 
S4.3). This is consistent with previous studies (Tyson et al., 2015; McDermott et al., 
2016) and is potentially associated with variation in gene expression levels or 
synergistic effects among different resistance genes, warranting further study. [N.B. 
The above section of data analysis was performed in collaboration with Diego Flórez 
Cuadrado by the Universidad Complutense Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
AMR genes are co-localized in the genome of multidrug resistant isolates 
AMR genes are often found in close proximity in the genome. For example, 
aminoglycoside resistance genes can form localized clusters within the genome 
(Werner et al., 2003; Qin et al., 2012). The low numbers of apmA and ermB genes 
identified, excluded them from formal statistical comparison. Due to the high levels 
of resistance to fluoroquinolones and tetracycline, the presence of ant-like A, ant(6)-
Ia, sat-4, ant(6)-Ib, aad9, aph(3)-IIIa, aph(2)-IIIa, sat-1 and hpt genes, was by 
definition significantly associated with multidrug resistance (Fisher’s exact test; 
p<0.001), because this was defined as resistance to three or more antimicrobial 
classes (Table 4.3). There was a slight increasing trend in the presence of ant-like 
A, ant-like B, aad9, ant(6)-Ia, sat-4, ant(6)-Ib, and aph(3)-IIIa genes from 2010 to 
2015 (Appendix, Figure S4.2). Furthermore, the relative position of the 15 AMR 
genes (in contiguous sequence assemblies) detected in Campylobacter isolates 
revealed two types of genetic associations in animal, human and sewage isolates. 
The first was between ant(6)-Ia, sat-4 and aph(3)-IIIa genes, which clustered 
together in three C. jejuni isolates (1 from chicken and 2 from cattle) and in eight C. 
coli isolates (1 from chicken, 4 from humans and 3 from sewage) (Figure 4.5). This 
cluster has been previously described with the three genes located on the same 
genomic island in C. coli (Qin et al., 2012). The further addition of the aph(2)-IIIa 
gene to this genomic island was observed in two C. coli isolates from sewage 
(Figure 4.5). The second type of genetic association involved the presence of tetO, 
aad9 and ant(6)-Ib genes. These genes clustered together in six C. coli isolates (1 
from chicken, 1 from pig, 1 from human and 3 from sewage) but also in one C. jejuni 
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Table 4.3. Prevalence of 15 AMR genes in 168 C. jejuni and 92 C. coli isolates. 
  Multidrug resistant Non-multidrug resistant Sensitive Not tested  















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*Isolates are separated as multidrug or non-multidrug resistant based on their in vitro phenotypic profile 
**Isolates id: 5087, 5093, 5111, 5095, 5100, 5215 were not tested for antibiotic resistant profile in vitro 
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isolate from a human patient (Figure 4.5). The addition of the sat-1, hpt, apmA and 
ermB genes was also observed in these two types of syntenic block (Figure 4.5). 
[N.B. The above section of data analysis was performed in collaboration with Diego 
Flórez Cuadrado by the Universidad Complutense Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
Evidence of gene pool transmission AMR genes 
Evidence for horizontal gene transfer has been demonstrated for AMR genes in 
various bacteria, including Campylobacter (Wang et al., 2014; Sheppard et al., 
2013; Sheppard and Maiden, 2015; Sheppard et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017), in some 
cases facilitated by mobile genetic elements including plasmids and transposons 
(Boerlin and Reid-Smith, 2008). One plasmid (pCFSAN032805; Accession: 
CP023546.1) was identified in the genome sequences of 8 C. coli isolates (1 from 
chicken, 1 from a pig, 3 from humans and 3 from sewage) (Figure 4.5). Furthermore, 
a C. jejuni plasmid (pCJ14980A; Accession: CP017030.1) previously isolated from 
turkey faeces (Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2017) was identified in a C. jejuni isolate from 
cattle in this chapter (Figure 4.5). A pTet plasmid (Accession: CP002030.1) was also 
detected in one C. coli isolate of human origin (Figure 4.5). A genomic region that 
was carrying the gene cluster ant(6)-Ia, sat-4 and aph(3)-IIIa was highly similar to 
an integrative conjugative mobile element described in Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae 
(Accession: MG812141.1) isolated from a pig farm. This region was also similar to 
sequences from other bacteria like Clostridium difficile, Staphylococcus aureus, 
Staphylococcus pseudintermedius, Streptococcus suis and Enterococcus faecium. 
These findings are consistent with the circulation of genes, and more specifically 
alleles, not only between host microbiome gene pools but also between 
Campylobacter species. To investigate this further, the allelic diversity for the 15 
identified AMR genes in C. jejuni and C. coli isolates, was compared. 
 
The genes, blaOXA-61 and tetO, had the highest diversity with 34 and 47 different 
alleles detected in C. jejuni and in C. coli isolates respectively (Figure 4.5, Appendix, 
Figure S4.1). There were five blaOXA-61 alleles, two of which were present in 16 and 
four C. jejuni and in 50 and five C. coli isolates, respectively (Figure 4.5, Appendix, 
Figure S4.1). For the tetO gene, six alleles were present in more than five isolates 
each, with the most common allele present in 19 C. jejuni and in 35 C. coli. For the 
aad9 and ant(6)-Ib gene, both of which had five alleles, the most common allele was 
present in both C. jejuni and C. coli isolates from multiple sources (Figure 4.5, 
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Appendix, Figure S4.1, Table S4.2). Finally, the sat-4 gene shared two out of the six 
alleles between four C. jejuni  and four C. coli isolates and the apmA gene had one 
allele which was shared by a C. jejuni of human origin and a C. coli isolated from a 
chicken (Figure 4.5, Appendix, Figure S4.1, Table S4.2). Remaining alleles were 
detected exclusively in C. coli isolates. 
 
Figure 4.5. Comparative genetic organization of AMR GIs in Campylobacter. The presence of 
each AMR gene, highlighted in different colours, is shown for representative C. jejuni and C. coli 
isolate genomes sampled from animals (A), humans (B) and sewage (C). The number of isolate 
genomes containing each genomic island arrangement is indicated in the parenthesis. Grey shading 
identifies sequence that shares >95% nucleotide sequence identity. The name of the plasmid or 
mobile genetic element, associated with each genomic island, is indicated. 
 
Clonal descent is disrupted in AMR genes 
The mean consistency index (CI) was significantly higher (MannWhitney test; 
U = 3307, p=0.0214) among AMR genes (0.65581 ± 0.3531) compared with 595 
core genes (0.4552 ± 0.05799) (Figure 4.6). This provides evidence that the clonal 
mode of descent has been disrupted in AMR genes consistent with HGT. 
Furthermore, there was a significant decrease in the average allelic variation among 
AMR genes compared to core genes (MannWhitney test; U = 1004, p = <0.0001) 
(Figure 4.7). The average number of unique alleles per isolate was 0.03436 
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± 0.05218 for the 15 AMR genes, compared with 0.1169 ± 0.05248 for 595 core 
genes. This is consistent with HGT facilitating the movement of AMR genes into 
multiple genetic backgrounds.   
 
Figure 4.6. Comparison of consistency index between AMR and core genes. Consistency 
indices to a core phylogeny, were calculated for each gene alignment for AMR and core genes using 
the phangorn package in R. For the CI, the two distributions were significantly different (two-tailed 





Figure 4.7. Comparison of allelic variation between AMR and core genes. The number of alleles 
per locus. The left y-axis indicates the number of core genes (black line), the right y-axis indicates 
the number of AMR genes (blue line). For the number of alleles per locus, the two distributions were 
significantly different (two-tailed Mann-Whitney test; P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U = 1004). 
 
Among the AMR genes present in five or more isolates, the blaOXA-61 and tetO 
alleles, associated with resistance to β-lactams and tetracyclines respectively, were 
almost ubiquitous among C. jejuni and in C. coli from different sources. Two 
common blaOXA-61 alleles were present in both Campylobacter species in all different 
hosts and sewage with other alleles shared only between human, chicken and 
sewage isolates (Figure 4.8). A single tetO allele was present in the genomes of 
isolates from all different hosts and sewage except for C. jejuni from humans and 
C. coli cattle (Figure 4.9), possibly due to low sample numbers (Appendix, Table 
S4.1).  
 
Figure 4.8. Distribution of blaOXA-61 alleles among Campylobacter species and isolate sources. 
Circos plot indicate the number of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates sampled from chickens (dark green), 
cattle (green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage (blue) that contain alleles associated with 
resistance to β-Lactam. Alleles present in >5 isolate genomes are numbered around the perimeter. 





Another tetO allele was shared between C. coli isolates from sewage and C. jejuni 
from chickens, cattle and humans (Figure 4.9). In addition to evidence of frequent 
allele sharing between Campylobacter species from multiple sources, there were 
also several species-specific alleles found in isolates from multiple sources. (Figure 
4.5). AMR genes associated with aminoglycoside resistance had less allelic 
diversity compared to blaOXA-61 and tetO (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4) and showed 




Figure 4.9. Distribution of tetO alleles among Campylobacter species and isolate sources. 
Circos plot indicate the number of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates sampled from chickens (dark green), 
cattle (green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage (blue) that contain alleles associated with 
resistance to tetracyclines. Alleles present in >5 isolate genomes are numbered around the 
perimeter. Exact matches between allele sequences are indicated by joining lines, coloured 
differently for different alleles. 
 
Three alleles of the aad9, ant(6)-Ib, sat-4 genes were shared between C. jejuni and 
C. coli isolates. The ant(6)-Ib allele was found in C. jejuni isolates from humans, 
cattle, chickens and in C. coli isolates from humans, chickens and sewage. The 
aad9 allele was found in human C. jejuni isolates and in C. coli isolates from 
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humans, chickens, pigs and sewage. The sat-4 allele was found in C. jejuni isolates 
from cattle and chicken and in C. coli isolates from human, chicken and sewage 
sources (Figure 4.10). Alleles of other genes associated with aminoglycoside 
resistance (ant-like A, aad9, ant(6)-Ib, aph(3)-IIIa, hpt and aph(2)-IIIa) also showed 
evidence of transfer (allele sharing) between isolates sampled from different 
sources (Figure 4.10). 
 
Figure 4.10. Distribution of AMR gene alleles among Campylobacter species and isolate 
sources. Circos plot indicate the number of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates sampled from chickens 
(dark green), cattle (green), pigs (light green), humans (red) and sewage (blue) that contain alleles 
associated with resistance to aminoglycosides. Alleles present in >5 isolate genomes are numbered 
around the perimeter. Exact matches between allele sequences are indicated by joining lines, 
coloured differently for different alleles. 
 
Discussion 
Forecasts of rising antimicrobial resistance in bacteria can make dramatic claims, 
such as an associated death toll of 10 million people by 2050 if no action is taken 
(Balouiri et al., 2016). However, for priority pathogens such as Campylobacter 
(WHO, 2017) it is not always clear where such action should be targeted. One 
reason for this is that zoonotic bacteria do not reside in a single host niche, therefore 
the source and sink dynamics of resistant strains may be poorly understood. 
Furthermore, the conduit for transmission between niches (in this case faeces) may 
also represent a reservoir of AMR. Here, by focussing analyses on comparison of 
gene pools, rather than individual resistant clones, I directly address if the alleles 
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that confer resistance have spread between pathogenic Campylobacter species and 
the niches in which they reside.  
 
Human infection is often a dead-end for Campylobacter as disease is usually self-
limiting and human-to-human transmission is uncommon. As antibiotic treatment for 
campylobacteriosis is generally only given in acute or persistent cases, the heavy 
use of related antimicrobials in human and veterinary medicine (Livermore, 2007; 
Schwarz et al., 2001; Teuber, 2001) has raised concerns about how selection for 
resistance in livestock may lead to AMR in human pathogens. Despite the ban on 
the use of antibiotics as growth promoters in animals in 2006, quinolones and 
tetracyclines are still available for treatment of livestock all over the world (WHO, 
2017). Consistent with trends in a recent ECDC report (Food and Authority, 2019), 
resistance to ciprofloxacin and tetracycline was seen in both Campylobacter species 
in this chapter, with resistance to streptomycin and gentamycin also frequent among 
sequenced C. coli isolates (Table 4.1). This may not be surprising as Spain has the 
highest sale of aminoglycosides for veterinary use in the EU (European Medicines 
Agency, 2018). Perhaps equally worrying was the isolation of C. coli resistant to 
erythromycin which is the drug of choice for antibiotic treatment of clinical 
campylobacteriosis (Acheson and Allos, 2001). The extent to which this level of 
resistance is a legacy of past use of fluoroquinolones, tetracyclines (Cameron and 
Gaynor, 2014; Toth et al., 2013) and other antimicrobials is not known but it is clear 
that Campylobacter harbour numerous resistance genes, potentially exacerbated 
by the carriage of similar genes among other components of the microbiota (Holmes 
et al., 2016; van den Bogaard, 2000). 
 
Antimicrobial resistance is widespread among Campylobacter isolated from 
livestock (Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Sproston 
et al., 2018), but the transmission dynamics are poorly understood. Where 
resistance is conferred by a single (or few) nucleotide substitution(s), such as in the 
gyrA gene (fluoroquinolone resistance) (Zhao et al., 2016; Engberg et al., 2001; 
Payot et al., 2006), it is impossible to tell from sequence data if HGT or point 
mutation were responsible. For other classes of antibiotics, for example 
tetracyclines, there is evidence for the transfer of genes (e.g. tetO) between C. jejuni 
isolates, even in the absence antimicrobial selective pressure (Qin et al., 2012). In 
addition to tetO, the analyses identified 14 other accessory genes associated with 
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Campylobacter resistance to other known antimicrobial classes (Appendix, Table 
S4.4). These included aminoglycosides (10 genes), β-lactams (blaOXA-61) and 
macrolides (ermB) that have been variously used as treatments targeting 
Campylobacter and other infectious agents (or even as growth promoters (Engberg 
et al., 2001)) in humans and animals (Lapierre et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2012; Toth et 
al., 2013; Lambert et al., 1985; Qin et al., 2014; Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2016; Yao 
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2013; Griggs et al., 2009; Engberg et al., 2001; Florez-
Cuadrado et al., 2017). Initial evidence of the importance of HGT in the 
transmission of these genes can be seen with inconsistent topology of individual 
AMR gene trees, compared to the Campylobacter core genome phylogeny 
(Appendix, Figure S4.1). Specifically, the CI varied for the 11 AMR genes, 
highlighting a disparity in the amount of inferred homoplasy in these genes, 
compared to genes in the core genome (Figure 4.6). Furthermore, the allelic 
variation in the AMR-associated genes was significantly lower than the mean for 
core genes. Convergent genotypes may have evolved multiple times in different 
genetic backgrounds, however the most parsimonious explanation is the spread 
of AMR via HGT.  
 
Perhaps the most compelling evidence for HGT is the identification of co-localized 
clusters of genes that constitute GIs. Consistent with evidence of aminoglycoside 
resistance in Campylobacter (Qin et al., 2012; Gibreel et al., 2004; Lapierre et al., 
2016; Lambert et al., 1985), all AMR genes detected in this chapter were found in 
multidrug resistance GIs, except for blaOXA-61, ant-like A and ant-like B. There were 
multiple syntenic arrangements of genes with some GIs containing genes that 
confer resistance to more than one antimicrobial drug class (macrolides and 
aminoglycosides) as previously reported (Werner et al., 2003). Some of the 
multidrug resistance GIs are known from previous studies (ant(6)-Ia, sat-4 and 
aph(3)-IIIa) (Derbise et al., 1997; Derbise et al., 1996), while others are reported 
here for the first time, such as the association between TetO, aad9 and ant(6)-Ib 
genes. GI similarities provide evidence of transfer between C. jejuni and C. coli, and 
gene pool transmission among isolates from animals, humans and sewage. The 
transfer of GIs in Campylobacter can be via natural transformation (Qin et al., 2012), 
however several GIs were found on plasmids or integrative conjugative elements 
(Figure 4.5) indicating the active mobilization of gene clusters. GIs containing the 
ant(6)-Ia, sat-4 and aph(3)-IIIa cluster, and the tetO gene, have previously been 
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described in staphylococci (Lambert et al., 1985; Derbise et al., 1996; Derbise et al., 
1997). Furthermore, the conjugative transposon found in C. coli was highly similar 
(~99.4% nucleotide identity over at least 60% of the sequence) to related sequence 
in other Gram-positive bacteria. This is consistent with the circulation of AMR genes 
not only among Campylobacter species in different habitats but also HGT from other 
bacteria (Trieu-Cuot et al., 1985; Zilhao et al., 1988).  
 
An important finding in this chapter was that C. coli carry more combinations of AMR 
genes simultaneously than C. jejuni (Table 4.2). A simple explanation could be that 
C. coli ST-828 complex isolates are more recombinogenic. There is evidence of the 
accumulation of C. jejuni DNA throughout the genome of this lineage (Sheppard et 
al., 2008; Sheppard et al., 2013) which could have led to the acquisition of multiple 
AMR genes. It is also possible that the dominance of this C. coli lineage (ST-828 
complex), that is much less diverse than C. jejuni as a whole, reflects a genetic 
bottleneck that favoured an ancestral AMR strain in, for example, the pig gut where 
C. coli (Thakur et al., 2006) and antimicrobial exposure (Aarestrup et al., 2000) are 
common. Whatever the reasons for differences in multidrug resistance between C. 
jejuni and C. coli, there is clear evidence for HGT and the transmission of AMR 
genes among bacterial species and host niche gene pools.  
 
Contrasting evidence of HGT with quantitative information about the transmission 
of resistant bacteria between hosts would be extremely useful for understanding the 
dissemination of AMR among isolates from different habitats. In Campylobacter, 
studies have attempted to estimate the number of strains excreted into the 
environment by different animals (Ogden et al., 2009) and attribute the source of 
human infection to livestock (especially poultry) reservoirs (Sheppard et al., 2009a; 
Thépault et al., 2017; Thépault et al., 2018). However, these large-scale probabilistic 
studies are utterly underpowered for investigating the almost infinite number of 
possible transmission events, where the survival and proliferation of a single strain 
in a new niche could lead to the transfer of AMR genes between hosts and 
environments. A theoretical solution to the spread of AMR could be to use different 
drug classes in animals on the assumption that distinct antimicrobial selection 
pressures would sustain efficacy of drugs in humans. However, even if this was 
feasible, evidence from this chapter (and others (Hendriksen et al., 2019)) shows 
that multidrug resistant bacteria can be isolated and cultured from sewage, 
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presenting a potential route for transmission of AMR in the environment. While the 
sources and implications of environmental contamination remain controversial 
(Munck et al., 2015; Rizzo et al., 2013), the evidence in this chapter is consistent 
with the horizontal transfer of AMR among Campylobacter isolated from livestock, 
humans and sewage. This suggests that judicious use of antimicrobials and 
monitoring of the amount of AMR Campylobacter entering the environment may be 
beneficial in combating the rise of resistance in this important zoonotic pathogen. 
 
Materials and methods 
Culture and antimicrobial susceptibility testing 
As part of routine Campylobacter surveillance in Spain, isolates were sampled and 
cultured on blood agar plates (bioMérieux) and incubated for 48 h at 37 ℃ under 
microaerophilic conditions using Campygen atmosphere generation system packs 
(Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK). Subcultured colonies were harvested and suspended in 
sterile water to a standardized cell density (0.5 McFarland turbidity). 50 μL of this 
suspension was added to 11 ml of Mueller-Hinton broth (TREK Diagnostics 
Systems, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 5.5% lysed horse blood (Oxoid). 
The solution was poured onto EUCAMP2 microdilution plates (TREK Diagnostics 
Systems) which were incubated under microaerophilic conditions for 48 h at 37 ℃ 
as previously described (Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2017). The interpretation of the 
quantitative data was performed according to the European Committee of 
Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing, EUCAST (http://www.eucast.org/; last 
accessed: 06/2017). [N.B. This section of analysis was performed by Diego Flórez 
Cuadrado by the Universidad Complutense Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
DNA extraction, genome sequencing and archiving 
A total of 260 Campylobacter isolates (167 C. jejuni and 92 C. coli) that displayed 
multidrug resistance phenotypes were chosen for genome sequencing. These 
represented strains sampled from humans, livestock and urban effluents in Spain. 
Of these, 55 isolates originated in animals (44 C. jejuni and 11 C. coli) including 
broiler chickens (18 C. jejuni and 7 C. coli), cattle (26 C. jejuni and 1 C. coli) and 
pigs (3 C. coli) and were collected from abattoirs in Spain (2008-2011) as part of the 
Spanish Veterinary Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance (VAV) Network 
(Appendix, Table S4.1). The isolates were chosen on the basis of resistance profiles 
(susceptible to resistant) to 5 different antibiotics (Table 4.1). Human samples 
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(n=152; 118 C. jejuni and 34 C. coli) were associated with campylobacteriosis cases 
in hospitals in the regions of Castilla y Leon, Extremadura and Andalucía between 
2013 and 2016. Campylobacter isolates of urban effluent origin (n=53; 6 C. jejuni 
and 47 C. coli) were collected from the wastewater treatment plants in the city of 
Madrid (Spain) between 2011 and 2013 (Ugarte-Ruiz et al., 2015). All isolates were 
obtained using culture based methods (Moreno et al., 2000; Hormeño et al., 2016; 
Ugarte-Ruiz et al., 2015) and speciated as C. jejuni or C. coli using a conventional 
multiplex PCR as previously described (Ugarte-Ruiz et al., 2012). [N.B. This section 
of analysis was performed by Diego Flórez Cuadrado by the Universidad 
Complutense Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
For genome sequencing, isolates stored at -80 ℃ in 1% protease peptone and 10% 
glycerol broth were cultured onto blood agar plates (bioMérieux) in microaerophilic 
conditions at 42 ℃ for 48 h as previously described (Florez-Cuadrado et al., 2017). 
Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Crawley, 
UK), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Nucleic acid content was quantified 
on a Nanodrop spectrophotometer prior to normalization and sequencing. Libraries 
were prepared with Nextera XT kits (v2) and high-throughput sequencing was 
performed using an Illumina MiSeq sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA; v3 
technology, 300bp paired-end). Short reads were assembled de novo using SPAdes 
(version 3.8.0) (Bankevich et al., 2012). All genomes used in this chapter were 
archived on the BIGSdb web-based database platform (Jolley and Maiden, 2010) 
and  given a unique identification number (BIGSid) (Appendix, Table S4.1). 
 
Phylogenetic analysis 
A pangenome was created for all isolate genomes in the collection as the sum of 
core genes, shared by all isolates, and accessory genes, present in at least one 
isolate. Genomes with a total assembly length >1.9Mbp, >500 contigs, or an 
N95<800bp were considered poor quality and were excluded from the phylogenetic 
analyses. Whole genome multiple sequence alignments were obtained using 
MAFFT (Katoh, 2002) following a gene-by-gene approach as previously described 
(Méric et al., 2014). Phylogenetic trees, based on gene-by-gene alignments of core 
genes (Méric et al., 2014) or single gene sequences, were reconstructed using the 
Neighbor joining clustering method (Saitou and Nei, 1987). [N.B. This section of 
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data analysis was performed in collaboration with Diego Flórez Cuadrado by the 
Universidad Complutense Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
Screening for antimicrobial resistance genes 
AMR genes were identified in all Campylobacter genomes by comparison with the 
CARD (Jia et al., 2017) (last assessed: 03/06/2017), the ResFinder (Zankari et al., 
2012) and the NCBI databases using the BLAST algorithm (Sheppard et al., 2012; 
Maiden et al., 2013). A locus match was defined when genes had >70% nucleotide 
identity over >50% of the sequence length, and a matrix was generated that 
contained presence/absence information for each card gene and the allelic variation 
at that locus for every genome. Following the identification of isolate genomes 
harbouring one or more AMR genes, contigs were screened for upstream and 
downstream open reading frames (ORFs) to characterize the location of AMR 
relative to adjacent genes, using SnapGene® software (GSL Biotech; available at 
snapgene.com). A second confirmatory analysis was performed, in which contigs 
were compared to NCBI database to identify whether they are associated with 
known plasmid or mobile elements. Sequence matches with >95% nucleotide 
identity over >50% of the sequence length were considered positive hits. A bivariate 
analysis was performed, in Stata version 14.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX), to 
determine the relationship between phenotypes and genotypes for the presence of 
resistance using the Fisher’s exact test. Associations were considered significant 
when p<0.05. [N.B. This section of data analysis was performed in collaboration with 
Diego Flórez Cuadrado by the Universidad Complutense Madrid, Madrid, Spain.] 
 
HGT among infection-associated genes 
Population genetic analyses were undertaken to compare molecular variation 
among AMR genes to investigate patterns of HGT between species and isolates 
sampled form different niches. Genes where AMR is mediated by single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs), for example gyrA in fluroquinolone resistance (Sproston et 
al., 2018), were excluded from this analysis because of the inability to distinguish 
de novo mutation from homologous recombination of similar sequence. The allelic 
variation was calculated at loci associated with AMR genes (n=15) and compared 
to variation at core loci (n = 595 genes). For both groups, the number of alleles at 
each locus (determined using MLST approach) (Sheppard et al., 2012) and CI were 
calculated. The consistency of a phylogenetic tree to patterns of variation in 
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sequence alignments was determined for each gene of interest, and constituted an 
inference of the minimum amount of homoplasy in these genes, as implied by the 
tree (Kluge and Farris, 1969). The CI function from the R Phangorn package 
(Schliep, 2011) was used to calculate consistency indices for every single-gene 
alignment of the 15 AMR genes to a phylogeny constructed from a concatenated 
gene-by-gene alignment of 595 core genes shared by all 259 isolates. The average 
CI of these shared genes was compared to that of the AMR genes. 
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The potential of isolation source to predict colonization in avian hosts: a case 
study in Campylobacter jejuni strains from three bird species 
 
The work presented in this chapter is published as a peer-reviewed 
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S.K., Olsen, B., Järhult, J.D., Ellström, P. 2018. “The potential of isolation 
source to predict colonization in avian hosts: a case study in Campylobacter 




The previous three chapters have shown the existence of accessory genes that are 
unique in distinct Campylobacter species and lineages. The work in this chapter 
utilizes comparative genomics in order to identify molecular targets for monitoring 
bacterial load in in vivo animal infection experiments. Comparative genomics of a 
group of C. jejuni isolates was used to identified genes that are present in strains 
used in animal infection experiments. These genes were used as molecular targets, 
for a singleplex qPCR, to differentiate the DNA of strains used in competition animal 
experiments. Results in this chapter show the power of using genomics in a wide 
range of experiments and the accuracy of quantifying the DNA relative to CFU plate 
counts of live bacteria. The statement of authorship for this chapter is available in 




Campylobacter jejuni is the primary cause of bacterial gastroenteritis worldwide, 
infecting humans mostly through consumption of contaminated poultry. C. jejuni is 
common in the gut of wild birds and shows distinct strain-specific association to 
particular bird species. This contrasts with farm animals, in which several genotypes 
co-exist. It is unclear if the barriers restricting transmission between host species of 
such specialist strains are related to environmental factors such as contact between 
host species, bacterial survival in the environment etc. or rather to strain specific 
adaptation to the intestinal environment of specific hosts. This work compared 
colonization dynamics in vivo between two host-specific C. jejuni from a song thrush 
(ST-1304 complex) and a mallard (ST-995), and a generalist strain from chicken 
(ST-21 complex) in a wild host, the mallard (Anas platyrhynchos). In 18-day infection 
experiments, the song thrush strain showed only weak colonization and was cleared 
from all birds after 10 days, whereas both mallard and chicken strains remained 
stable. When the chicken strain was given 4 days prior to co-infection of the same 
birds with a mallard strain, it was rapidly outcompeted by the latter. In contrast, when 
the mallard strain was given 4 days prior to co-infection with the chicken strain, the 
mallard strain remained, and expansion of the chicken strain was delayed. This 
work’s results suggest strain-specific differences in the ability of C. jejuni to colonize 
mallards, likely associated with host origin. This difference might explain observed 
host association patterns in C. jejuni from wild birds. 
 
Introduction 
The majority of human pathogens are zoonotic and able to infect more than one 
host species (Taylor et al., 2001; Woolhouse et al., 2001), including diseases of 
significant health concerns such as Salmonellosis, Tuberculosis, Cholera and Lyme 
disease. Furthermore, host-restricted pathogens are believed to have evolved from 
ancestors with a generalist life style and in some cases, this has been associated 
with a change in pathogenicity (Baumler and Fang, 2013). One example is 
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi. In contrast to most of the related serovars in the 
S. enterica subspecies that are generalist enteric pathogens, S. Typhi separated 
10,000 to 70,000 years ago to become a specialist pathogen of humans causing 
disseminated septicaemia (typhoid fever) (Selander et al., 1990; Roumagnac et al., 
2006). The mechanisms behind host specificity for bacterial pathogens are 
multifactorial and include colonization, replication in the host and competition with 
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the surrounding microbiota (Zahrt, 1998; Baumler and Fang, 2013). In some 
bacterial species, specific genomic alterations are associated with specialist 
pathogen lineages, reviewed in Bäumler and Fang (Baumler and Fang, 2013). Such 
signatures can involve genomic decay and genomic rearrangements, the result of 
the accumulation of mutations or rearrangements of genes in the absence of 
selection pressure to maintain gene function. Lateral gene transfer between 
bacterial strains or species, can also result in the accumulation of pathogen specific 
genetic elements that, for example, allow the bacterium to use alternative 
transmission/infection routes (e.g. acquired binding to new cell types) or adaptation 
to the host.  
 
An example of a multi-host zoonotic pathogen is Campylobacter jejuni, the leading 
cause of bacterial gastroenteritis in almost all industrialized countries (Food et al., 
2014). C. jejuni has a broad host range and has been isolated from domestic (Whiley 
et al., 2013) and wild mammals (Petersen et al., 2001) and several bird species 
(Kapperud and Rosef, 1983; Waldenström et al., 2002; Colles et al., 2008a; Colles 
et al., 2008b). It is frequently detected in environmental waters and can even survive 
in unicellular eukaryotes such as amoebae (Axelsson-Olsson et al., 2005; 
Brennhovd et al., 1992). The most important transmission route to humans is 
consumption of contaminated or undercooked food items, especially from poultry 
(Dingle et al., 2002). Other sources of human C. jejuni infections are water, dairy 
products and other farm animals, but although the bacterium has several wild animal 
hosts, the extent of transmission to humans from such sources are less well studied. 
Interestingly, chickens are asymptomatically colonized with C. jejuni, suggesting 
commensal adaptations to the chicken gut (Humphrey et al., 2007).  
 
Genetic relatedness and source attribution of C. jejuni has been studied using 
multilocus sequence typing (MLST). This sequence based typing approach allows 
clustering of genotypes into sequence types (STs) and clonal complexes (CCs) 
based on the degree of shared alleles at a set of seven house-keeping genes 
(Dingle et al., 2001). Although ignoring a lot of sequence variation and 
presence/absence of the accessory genome, MLST has repeatedly shown that 
certain CCs, such as ST-21 CC and ST-45 CC, are globally distributed in farm 
animals and are common causes of human infections (Sheppard et al., 2009b; 
Dearlove et al., 2016). From source attribution studies show that genotypes 
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predominating in the food animal niche can also be retrieved from wild animals, 
especially wild birds (Sheppard et al., 2009a; Sheppard et al., 2011). On the other 
hand, there is growing evidence that in wild birds, C. jejuni has strong host 
association and certain genotypes predominate in specific bird species (Broman et 
al., 2004; Colles et al., 2008a; Colles et al., 2008b; Sheppard et al., 2011; 
Griekspoor et al., 2013). Hence, in C. jejuni, there are both generalist lineages that 
can colonize a wide range of host animals and specialist lineages restricted to a few 
host species, and consequently, specialists and generalists seem to co-exist in 
many host species including both farm animals and wild birds (Colles et al., 2011; 
Waldenström and Griekspoor, 2014). Compared to Salmonella and Yersinia spp. 
the evolutionary relationship between generalist and specialist lineages of C. jejuni 
is less well understood, as well as the selection pressures behind evolution of 
specialism or generalism (Sheppard et al., 2014).  
 
Possible explanations for host association of C. jejuni genotypes in wild birds could 
include limited contact between animal species, hence an ecological or behavioural 
barrier for interspecies transmission. However, there are several examples of wild 
bird species that share habitat, at least for parts of the year, but still do not seem to 
exchange C. jejuni genotypes (Griekspoor et al., 2013). Other possible factors 
include differences in diet and feeding behaviour of different bird species, but data 
indicate that C. jejuni genotypes show less association to the host feeding 
behaviours and more strongly to taxonomy, where related wild bird species tend to 
more often carry the same, or closely related C. jejuni genotypes across large spatial 
scales (Griekspoor et al., 2013). An alternative explanation would be bacterial 
adaptation to the intestinal environment of the host, which is likely related to 
phylogeny. This could include the ability to adhere to and invade intestinal epithelial 
cells of a particular species, or adaptation to the host immune system and 
competition with the host’s intestinal microbiota. Indeed, there is evidence that 
specific genera in the host microbiota can reduce colonization resistance to 
Campylobacter (Bereswill et al., 2011; Haag et al., 2012; Dicksved et al., 2014) 
suggesting that different microbiota composition between species can constitute 
barriers for transmission. Such adaptations could have evolved through long periods 
of co-existence and resulted in C. jejuni lineages restricted to taxonomically related 




If limited contact between wild bird species, or differences in diet or feeding 
behaviour was the reason behind the strong host association, experimental infection 
of wild birds with C. jejuni strains of different origins would probably yield similar 
colonization patterns. On the other hand, if a C. jejuni strain is adapted to the gut of 
a certain bird species, it would be expected that challenge of a different bird species 
with that particular strain would result in reduced colonization. Data in support of this 
was obtained in an infection experiment using the wild European robin (Erithacus 
rubecula) as a host (Waldenström et al., 2010). In this experiment, robins were 
challenged with two genetically distant C. jejuni strains: one strain, isolated from a 
human patient (ST-48, ST-48 CC) and another strain, isolated from a song thrush 
(Turdus philomelos) (ST-1315, ST-1304 CC). Whereas the song thrush isolate 
successfully colonized the birds for up to ten days, the human isolate failed to 
colonize the birds. However, although taxonomically related to the Turdus genera 
with species frequently carrying Campylobacter spp., European robins are 
infrequent carriers of C. jejuni in nature (Waldenström et al., 2002).  
 
To determine if C. jejuni isolated from one bird species would incur decreased 
colonization ability in a different bird host, an in vivo challenge experiment in a more 
relevant model species, the mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), was used. Mallards have 
high prevalence of C. jejuni in nature, and can carry many different genotypes 
simultaneously (Colles et al., 2011; Griekspoor et al., 2013; Mohan et al., 2013). C. 
jejuni belonging to many different CCs have been detected in mallards including 
such commonly found in humans, farm animals and other wild birds 
(www.pubmlst.org/campylobacter/, 20151229). Colonization in mallards was 
studied using combinations of single infection and competition experiments with C. 
jejuni strains isolated from three different bird species [song thrush, domestic 
chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) and mallard]. Genetic relationships between 
strains were studied by whole genome comparisons both between the three strains 
and between the pangenomes of the CCs that the strains belonged to. The 
hypothesis that the C. jejuni strains differ in colonization ability, with presumed 
highest ability in those strains with a known genotypic host association with the 
model host, was tested. The aim of this chapter was to: (1) Examine the 
pangenomes of three distinct C. jejuni lineages and (2) Identify lineage-specific 






C. jejuni comparative genomics 
Phylogenetic analysis of 143 strains including the three strains used in the infection 
experiments (Figure 5.1, Appendix, Table S5.1), revealed that the genetic distance 
between the song thrush strain and the mallard strain was 1.5 times greater than 
that between the chicken strain and the mallard strain. Pangenome comparison of 
the STs of the three strains used for infection using the 143 strains, identified one 
ST-specific unique gene out of 1846 in strain #65 (ST-104, ST-21 complex). 
Additionally, 14 ST-specific genes out of 4,993 genes were found in the three 
mallard strains examined and 20 ST-specific genes out of 10,746 genes in the six 
song thrush strains (Appendix, Table S5.2). ST-specific genes were also used as 
candidates for strain-specific qPCR targets. The specificity of genes id4678_0651 
for the mallard strain, and id65_1178 for the chicken strain, was confirmed in vitro 
and these targets were subsequently used for the monitoring of strain dynamics 
during the two competition experimental inoculations of this work. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Population structure of 142 Campylobacter jejuni strains. Coloured C. jejuni strains 
were chosen to represent pan-genomes for the three ST-types used in this chapter, including ST-
995 isolates from mallards (blue), ST-1315 (ST-1304 CC) isolates from song thrushes (green) and 
ST-104 (ST-21 CC) isolates from broiler chickens (red). One strain from each group was selected 
for experimental infection of mallards. The phylogenetic tree was reconstructed using an 
approximation of the maximum-likelihood algorithm in RAXML. The scale bar indicates the estimated 
number of substitutions per site. Blank circles denote C. jejuni genomes added to the analysis to 






Experiment 1: Challenge of mallards with the three C. jejuni strains in separate 
groups.   
In experiment 1, each of the three groups of mallards was exposed to one of the 
three strains from mallard, chicken or song thrush. As shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 
5.3, Figure 5.4 and Table S5.3 (Appendix), important differences in the dynamics of 
bacterial colonization were observed between the groups during the experiment. 
The birds exposed to the mallard strain excreted high numbers of bacteria [mean 
104-106 colony forming units per millilitre (cfu/ml)] throughout the experiment, 1-18 
days post infection (dpi). The birds exposed to the chicken strain had overall lower 
levels of bacteria in faeces, with peak mean levels of 104 cfu/ml. At 18 dpi, only two 
out of six birds exposed to the chicken strain excreted C. jejuni. The song thrush 
strain was detected at 103-104 cfu/ml in faeces the first few days after exposure, but 
bacterial levels declined rapidly. After 7 dpi, the strain could only be detected in two 
birds and at 18 dpi, the strain was only detected in the caecum of one bird. The 
mallard strain produced significantly higher bacterial loads, both when analysing all 
strains together (Mean1, including data from all sampling days, mallard vs chicken 
vs song thrush, n=30; χ=20.9; df=2; p<0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test), and by direct 
comparison between the mallard strain and the chicken strain or the song thrush 
strain, respectively (Mean1, mallard vs chicken, n=20, p<0.0002 and mallard vs song 
thrush, n=20; p=0.0003, Mann-Whitney U test). By direct comparison between the 
chicken strain and the song thrush strain, the chicken strain produced significantly 
higher bacterial loads (Mean1 chicken vs song thrush, n=20; p=0.02104, Mann-
Whitney U test). No Campylobacter spp. was detected in fecal samples from the 
birds prior to inclusion in the experiments. Control experiments were performed to 
assess the survival of the three C. jejuni strains at room temperature in the water 
used in the experiments. These revealed a rapid loss of viability and none of the 
strains survived after 12h. The fractions of each strain surviving in the water after 
6h were 0.40% for the mallard strain, 0.46% for the chicken strain and 0 for the song 
thrush strain (SD=0.52, 0.56, 0). [N.B. The infection experiments and statistics in 






Figure 5.2. Experimental infection 1 of mallards with C. jejuni strains of various hosts. 
Colonization dynamics in mallards during infection with C. jejuni strains isolated from mallard 
(purple), chicken (red), and song thrush (green). The graph illustrates the predicted smoothed mean 
value for each strain with 95% confidence bands based on the mean colony forming units (cfu) per 
ml of initial suspension for all fecal samples at each time point, as measured by plate counts. Each 
dot represents fecal cfu/ml from one bird at each time point. Zeros were replaced for one to fit a log 
scale. The dashed line indicates the theoretical limit of detection. 
 
Experiment 2: Consecutive challenge with the chicken and mallard strain in 
the same group 
In experiment 2, strain specific colonization ability was further assessed by 
competition experiments where four birds were challenged consecutively with the 
chicken and the mallard strains. The experiment was performed twice and in 
experiment 2a, the chicken strain was introduced at day 0 and the mallard strain at 
4 dpi. In experiment 2b the two strains were introduced to a new group of birds in 
the reverse order. In experiment 2a, the chicken strain had established colonization 
in all four birds at 1 dpi (Figure 5.3). Bacterial numbers started to decrease in 2 birds 
at 4dpi and were markedly reduced in all birds at 5 dpi, one day after the introduction 
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of the mallard strain. The chicken strain remained at a level of approximately 102 
cfu/ml until 9 dpi, but was thereafter no longer detectable in faeces from any of the 
mallards, except for one bird that again shed high numbers of bacteria at 18 dpi. 
The mallard strain, introduced at 4 dpi, was detected in high numbers in faeces on 
day 6, and remained high until day 11 dpi. Thereafter it decreased in abundance but 
remained at a level of 102-103 cfu/ml until the end of the experiment (Figure 5.3). 
  
 
Figure 5.3. Experimental infection 2a of mallards with C. jejuni strains of various hosts. 
Colonization dynamics in mallards during mixed infection with strains isolated from mallard (purple) 
and chicken (red). The graphs illustrate the predicted smoothed mean value for each strain with 95% 
confidence bands corresponding to the mean cfu/ml of initial suspension for all fecal samples at each 
time point, as determined by real-time PCR with CT-values transformed to cfu/ml. In experiment 2a, 
birds were infected at 0 dpi with the chicken strain followed by the mallard strain at day 4 dpi 
(indicated by blue arrow). Zeros were replaced for 1 to fit a log scale. The dashed line indicates the 
theoretical limit of detection. 
 
In experiment 2b, the mallard strain had established colonization of all birds at 1 dpi. 
In contrast to the chicken strain in experiment 2a, there was no decrease in numbers 
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of the mallard strain at 5 dpi and on. Instead, an increase in bacterial numbers of 
this strain was observed (Figure 5.4, Appendix, Table S5.4). The mallard strain 
remained in high abundance in the fecal samples throughout the experiment. The 
chicken strain, introduced at 4 dpi, could be detected in low numbers in faeces 5 
dpi. However, bacterial numbers in fecal samples did not peak until 7 days after 
inoculation (11 dpi).  
 
Figure 5.4. Experimental infection 2b of mallards with C. jejuni strains of various hosts. 
Colonization dynamics in mallards during mixed infection with strains isolated from mallard (purple) 
and chicken (red). The graphs illustrate the predicted smoothed mean value for each strain with 95% 
confidence bands corresponding to the mean cfu/ml of initial suspension for all fecal samples at each 
time point, as determined by real-time PCR with CT-values transformed to cfu/ml. In experiment 2b, 
birds were infected at 0 dpi with the mallard strain followed by the chicken strain at 4 dpi (indicated 
by red arrow). Zeros were replaced for 1 to fit a log scale. The dashed line indicates the theoretical 
limit of detection. 
 
In comparisons between experiments, the chicken strain produced significantly 
higher bacterial loads the first days after introduction in experiment 2a compared to 
bacterial loads of the same strain the first days after introduction in experiment 2b, 
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when the mallard strain was already present (Chicken 2a MeanA, 1-4 dpi vs Chicken 
2b MeanB, 5-9 dpi, n=8, p=0.0286, Mann-Whitney U test). The corresponding 
comparison for the mallard strain yielded no significant differences (Mallard 2b 
MeanA, 1-4 dpi, vs Mallard 2a MeanB, n=8; p=0.4857, Mann-Whitney U test). 
Comparisons of faecal bacterial loads between the two strains on the first four days 
when introduced as the second strain, revealed significantly higher bacterial loads 
of the mallard strain compared to the chicken strain (Mallard 2a MeanB, vs Chicken 
2b MeanB, p=0.0286, Mann-Whitney U test). [N.B. The infection experiments and 
statistics in experiment 2 were performed by Evangelos Mourkas, Uppsala 
University, Uppsala, Sweden.] 
 
Bacterial colonization at different sites in the mallard gastrointestinal tract 
In experiment 1, two birds were sacrificed in each group on 1 and 3 dpi for 
assessment of bacterial loads at different sites along the gastrointestinal tract. At 
these time points, all strains were found in high numbers in the gizzard, jejunum, 
caecum and colon. On 18 dpi, all remaining birds were sacrificed, and bacterial 
counts were assessed at the same sites of the GI tract. The mallard strain was 
detected in all GI-segments with high bacterial loads (106-108 cfu in caecum, 103-
105 cfu/ml in colon, 102 cfu/ml in gizzard and 103 cfu/ml in jejunum) (Table 5.1).  
 
Table 5.1. Oligonucleotide primers designed for real-time PCR assay. 
Gene name C. jejuni 
strain 































GGAAG – 3’ 
209 61.4 
 
In contrast, the chicken strain could not be detected at all in gizzard or jejunum and 
was found in moderate numbers (102-103 cfu/ml) in five out of six birds in the caecum 
and/or colon. Although negative on fecal sampling, three birds carried the chicken 
strain in the caecum at 18 dpi. The song thrush strain was only detected in the 
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caecum of one bird, and this bird was negative on fecal sampling. [N.B. The 
necropsies and data analysis in experiment 1 were performed by Clara Atterby, 
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.] In experiment 2a and 2b, the mallard strain 
and chicken strain showed similar bacterial loads in the caecum and colon 18 dpi, 
but only the mallard strain was detected in jejunum and gizzard (Table 5.1). Caecum 
was the preferred site of colonization in both experiment 1 and 2 for all strains (Table 
5.1). In experiment 1, the mallard strain produced significantly higher bacterial loads 
in caecum compared to all other sites (mallard caecum vs mallard gizzard, 
p=0.0001, mallard caecum vs mallard jejunum, p=0.0001, mallard caecum vs 
mallard colon, p=0.0023, Mann-Whitney U test). The chicken strain produced 
significantly higher bacterial loads in caecum compared to gizzard and jejunum 
(chicken caecum vs chicken gizzard, p=0.0007, chicken caecum vs chicken 
jejunum, p=0.0007, Mann-Whitney U test) but there was no significant difference 
between bacterial loads in cecum and colon (chicken caecum vs chicken colon, 
p=0.2310, Mann-Whitney U test). For the song thrush strain, there was no significant 
differences in bacterial loads between the different sites of the GI tract (song thrush 
caecum vs song thrush gizzard, p=0.2310, song thrush caecum vs song thrush 
jejunum, p=0.0759, song thrush caecum vs song thrush colon, p=0.5599, Mann-
Whitney U test). [N.B. The necropsies and data analysis in experiment 2 were 
performed by Evangelos Mourkas, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.] 
 
General health parameters 
All ducks behaved normally, and no clinical symptoms of disease were observed in 
any of the experiments. A slight decrease of body mass was observed in all three 
experiments during the first five days, but after 4 dpi the weight remained stable until 
the end of the experiments. A similar decrease in body mass was observed also in 
uninfected mallards when they were moved from the bigger flock into the 
experimental rooms and is likely due to handling and settling stress in a new 
environment. No macroscopic evidence of inflammation or lesions was observed in 
any of the internal organs during necropsy. 
 
Discussion  
Zoonoses account for the majority of human diseases and many zoonotic pathogens 
are transmitted from wild to domestic animals and further to humans. Understanding 
the underlying factors and host-pathogen interactions that determine the outcome 
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of interspecies transmission events for zoonotic, multi-host pathogens is important 
for adequate planning of interventions to reduce spread to farm animals and 
ultimately, to protect humans from infection. In this chapter, barriers for transmission 
of C. jejuni between bird species, were assessed. Such knowledge can increase 
understanding of the spread of this pathogen from its natural source to domestic 
animals and further to humans.  
 
Epidemiological evidence suggests very limited interspecies transmission of 
specialist C. jejuni lineages between wild birds, but less is known about the 
underlying factors behind this observation (Broman et al., 2004; Colles et al., 2008a; 
Colles et al., 2008b; Sheppard et al., 2011; Griekspoor et al., 2013). The hypothesis 
that reduced colonization ability due to adaptation to a different host species could 
account for this pattern was tested by assessing differences in interspecies 
colonization ability between a generalist and a specialist C. jejuni strain isolated from 
different bird species using captive wild mallards as model host. In single infection 
experiments, clear differences were observed in colonization ability between the 
strains, consistent with expectations from their genetic backgrounds. The mallard 
strain was the best colonizer with the highest amounts of bacteria excreted in the 
faeces throughout the experiment. In contrast, the song thrush isolate showed 
significantly reduced colonization ability and was only detectable in 2 out of 6 birds 
after 7 dpi. The chicken strain was secreted throughout the experiment but in 
significantly lower numbers compared to the mallard strain. These strain specific 
differences in colonization ability were further emphasized by their relative 
abundance observed in different parts of the gastrointestinal tract, where the mallard 
strain could be detected in several parts of the intestine, whereas the two other 
strains mainly were restricted to caecum and colon.  
 
Although the differences in colonization ability appeared smaller between the 
chicken- and the mallard strain compared to that between the mallard and the song 
thrush strain in single infection experiments, the results of the competition 
experiments revealed a clear competitive advantage of the mallard strain compared 
to the chicken strain, based on a number of observations. The mallard strain when 
introduced on day 4 dpi, rapidly outcompeted the chicken strain with peak shedding 
already 2-3 days after inoculation (Figure 5.3), whereas the chicken strain when 
introduced on day 4 dpi, needed more time to reach peak shedding (Figure 5.4). 
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The chicken strain dropped sharply in numbers shortly after the mallard strain was 
introduced (Figure 5.3), but no corresponding decrease of the mallard strain was 
seen in response to introduction of the chicken strain (Figure 5.4). As a whole, faecal 
shedding of the chicken strain seemed negatively affected by competition with the 
mallard strain, whereas no significant effect was seen for the mallard strain. Instead, 
this strain colonized significantly better than the chicken strain under competition, 
as determined by the relative shedding of the two strains when both were introduced 
as the second. Some variation in the level of colonization was observed for the same 
strains between experiment 1 and 2 and these differences were likely due to the fact 
that colonization was monitored by PCR in experiment 2 as well as differences in 
the age and number of birds between these experiments. Control experiments 
assessing the survival of the strains in water suggest that all strains were short lived 
under the experimental conditions. Although the song thrush strain survived for a 
shorter time period compared to the other two strains, this did not seem to have any 
impact on the establishment of initial colonization as mallards inoculated with that 
strain shed more bacteria 1dpi compared to those inoculated with the chicken strain. 
Furthermore, as the water pools and the experiment rooms were cleaned every 24h, 
differences in long term bacterial survival in the environment are not likely to have 
had a large impact on the observed colonization patterns in the birds.     
 
Taken together, these results show clear strain specific differences in the ability to 
colonize the mallard gastrointestinal tract. The differences correspond well with the 
phylogenetic relatedness of the strains and are likely associated with host origin. 
Genomic analysis revealed a greater genetic distance between the mallard strain 
and the song thrush strain compared to that between the mallard and the chicken 
strain. This pattern corroborates what was even more clearly seen in an earlier study 
using 2,294 C. jejuni strains from wild birds, domestic chickens and humans 
(Griekspoor et al., 2013). Although the number of song thrush and mallard isolates 
used in the present work was small, comparison of pangenomes from the CCs of 
each of the three strains revealed important differences in their gene content. Some 
of these genes could possibly explain the observed differences in the ability to 
colonize the mallard gastrointestinal tract. However, an accurate analysis of such 
gene ontology would require more strains from song thrushes and mallards as well 
as a rigorous panel of in vitro assays. At this point, speculations around possible 
factors making up the barriers for colonization of the mallard (or any bird’s) intestine 
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and the host specific C. jejuni genes that are needed to overcome them, can be 
made. The host’s immune response is always an important factor in infection and 
both innate- and humoral immunity is likely involved. However, although the immune 
response was a likely cause of the reduction in bacterial numbers observed towards 
the end of the experiments, it is less likely that specific immunity accounted for the 
dramatic effects seen in the competition experiments or in the rapid reduction of 
bacterial numbers of the song thrush strain. Instead, results suggest that other 
factors related to the intestinal environment of specific bird species might make up 
such barriers. These could include the intestinal microbiota, structure and 
glycosylation of the mucin layer, structure of receptors expressed at the epithelial 
surface or other factors that would favour strains that have co-evolved with its host. 
Such barriers would lead to lower bacterial load, less shed bacteria and hence, 
fewer potential transmission events of the new strain. In other words, a reduced 
fitness of the strain in the population, especially in competition with other strains that 
are better adapted to the host. Hence, in the absence of competing strains, a less-
than-optimally adapted strain may still successfully transmit, but given the 
competitive landscape of C. jejuni in birds, the chance of long-term proliferation is 
reduced. Consistent with this, it may be expected that a generalist C. jejuni genotype 
would have better colonization ability in a new host compared to a specialist 
genotype adapted to a different host species, as was the case in this work.  
 
This work was performed in captive wild mallards, and the results cannot be directly 
extrapolated to infection of chickens as there are important differences between 
these species in terms of anatomy, food intake, behaviour etc. Attempts to study 
differences in colonization ability between C. jejuni strains in chickens have been 
made through infection experiments (Glunder, 1995; Korolik et al., 1998; Stas et al., 
1999; Hänel et al., 2004; McCrea et al., 2006; de Haan et al., 2010; Chaloner et al., 
2014). However, these studies have mainly focused on C. jejuni isolates from farm 
animals and humans and although results are somewhat conflicting between 
studies, they collectively suggest that host origin is a less important determinant of 
colonization ability in chickens when comparing C. jejuni isolates from such sources. 
This can likely be explained by the fact that most farm animals and humans share 
C. jejuni strains with similar or identical genotypes and that intensively reared 
chickens are susceptible to multiple genotypes of C. jejuni (Frances M. Colles et al., 
2008; de Haan et al., 2010; Griekspoor et al., 2013; Griekspoor et al., 2015). On the 
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other hand, an epidemiological study assessing natural transmission of wild bird 
associated C. jejuni strains to free range broiler chickens, suggested limited or no 
transmission between these bird species despite the fact that the birds occupied the 
same ranging area. Infection experiments in chickens with C. jejuni strains of wild 
bird origin should be performed to assess the risk of spread of such strains to 
broilers. This is important as contact with broiler chickens or broiler meat is the most 
common source of human Campylobacter infection. If all C. jejuni strains can be 
readily transmitted to broiler chickens, then the wild bird population constitutes an 
infinite source of new strains that can feed into the chicken population with increased 
risk of transmission to humans. Direct transmission of specialist C. jejuni lineages 
from wild birds to humans is rare (Griekspoor et al., 2013), and although the results 
from the mallard infection experiments in this chapter cannot be extrapolated to 
infection in humans, it is possible that reduced ability of such strains to colonize the 
human gut could be the reason behind this.  
 
In conclusion, this work shows that experimental infection with C. jejuni strains in a 
natural host results in different colonization outcomes depending on the host origin 
of the strain. These results suggest that the strong host association observed in C. 
jejuni from wild birds is likely not due to the absence of direct or indirect contact 
between these host species. Instead, the barriers for interspecies transmission may 
be more directly associated to strain specific differences in colonization ability that 
are likely related to host origin of the bacterial strain as well as to physiological 
factors of the host.  
 
Materials and methods 
Bacterial strains and genomes 
A total of nine strains were isolated and genome sequenced as part of this chapter. 
Three C. jejuni strains of different host origin were used in the two bird infection 
experiments. These included strain #3927 (ST-995) (unassigned CC), isolated from 
a mallard in Sweden in 2002. This ST-type has previously been isolated from 
chickens and dogs (www.pubmlst.org/campylobacter/, 20151229). Strain #3926 
(ST-1315 in ST-1304 CC) was isolated from a song thrush captured in Sweden in 
2000. This strain is the only reported strain of this ST-type and belongs to a CC that 
appears restricted to thrushes. Strain #65 (ST-104, in ST-21 CC), was isolated from 
a broiler chicken in the UK 2006. Strains of ST-104 have been frequently isolated 
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from poultry, humans, several other animal species and from the environment 
(www.pubmlst.org/campylobacter/, 20151229). Other strains in this CC have also 
been found in gulls (www.pubmlst.org/campylobacter/, 20170629). Strains were 
sampled from song thrushes and mallards between 2000 and 2002. (Appendix, 
Table S5.1). Apart from the strain from chicken isolated prior to this chapter work in 
the UK, all strains were isolated from wild birds captured at the Ottenby Bird 
Observatory, Öland, Sweden. A total of 134 C. jejuni genomes from two previously 
published studies (Sheppard et al., 2014; Sheppard et al., 2013) (Appendix, Table 
S5.1) were added to the dataset of this chapter to provide a population-wide 
phylogenetic context for the strains used for infection experiments, as well as to 
identify genes that are specific to them but not found in a broader population. 
 
The three bacterial strains used for inoculation were minimally passaged on agar 
plates during isolation and stored at -80ºC until used. Bacterial inocula were 
prepared from frozen stocks by culture on blood agar plates (Columbia agar II 
containing 8% [vol/vol] whole horse blood) under microaerobic conditions using 
GENbox anaer (Biomerieux, Askim, Sweden) with CampyGen 2.5L Atmosphere 
Generation Systems Packs (Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK) for 24 to 48h at 42°C. Bacteria 
were harvested and suspended in PBS (pH 7.4). Optical densities were measured 
using a UVmini-1240 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, Lidingö, Sweden) 
and cell densities were adjusted to 1×109 colony forming units (cfu)/ml. The bacterial 
concentrations of the inocula were verified by culture on blood agar plates and were 
all within the range of 0.6–1.8×109 cfu/ml. 
 
DNA extraction, genome sequencing, assembly and archiving 
The genome sequences of nine strains were obtained. Briefly, DNA was extracted 
using the QIAmp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Crawley, UK) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Nucleic acid content was quantified on a Nanodrop 
spectrophotometer prior to normalization and sequencing. Nextera XT (v3 
technology, 250bp paired-end) libraries were prepared and high-throughput 
sequencing was performed using an Illumina MiSeq benchtop sequencer (Illumina, 
San Diego, CA). Short reads were assembled de novo using SPAdes (version 3.0.0) 
and evaluated using QUAST (Bankevich et al., 2012; Gurevich et al., 2013). 
Assembled DNA sequences were uploaded to a web-based database based on the 
BIGSdb platform (Jolley et al., 2018) which allowed the archiving, whole genome 
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gene-by-gene sequence alignments and prevalence analyses. Novel C. jejuni 
genome sequences are available publicly online (NCBI BioProject: PRJNA415188). 
 
Reference pan-genome, phylogenetic tree inference and qPCR targets 
A reference pan-genome list was assembled using a previously published method 
(Méric et al., 2014) from the whole genomes of 13 isolates. Six of the nine newly 
sequenced strains were isolated from song thrushes (ST-1304 CC) and the 
remaining 3 from mallards (ST-995 CC). These were augmented with four genomes 
isolated from chicken, cattle and human (ST-21 CC) in order to get a representative 
number of isolates for each CC used in the pan-genome (Appendix, Table S5.1). 
Briefly, automatic annotations were obtained using RAST (Aziz et al., 2008) and 
from a total of 22,060 genes detected, 2,489 genes were present in all isolates after 
the removal of allelic variants using BLAST, with alleles of the same gene being 
defined as sequenced of >70% sequence identity on >10% of the sequence length 
(Parkhill et al., 2000; Méric et al., 2014). A whole-genome multiple sequence 
alignment was obtained by gene-by-gene orthologue identification using MAFFT 
(Katoh, 2002), and concatenation into a single contiguous sequence for input and 
phylogenetic tree reconstruction using the approximation of the maximum-likelihood 
algorithm implemented in RAxML (Stamatakis, 2006), running on CLIMB cloud-
computing servers (Connor et al., 2016). 
 
Prevalence and allelic variation for every gene of the reference pan-genome list in 
143 C. jejuni genomes (Appendix, Table S5.1) was determined using BLAST, as 
previously published (Méric et al., 2014; Méric et al., 2015; Pascoe et al., 2015; 
Yahara et al., 2017). Specifically, genes found in the strains that were used for 
infection of the birds, and absent in other strains, were considered as candidate 
targets for development of primers for a quantitative real-time PCR, targeting 
specifically each of the two strains used in the competition infection experiment. 
Primers were designed using the online “Primer 3 input software version 0.4.0” 
(Koressaar and Remm, 2007; Untergasser et al., 2012). After evaluation of several 
primer candidates two primer pairs were selected (Table 5.2). The specificity of all 
primers was assessed by BLAST in the Genbank public repository and evaluated 
by analysis of fecal samples from Campylobacter negative mallards. [N.B. The 
primer selection analysis was performed by Evangelos Mourkas, Uppsala 




Table 5.2. Sampling days and statistical analysis for experiment 1 and 2*. 
Experiment Mean Sampling days 
Exp 1 Mean1 1 a 3 4   7 9 11 14 16 18 
Exp 1 Mean2 1  3 4   7 9 11 14 16 18 
Exp 2 MeanB 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 14 16 18 
Exp 2 MeanC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 14 16 18 
 
*All sampling days are indicated as numbers in the table. Shaded boxes display from which days 
data were included in each mean value used for statistical analysis. For experiment 1, two mean 
values were calculated from the fecal cfu count of each of the 30 birds. Mean1 was based on data 
from all sampling days and mean2 was based on data from week two and three. For experiment 2, 
two mean values were calculated from the fecal cfu counts of each of the 8 birds. MeanB was based 
on data from the first four days after introduction of the first C. jejuni strain in experiment 2a and 2b 
respectively, and meanC was based on data from the first four days after introduction of the second 
C. jejuni strain.  
a No samples were obtained on day 2, 5 and 6 in experiment 1. 
 
Mallard infection model and housing 
The mallard infection model has been used for studies of influenza A virus, and has 
been described in detail previously (Järhult et al., 2011). Briefly, one day post hatch, 
male mallards were introduced to the biosecurity level two (BSL2) animal facility at 
the Swedish National Veterinary Institute (SVA). The mallards were housed indoors 
with access to pools for swimming and feed and water ad libitum. The experimental 
rooms were HEPA filtered with positive air pressure and double doors and held one 
pool with water each. Strict hygiene regulations were followed by the staff when 
handling the mallards and moving between rooms. Before inclusion in the 
experiments, all birds were tested negative for fecal Campylobacter spp. growth on 
modified charcoal cefoperazone agar (mCCDA) plates (Department of Clinical 
Microbiology, Uppsala University Hospital).  
 
Two different experimental setups were applied to study the colonization ability of 
the C. jejuni strains (Figure 5.5). In experiment 1, 10 mallards (8 weeks of age) were 
placed in each of three separated experimental rooms. Each group was exposed to 
one of the three C. jejuni strains, mallard (#3927), chicken (#65) and song thrush 
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(#3926) (Appendix, Table S5.1), on day 0. Fecal content was obtained from all birds 
in experiment 1 on 0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16 and 18 dpi. [N.B. The infection 
experiment 1 was performed by Clara Atterby, Uppsala University, Uppsala, 
Sweden.] Experiment 2 was designed to study how the colonization ability of the C. 
jejuni strains of chicken origin (#65) and mallard origin (#3927) was affected by 
competition with each other within the same bird. Groups of four birds were 
consecutively infected with the two strains at different time points and the 
experiment was repeated introducing the strains in the reverse order. In experiment 
2a, the birds (24 weeks of age) were exposed to the chicken strain day 0 and to the 
mallard strain 4 dpi. In experiment 2b, birds (27 weeks of age) were exposed to the 
mallard strain day 0 and to the chicken strain 4 dpi. Fecal samples were obtained 
from all birds in experiment 2 on 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16 and 18 dpi. In all 
experiments, exposure was obtained by adding bacterial inoculum to the water pool 
yielding a bacterial concentration of approximately 5 x 104 cfu/ml of water. The water 
used was non-chlorinated tap water. During the exposure days, the water pool used 
for swimming was the only source of drinking water in the experiment room. The 
pool was emptied and thoroughly rinsed with fresh water every 24 hours, including 
after inoculation. This route of exposure was chosen to simulate a natural situation 
where birds get infected from contaminated water in their environment. The high 
bacterial concentration was chosen to make sure that all ducks would ingest viable 
bacteria. Control experiments were performed to assess the survival of the three 
strains in water from the same source as used in the animal experiments and at the 
same temperature (room temperature). Bacterial inocula were prepared as 
described above and added to 100ml of water in Erlenmeyer flasks to yield a 
concentration of appr. 104 cfu/ml. Subsamples of 100µl were withdrawn at time 0, 
6h, 12h and 24h after inoculation and bacterial numbers were assessed by culture 
on mCCDA plates. The experiment was performed twice with triplicate flasks.  
 
All birds were tagged with color-coded rings for identification. Each bird was visually 
examined daily for gross signs of injury or lethargy and was subsequently placed in 
a clean cardboard box where it was weighed and left to defecate. Faeces was 
collected from each box using a sterile cotton swab (ClassiqSwabs, Copan, flock 
technologies, Täby, Sweden). In experiment 1, two birds from each experimental 
room were sacrificed on 1 and 3 dpi, and the remaining birds in both experiments 
were sacrificed on day 18 dpi by euthanasia with pentobarbital injected in the tarsal 
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vein. Necropsies were performed after euthanasia and samples of intestinal 
contents from the gizzard, jejunum (distal to Meckel’s diverticulum), caecum and 
colon were obtained. All samples were stored on ice in Luria Broth containing 20% 
glycerol and analysed for bacterial growth within 4 hours. [N.B. The infection 
experiment 1 was performed by Clara Atterby, Uppsala University, Uppsala, 
Sweden.] 
 
Bacterial quantification in fecal samples 
In experiment 1, plate counts were enough to follow the colonization in the three 
groups as each group was exposed to only one strain of C. jejuni. [N.B. Plate counts 
for experiment 1 were performed by Clara Atterby, Uppsala University, Uppsala, 
Sweden.] In experiment 2, it was impossible to separate the two strains through 
phenotypical appearance on the plate and we therefore developed a specific real-
time-PCR assay. For bacterial enumeration on agar plates, 100mg of fecal sample 
was put into 1ml of Luria Broth (LB) supplemented with 20% glycerol (to enable 
freezing of the sample after bacterial enumeration). 
 
The sample was vortexed and centrifuged at 400 x g for 1 min to pellet gross fecal 
material. Samples were diluted in ten-fold dilution series in PBS and 100µl from 
each dilution was plated onto mCCDA plates. The plates were incubated 
microaerobically at 42°C for 48h before colonies were enumerated. Bacterial 
concentration in fecal samples was expressed as cfu/ml of the initial suspension (in 
LB glycerol). Due to the large number of birds in experiment 1, bacterial numbers 
on plates were estimated to the nearest 10 or 100. [N.B. Plate counts and dilution 
series for experiment 2 were performed by Evangelos Mourkas, Uppsala University, 
Uppsala, Sweden.] 
 
Development of real-time-PCR for bacterial quantification 
Mallard and chicken strains were identified with real-time PCR using the 
SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio Rad Laboratories AB, 
Sundbyberg, Sweden) on a CFX96 Optics Module C1000 Thermal Cycler (Bio Rad 
Laboratories AB, Sundbyberg, Sweden). The reaction mixture consisted of 1 x 
SYBR Green, 0.3 µM of each of the primers (Table 5.2), 1 µL of template solution 
and DNase/RNase-free distilled water (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, 
U.S.A.) to a final volume of 20 μL. Final cycling conditions were 98 °C for 3 min 
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followed by 40 cycles of 98 °C for 15 s and 63 °C for 60 s, followed by a dissociation 
curve ranging from 65-95 °C. All PCR reactions were performed in triplicates. 
 
Figure 5.5. Experimental set-up for mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) infected with C. jejuni of different 
host origin. Each bar represents a group of birds infected with C. jejuni. In experiment 1, each group 
of mallards was exposed to C. jejuni of different host origin (mallard, chicken, song thrush) on day 0. 
In experiment 2, each group was exposed to one C. jejuni strain on day 0 and a second C. jejuni 
strain on day 4. In experiment 1, two birds in each group were sacrificed on day 1 and day 3 
respectively, while all remaining birds were sacrificed at the end of both experiments (day 18). The 





The Bio-Rad CFX Manager 3.1 software (Bio Rad Laboratories AB, Sundbyberg, 
Sweden) was used for data analyses. The melting point for each amplicon was 
identified and set as a measure of the specificity of the assay. Primers were 
designed as described above, and appropriate annealing temperature was 
assessed using a thermal gradient during optimization. Expected size of the PCR 
products were verified by agarose gel electrophoresis with a 1.5 % Tris-Acetate-
EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich AB, Stockholm, Sweden) agarose gel viewed under UV light 
together with a GeneRuler™ 100 bp Plus DNA Ladder (Thermo Fischer Scientific, 
Waltham, MA, U.S.A.).  
 
The CT-values from the real-time PCR were transformed into cfu using standard 
curves prepared from each strain (Appendix, Table S5.5). The mallard and the 
chicken strain were inoculated into Brucella broth and incubated microaerobically 
for 24h at 42 °C. The concentrations of the two bacterial stocks were quantified on 
a Nano Drop 2000c spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, 
U.S.A.) and confirmed by plate counts on blood agar plates. An amount of 1.4 x 109 
cfu and 2.6 x 109 cfu was used for DNA extraction from the mallard and chicken 
strain respectively. The extracted DNA was serially diluted to generate a standard 
curve for each strain. The dilution series was included in each 96 well plate that was 
analysed in order to allow bacterial quantification as well as to determine the 
detection limit of the assay. The software constructed slopes of standard curves by 
linear regression analysis in order to monitor the amplification efficiency and 
detection sensitivity of every run. 
 
The QIAamp cador Pathogen Mini kit (Qiagen AB, Sollentuna, Sweden) was used 
for extraction of DNA from the fecal samples. Extraction was performed according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions, with some slight modifications. Briefly, fecal 
samples were thawed on ice for approximately one hour, vortexed thoroughly for 1 
min to ensure homogeneity, and centrifuged at 500 x g for 1 min to pellet gross fecal 
material. Three hundred microliters of supernatant were drawn and mixed with 200 
mg 0.1 mm silica beads cat. no. 11079101z (BioSpec Products, Bartlesville, OK, 
U.S.A.) and 800 μl of ASL stool lysis buffer (Qiagen AB, Sollentuna, Sweden). 
Samples were vortexed briefly, incubated in a heating block at 95 °C for 5 min and 
instantly put on ice for 10 min. This was followed by bead beating in a Bio 101 
FastPrep FP120-120V disrupter homogenizer (Savant, Illkirch-Graffenstaden, 
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France) for 3 x 20 seconds at 5000 rpm, with incubation for 1 min on ice between 
each cycle. The tubes were then centrifuged at 2500 x g for 1 min to precipitate 
beads and solid material and 200 μl of the supernatant was used for further 
extraction according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  
 
There was generally a good correlation between the estimates of bacterial numbers 
by plate counts and real-time PCR over time (Appendix, Table S5.3, Table S5.4). 
However, the PCR analysis consistently detected one log higher bacterial numbers 
compared to plate counts. This over estimation was most likely due to the fact that 
the PCR analysis detected both viable and dead bacteria, in contrast to plate culture. 
The general level of colonization was lower in experiment 2a compared to 2b as 
determined both by plate counts and PCR (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Appendix, Table 
S5.3, Table S5.4). Although some variation was seen between the ducks, they 
displayed roughly the same colonization pattern. One duck in experiment 2a did not 
defecate at 6 dpi and 14 dpi while two ducks in experiment 2b had insufficient 
amount of faeces at 16 dpi and 18 dpi, respectively. [N.B. The above section of 




Graphs were generated with ggplot2 package using the loess smoothing function 
for R software (Wickham, 2009) and illustrate the predicted smoothed mean value 
for each strain with 95% confidence bands based on the mean cfu/ml of all fecal 
samples at each time point, as measured by plate counts (Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, 
Figure 5.4). The cfu/ml of each bird at each time point is indicated by dots in the 
graph. Apart from a few time points, every bird had a C. jejuni cfu/ml count for each 
sampling day. The mean cfu/ml counts over the course of several days were 
calculated for each bird to evaluate overall colonization and colonization at the first 
days after strain exposure (Table 5.3).  
 
The mean value from each individual bird was grouped with mean values from birds 
in the same experiment exposed to the same strain. For experiment 1, this resulted 
in three groups, mallard, chicken and song thrush (n=10/group), and two mean 
values per group, mean1 and mean2. For experiment 2, this resulted in two groups, 
mallard and chicken (n=4/group), and two mean values per group, meanB and 
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meanC. The groups were compared using nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way 
analysis of variance and nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test.  
 
Table 5.3. Detection of the C. jejuni strains in different segments of the gastrointestinal tract 
of infected mallards. 
Experiment 1 
Experiment 2a Experiment 2b 
Strain origin Mallard Chicken Song Thrush Mallard Chicken Mallard Chicken 
Day (dpi) 1 3 18 1 3 18 1 3 18 18 18 18 18 
Gizzard 0/2a,b 1/2 1/6 1/2 0/2 0/6 0/2 0/2 0/6 3/4 0/4 2/4 0/4 
Jejunum 1/2 2/2 2/6 0/2 1/2 0/6 1/2 0/2 0/6 2/4 0/4 1/4 0/4 
Caecum 2/2 2/2 6/6 2/2 2/2 5/6 2/2 2/2 1/6 4/4 3/4 4/4 4/4 
Colon  2/2 2/2 6/6 2/2 2/2 2/6 2/2     2/2 0/6 4/4 1/4 4/4 3/4 
a Number of mallards in which C. jejuni was detected in the indicated segment of the gastrointestinal 
tract out of the total number of infected mallards investigated at each time point. 
b The theoretical limit of detection of the assay is 101 cfu/ml. 
 
For the necropsy cfu counts in experiment 1, every bird had a C. jejuni cfu/ml count 
for each organ (gizzard, jejunum, colon and caecum). The cfu/ml counts from all 
birds exposed to the same strain were grouped in the respective organ: gizzard, 
jejunum, caecum and colon (n=10/group). The groups were compared using 
nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance followed by 
nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. Statistical analysis from experiment 2 was not 
performed due to the small sample size. Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis and 
nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 
version 6 and p-values <0.05 were considered significant. [N.B. All statistical 




All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with regulations provided by 
the Swedish Board of Agriculture and were approved by the Ethical Committee on 
Animal Experiments in Uppsala (permit number C20/14). Collection of 
Campylobacter isolates from wild birds at Ottenby Bird Observatory was approved 
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The work presented in this dissertation has aimed to advance knowledge of the 
genomics and evolution of bacteria of the genus Campylobacter. Although each 
chapter has its’ own hypothesis and narrative, all chapters investigate the specific 
adaptation of bacterial species, lineages or genes in different hosts and 
environments. Chapter 2 focuses on different species of the Campylobacter genus 
describing their population structure. It further investigates the extent of genetic 
exchange between isolates of different species by studying the variation on the core 
and accessory genome and by examining the effect of recombination. Chapter 3 is 
concerned with the emergence of a cattle-associated lineage within the most well-
studied Campylobacter species (C. jejuni). As in chapter 2, chapter 3 investigates 
this emergence by studying genome variation (core and accessory) and the effect 
of recombination. Chapter 4 is focused on the circulation of AMR genes among 
Campylobacter bacteria isolated from humans, animals and the environment. 
Finally, chapter 5 addresses the use of genomics as a tool for identifying lineage-
specific genes as molecular markers to monitor bacterial load in in vivo animal 
experiments. A common theme of this dissertation is to answer questions related to 
host adaptation and bacterial evolution by studying the genetic variation on different 
levels (species, lineages, genes). In this chapter, I discuss the most compelling 
results from each chapter by placing them in a broader context to enhance our 
understanding of the evolution of those versatile pathogens. 
 
The effect of anthropogenic change on the evolution of Campylobacter 
Pathogen spill-over into a new host population is associated with emergence of 
various zoonotic pathogens, including bacteria, and has been linked with 
anthropogenic environmental changes on the planet, including deforestation, 
destruction of wildlife habitats and intensive livestock production (McMichael, 2004; 
Woolhouse et al., 2005). The dramatic rise in numbers of agricultural animals has 
expanded the host niches of Campylobacter, favouring the emergence and 
expansion of agriculture-associated species and lineages (Thépault et al., 2017; 
Sheppard et al., 2013; Morley et al., 2015). In chapter 2, exploring the isolation 
source of hundreds of Campylobacter bacteria, showed that around 25% of the 
genus species are associated with livestock animals (chickens, cattle, pigs). Other 
studies have highlighted the increased opportunities for transfer of bacterial 
pathogens between humans and animals driven by the recent intensification 
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livestock farming (Richardson et al., 2018; Weinert et al., 2015). Similarly, in chapter 
3, the dramatic rise in numbers of cattle globally has coincided with the emergence 
of cattle-associated lineages. Dating analysis has placed the emergence of cattle 
specialists C. jejuni between 1850 and 20th century. The emergence of new 
Campylobacter species and lineages in farmed animals represents a risk for 
infecting human populations through the food production chain. The availability of 
WGS of those isolates grants the opportunity to investigate the genomics and 
evolution of Campylobacter. 
 
Microbial infections have become an increased threat to public health due to the 
dramatic rise of AMR in recent years (Balouiri et al., 2016). The use of antibiotics in 
human and veterinary medicine as well as in agricultural animals as growth 
promoters has been linked with increasing AMR trends in various pathogenic 
bacteria (Schwarz et al., 2001; Teuber, 2001; Engberg et al., 2001; Livermore, 
2007). Campylobacter is one of the priority pathogens according to the WHO with 
an increasing trend towards the presence of MDR in C. coli isolates (WHO, 2017). 
The work presented in chapter 4 provides evidence of high AMR levels against 
ciprofloxacin, the drug of choice against campylobacteriosis infections, along with 
tetracycline, in C. jejuni and C. coli strains isolated from various sources in Spain. 
Furthermore, consistent with previous studies (Luangtongkum et al., 2009; Pascoe 
et al., 2017; Food and Authority, 2019), analysis in chapter 4, shows an increase of 
MDR in C. coli isolates. More worryingly, resistance against erythromycin, the 
alternative drug in treating clinical campylobacteriosis, was detected in C. coli. Work 
presented in chapter 2, showed that many AMR genes were present in 
Campylobacter species isolated from agricultural animals. These results show that 
AMR is widespread among Campylobacter isolates from livestock animals. 
 
The impact of HGT on host adaptation 
Many theories have tried to explain the genetic variation observed in bacteria in the 
microbial world. Scientists have been debating on whether bacteria could be 
classified as species and under which concepts and definitions (Doolittle and 
Zhaxybayeva, 2009). Ongoing sampling from various sources and the development 
of new sophisticated software and pipelines in genomics has aided to in-depth 
exploration of the genetic diversity of various bacterial microorganisms and 
addressed complicating questions related to HGT. Bacteria that belong to the same 
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species are known to exchange DNA via HGT, but the extent of gene flow between 
related species when sharing or not the same host is yet to be determined. 
 
HGT has a fundamental role in the evolution of recombinogenic bacteria and, 
specifically Campylobacter where it generates diversity at twice the rate of de novo 
mutation (Wilson et al., 2009). However, the extent to which recombination mediates 
gene transfer within and between Campylobacter species is not well understood 
(Wilson et al., 2009). Work in chapter 2, takes advantage of the availability and 
broad host range of hundreds of Campylobacter genomes to investigate the extent 
of genetic exchange between species that cohabit the same host or environment. 
Recombination analysis in chapter 2, quantified the DNA that was transferred 
between strains from different species that may or may not found in the same host. 
The analysis revealed specific donor-recipient species pairs with enhanced 
recombination within rather than between a certain niche. The work in chapter 2 
represents a novel approach to quantifying the proportion of the genome that is 
recombining. Within-host recombination was ~0.6 times greater than between host 
in some species pairs. Mapping the DNA segments involved in recombination 
revealed hot spots of recombination in the genome. The putative functions of the 
genes involved in those hot spots add useful knowledge on potentially essential 
mechanisms for adaptation in niches and environments.  
 
In chapter 3, a detailed recombination analysis in C. jejuni was carried out to 
investigate the genomic changes on the emergence of cattle specialist lineages. 
The effect of recombination in generating diversity in cattle specialists (ST-61) was 
high. Analysis in chapter 3 using ClonalFrameML inferred an r/m ratio much higher 
than that of the generalist ST-21 or the entire dataset. Lower estimates for r/m have 
been reported for C. jejuni (Vos and Didelot, 2009) than what was inferred in chapter 
3, but this is probably because these estimates were based on seven MLST genes 
(Wilson et al., 2009). Recombination might have a weak effect on the highly 
conserved MLST genes compared to the whole genome. The recombination 
analysis revealed segments of DNA that were recombining and characterized their 
function. Genes were related to metabolic functions, cell envelope biogenesis and 





Gene loss and genotype-phenotype interactions in C. jejuni 
Previous studies have shown that bacteria occupying specific niches can display 
reductive evolution as a result of genetic drift or linkage to beneficial mutations that 
are not necessarily adaptive (Batut et al., 2014, Sheppard et al., 2018). However, 
gene loss in host specialist lineages has been observed in Campylobacter (Morley 
et al., 2015) and S. enterica (Koskiniemi et al., 2012). Consistent with these studies, 
work in chapter 3 revealed significant gene loss associated with the emergence of 
C. jejuni cattle specialists. The gene loss included a genomic island encoding the 
flagellin O-linked glycosylation system. Homoplasy analysis showed that this gene 
block was also absent in other divergent C. jejuni cattle specialists indicating a 
beneficial advantage of those strains in adaptation in the cattle niche.  
 
One of the challenges in biology is to mechanistically link genotypes with 
phenotypes. Comparative genomics analysis in chapter 3, revealed homoplasious 
genomic signatures associated with adaptive evolution and linked their function with 
phenotype assays in a collection of C. jejuni bacterial strains. In vitro phenotype 
assays showed that glycosylation gene block loss had phenotypic changes 
associated with reductions in cell hydrophobicity, autoagglutination and biofilm 
formation in wild-type cattle compared to chicken specialist strains. Further in vivo 
experiments in cattle would shed more light on how gene loss is influencing 
adaptation of cattle-specialist C. jejuni bacteria in cattle. 
 
AMR is highly distributed among Campylobacter species associated with 
agriculture 
HGT is linked with the widespread distribution of AMR genes across bacterial 
species (de la Cruz and Davies, 2000). Work presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4 
focused on the effect of HGT on large numbers of genomes. Antibiotics represent a 
very strong selective pressure to which bacteria need to rapidly adapt. The spread 
of AMR genes among human, animals and the environment via HGT on a global 
scale has been discussed before (Mazel and Davies, 1999). However, there is 
limited information about the transmission dynamics of AMR among animals, 
humans and the environment in the Campylobacter genus. Pangenomic analysis in 
chapter 2, showed the presence of multiple AMR genes in six agricultural-
associated Campylobacter species. Additionally, some AMR genes were found in 
species associated with marine mammals, wild birds and environmental waters. 
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Studies have reported AMR gene clusters which can be transferred between 
lineages and species via HGT (Qin et al., 2012; Derbise et al., 1996; Derbise et al., 
1997; Baker et al., 2018). The work presented in chapter 4, identified localization of 
AMR gene clusters on GIs. Several of those GIs were located on plasmids or 
integrative conjugative elements indicating spread of gene clusters via HGT. 
Syntenic arrangements of AMR genes conferring resistance to multiple classes of 
antibiotics have been described before (Werner et al., 2003; Derbise et al., 1996; 
Derbise et al., 1997). Work in chapter 4 shows similar gene localizations as well as 
the presence of a new gene association among isolates from different sources and 
Campylobacter species. Similar results were obtained in chapter 2, where gene 
associations were identified in different Campylobacter species, indicating the 
dissemination of AMR genes via HGT. These results suggest that strong selection 
has enabled the dissemination of AMR genes in different Campylobacter species 
inhabiting livestock animals with a further spill-over to humans and the environment. 
 
Host-specific gene pools 
Bacterial species that are found in multiple hosts carry genetic signatures of host 
adaptation in their genomes (Toft and Andersson, 2010). These signatures are the 
result of diversification from the ancestral gene pool and/or genetic elements that 
confer an advantage for bacteria to adapt and survive in the host niche. Identifying 
those signatures in the genome can reveal gene functions and important biological 
mechanisms underlying adaptation associated with a jump into a new host 
(Sheppard et al., 2018). However, it is challenging to differentiate which genetic 
signatures are the result of adaptation and which the result of genetic bottleneck 
and drift.  
 
The work presented in chapter 2 provides a detailed within-host recombination 
analysis for Campylobacter species that share the same host. The analysis 
identified SNPs with a high probability of recombining between a donor and a 
recipient strain and mapped highly recombinant genes involved in different 
comparisons. Analysis of different Campylobacter species inhabiting the chicken 
niche, identified an AMR gene, gyrA, as highly recombinant. C. jejuni and C. coli 
strains isolated from chickens are highly resistant against ciprofloxacin (Food and 
Authority, 2019) with mutation in the gyrA gene conferring resistance against that 
antibiotic (Hormeño et al., 2016). Further work in chapter 2 detected high levels of 
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recombination in Campylobacter species inhabiting the cattle niche. Those species 
included strains of a cattle-specialist C. jejuni lineage (ST-61). This is consistent 
with work in chapter 3, where this lineage was found to be highly recombinogenic. 
Owing to their unique digestive system, cattle represent a distinct habitat for large 
populations of microbes (Flemming and Wuertz, 2019), which may act as a 
microcosm of interactions between Campylobacter species. The work presented in 
chapter 2 identified a gene (glmS) with a transposon specific site located just 
downstream of this gene. Transposons are mobile genetic elements known to 
transfer between different bacterial strains carrying various genes (Choi, 2009). 
Finally, recombination analysis focusing on species that are found in pigs and cattle 
detected gene napA to be very recombinogenic. This gene encodes a key nitrate 
reductase enzyme that allows Campylobacter to grow under microaerobic 
conditions (Pittman et al., 2007) and may help balance the rate of biosynthesis with 
the varying supply of potentially toxic (to cattle and pigs) nitrite (Alexander et al., 
2009).  
 
The work presented in chapter 3, identified genes and alleles that are associated 
with adaptive changes by focusing on homoplasious changes that had occurred in 
other divergent cattle specialists. Similar approach was performed in another study 
on S. aureus, to differentiate adaptive changes from the ones that occur as a result 
of a bottleneck or genetic drift from the ancestral gene pool (Murray et al., 2017). 
Homoplasy analysis revealed genes involved in diverse functions including 
adhesion to epithelial cells and biosynthesis of thiamine and molybdenum. A recent 
study identified a gene encoding for a fibronectin-binding protein which is associated 
with host colonization (Smith et al., 2020). Work in chapter 3, identified a putative 
fibronectin/fibrinogen-binding protein gene as homoplasious in cattle specialist 
lineages likely involved in host cell adhesion in cattle. Other homoplasious genetic 
elements included genes involved in thiamine and molybdenum biosynthesis. 
Metabolic functions of those genes might be related with differences in host diet 
between chickens and cattle. Although speculations about the putative functions of 
these genes link them with differences in host anatomy and physiology, further in 






Lineage-specific accessory genes and their use as molecular markers 
Monitoring the colonization ability of different bacterial strains in in vivo animal 
experiments can be performed by culturing the bacteria directly from the sample on 
selective media and counting the CFUs. While this is true for single infection 
experiments, it is impossible to differentiate multiple bacterial strains of the same 
species in competition experiments. The work presented in chapter 5 shows how 
genomics can be used to identify unique genes that can be used as targets for 
downstream analysis such as real-time PCR, to measure strain specific colonization 
ability. Single and competition infection experiments in mallards were performed 
with C. jejuni strains isolated from three different bird species. All three strains were 
whole genome sequenced and belonged to three clonal complexes. Two clonal 
complexes were wild bird specialists, one of ducks, and one of song thrushes, while 
the third a generalist clonal complex from chickens. Pangenomic analysis of those 
three strains used in infection experiments augmented with publicly available 
isolates from the same ST-complexes revealed accessory genes unique to each 
ST-complex. Those genes appear to be ST-complex specific and, due to the strong 
host link between C. jejuni ST-complexes with a particular host, potentially host 
specific. It is possible that some of those genes might be the reason underlying 
differences in colonization ability of strains used in the infection experiments. 
However, a larger number of strains is required for in vitro phenotype assays and in 
vivo infection experiments to draw more generalizable conclusions. 
 
The mobilome of the Campylobacter genus 
Many bacterial species are found in the same environments. These bacteria have 
different genetic backgrounds but require the same metabolic functions to adapt and 
survive. Recombination allows for rapid adaptation to a host environment facilitating 
the spread of adaptive genes through bacteria populations. Consistent with this, 
work presented in chapter 4, showed the same AMR alleles shared between isolates 
sampled from multiple sources and different Campylobacter species. 
Recombination analysis in chapter 2 identified genes that were recombining in 
multiple Campylobacter species. These genes were associated with MDR 
highlighting the potential for selective pressure imposed by antibiotics in multiple 
host niches. Other genes with evidence for interspecies HGT included those 
involved in biosynthesis of a polysaccharide and a hydrogenase that utilizes nickel, 
a metal that is present in the environment. Further functional characterization and 
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in vitro phenotype assays are required to define the mechanistic functions of these 




Conclusions and future work 
The work presented in this thesis has shown the impact of intensive livestock 
production on the evolution of agricultural-associated Campylobacter species, 
particularly on C. jejuni, where the expanded niche of cattle in the last century, 
favoured the emergence and dissemination of cattle specialist lineages. Work in this 
thesis shows that HGT plays a key role in facilitating intra- and interspecies genetic 
variation in the Campylobacter genus. Findings revealed various genes that 
potentially promote host-adaptive evolution. The work in this thesis improves 
understanding of the genetic and functional basis of host adaptation in 
Campylobacter. Future work will focus on testing the mechanistic basis of genes 
identified from genomic analysis using in vitro phenotype assays. Further work will 
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Figure S3.1. Distribution of genes that harbour ST-21 (white) or ST-61 (black) specific alleles. 
The number of genes is illustrated in the y axis while the ST-21 and ST-61 complexes as well as the 

















Figure S3.2. All recombination events as inferred by ClonalFrameML. The number of 
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4.2. Supplementary figures 
 
 
Figure S4.1. Individual AMR gene trees. 14 single-gene trees highlighting the allelic diversity in 
AMR genes found in C. jejuni (grey) and C. coli (black) isolates shown in the first column. The 
resistance status of each isolate is highlighted in the second column for multidrug resistant (dark 
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Figure S4.2. Prevalence of AMR genes over time. Graphs illustrate the presence of 15 putative 
AMR genes in isolate genomes sampled at each year in the chapter. Prevalence (%) was calculated 
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